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Abstract 
Abstract 
Hydrodynamic processes that occur along the Congo Middle Reach are a key 
determinant of risks pertaining to biogeochemical cycling, ecology, public health, 
transportation, and flood risk. Knowledge of channel hydraulics is paramount to 
understanding and modelling these hydrodynamic processes, yet such knowledge is 
severely lacking here. 
The aims of the research presented in this thesis were twofold. The first aim was 
to assess the water surface and in-channel hydraulic conditions along the Congo Middle 
Reach, and the capacity of satellite observations to determine these conditions. The 
second aim was to evaluate methods of channel geometric representation in 
hydrodynamic models of the multichannel Congo mainstem. Fieldwork was central to 
achieving these aims; the field data having been used to characterise hydraulics, assess 
satellite altimetry datasets, model bathymetry, and model fluvial hydraulics and 
hydrodynamics. 
A key finding of the hydraulic characterisation was a complete absence of river 
flow constrictions that cause backwater effects, which partly explains the relatively subtle 
nature of inundation here. Assessment of existing satellite profiling altimetry datasets 
showed their spatial coverage adequately captures the water surface profile along more 
than 1,200 kilometres of the middle reach. However, coverage was insufficient through 
the Chenal entrance, where a downstream increase in bed-slope generates a significant 
drawdown effect. Satellite altimetry deviated from field measurements by two metres 
here, which is half the annual flood wave amplitude. The findings show that these satellite 
profiling altimeters cannot be relied on to capture significant water surface slope 
variability resulting from gradually varied flow conditions, even on the world’s largest 
rivers. 
Modelling work showed that the Congo’s multi-threaded channel geometry can 
be simplified to an effective single channel in a hydrodynamic model, without introducing 
significant error. The resultant root mean square error in water surface elevation was 
estimated to be less than 0.25 metres, providing channel friction and shape parameters 
are calibrated to observations obtained across the entire flow range. This finding may 
apply to other large multi-threaded channel reaches, which are commonly found on the 
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Hydrodynamic processes that occur along the world’s large rivers are a key 
determinant of a range of risks pertaining to biogeochemical cycling, ecology, food 
security, public health, transportation, and human exposure to flood risk. For instance , 
globally important biogeochemical processes such as the outgassing of carbon dioxide 
and methane occur as result of large scale fluvial inundation (Richey et al., 2002; Borges 
et al., 2015). Inundation and spatiotemporal diversity in river flow conditions maintains 
some of the world’s most biologically diverse and productive ecosystems (Junk et al., 
1989; Vander Vorste et al., 2017). Hydrodynamic processes are also linked to the 
infection dynamics of water related diseases such as malaria (Smith et al., 2013; 
Bertuzzo and Mari, 2017). Many agricultural practices in remote regions rely on a 
dependable supply of water and nutrients provided through seasonal inundation (Duvail 
and Hamerlynck, 2007), yet are vulnerable to extreme inundation (Pacetti et al., 2017). 
Similarly, inland water navigation, an important and sustainable form of transport across 
large remote regions often lacking land transport infrastructure (Bonnerjee et al., 2009), 
is reliant on a minimum depth of flow being maintained in river channels.  
1.1 Study Area: The Middle Reach of the Congo River 
Given the wide range and importance of risks and processes linked to large river 
hydrodynamics, studies of large river hydrodynamics are badly needed. This is especially 
true for the geographical study area of this research: the middle reach of the Congo 
River. The Congo Middle Reach flows for approximately 1,700 km from Kisangani to 
Kinshasa (Robert, 1946). It is a shallow sloped channel system that is highly 
multithreaded for over 1200 km of its length (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012), as shown in 
Figure 1-1. This channel system is one of the widest in the world, and is occupied by 
hundreds of vegetated islands that divide the channel into numerous individual channel 
threads, broadly classed as an anabranching channel pattern (Nanson, 2013). Very little 
is known about this channel system, there being a severe lack of in -situ hydraulic data 
(O’Loughlin et al., 2013). Water surface observations from satellite are available 
however, and have been used in the limited hydrodynamic research that exists (e.g. Lee 
et al., 2011; O’Loughlin et al., 2020).
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Figure 1-1. The Congo River: (a) The central Congo Basin, showing the mainstem middle 
reach that flows from Kisangani to Kinshasa, major tributaries, and terrain elevations; (b) 
Satellite image showing characteristic multichannel planform of the middle reach; (c) 
Location plan within the extent of the African continent, showing country boundaries. 
Rivers and lakes water mask from O’Loughlin et al. (2013), Terrain elevations from 
MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017); satellite image from Bing (© 2020 Microsoft 
Corporation © 2020 DigitalGlobe © CNES (2020) Distribution Airbus DS). 
Having received relatively little research attention, hydrodynamic research in the 
Congo River Basin also has the potential to contribute to resolving regionally and in some 
cases globally important earth science and development questions (Alsdorf et al., 2016). 
The middle reach of the Congo drains the world’s second largest tropical wetland system: 
the Cuvette Centrale wetlands (Keddy et al., 2009). Inundation in these wetlands 
sustains peatlands that are estimated to store 20 years of current fossil fuel emissions 
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from the United States of America (Dargie et al., 2017), but inundation is also thought to 
emit globally significant amounts of carbon dioxide and methane (Borges et al., 2015). 
Inundation here also sustains some of the most biodiverse ecosystems in the world, and 
is linked to regional food security because of the dependence of agricultural and fishing 
practices on inundation (Comptour et al., 2016; Comptour et al., 2020). Research 
questions concerning this inundation, including quantification of inundated areas and its 
variability in time, and the extent to which fluvial flooding controls wetland inundation 
remain largely unanswered. Numerical hydrodynamic river models are likely to be a key 
tool in answering these questions (Trigg et al., 2009; Biancamaria et al., 2009; Paz et 
al., 2011; Schumann et al., 2013; Paiva et al., 2013).  
A severe lack of transport infrastructure in the Congo River Basin means that 
inland water navigation on the mainstem middle reach and its major tributaries is the 
principal mode of transportation within the region, and is therefore of great regional 
importance (Bonnerjee et al., 2009; CICOS, 2015). Shallow water conditions combined 
with continuously evolving channel morphology results in frequent vessel groundings and 
periods of unnavigable conditions along the mainstem and key tributaries (Wood et al., 
1986; Ndala, 2009). Accordingly, hydrodynamic modelling of in-channel flow conditions 
to predict water levels during low flow conditions and morphological changes has a 
potential role to play in managing these navigation risks. Predictions of flow conditions 
are also important to understand the hydrodynamic impacts of environmental changes 
that are anticipated in the Congo River Basin. Changes in land use, regional climate, and 
river abstractions and/or impoundments are all likely to change river flow rates 
considerably (e.g. Coe et al., 2011), and will therefore affect inundation and channel flow 
conditions.  
1.2 Research Problem Statements 
Flooding from large rivers and its related risks to biogeochemical cycling, wetland 
ecology and public health, are increasingly being evaluated using observations from 
space-borne satellites, and hydrodynamic river models that utilise these observations 
(Schumann, 2014; Bates et al., 2014; Bierkens, 2015; Schneider et al., 2018; 
Fleischmann et al., 2018). However, the usefulness of satellite observations is currently 
limited by their sparse and inconsistent observational coverage. Hydrodynamic 
modelling efforts are further limited by a paucity of river channel bathymetry data, which 
cannot yet be reliably obtained from satellite (Bates et al., 2014; Caballero et al., 2019). 
In-situ bathymetry measurements are often sparse or unavailable, especially for large 
rivers in remote regions. This is problematic, because the inclusion of river channel 
geometry information is crucial to the performance of a hydrodynamic model (Neal et al., 
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2012; Sampson et al., 2015). To resolve this problem and facilitate the hydrodynamic 
analysis and modelling of rivers with limited or no bathymetry information, methods of 
estimating channel geometry have been developed and are increasingly being applied 
to large rivers in remote regions (Yoon et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 
2013; Schneider et al., 2018; Fleischmann et al., 2018). However, treating river channel 
bathymetry as unknown increases the number of unknown parameters, and generally 
places greater importance on the hydraulic parameters for which observed data are 
available from satellite. Moreover, treatment of bathymetry as an unknown often involves 
simplification of channel geometry to a uniform cross-sectional shape, such that it can 
be represented by one or two parameter values in a hydrodynamic model. Yet a simple 
uniform channel shape may not be appropriate for representing the middle reach of the 
Congo River, which has a complex multichannel planform and remains poorly 
understood hydraulically. Thus, the research presented in this thesis is concerned with 
assessing the adequacy of Congo River hydraulic observations from satellite, and the 
applicability of simplified representations of Congo River channel geometry, in the 
context of hydrodynamic analysis and modelling. Specifically, the research addresses 
two research problems, which are each stated and elaborated on below. 
Research Problem Statement 1: Satellite-derived observations of water 
surface conditions currently have limited spatial and temporal coverage, and 
the adequacy of this coverage for analysing the hydrodynamics of the Congo 
River is unknown. 
Satellite observations of water surface elevation and water extents are used 
extensively in hydrodynamic analysis and modelling (Schumann et al., 2009; Yan et al., 
2015). In recent decades, much progress has been made in observations of water 
surface information from satellite: the accuracy and utility of many datasets has been 
assessed (Frappart et al., 2006; Urban et al., 2008; Jarihani et al., 2013; Schumann and 
Moller, 2015; Normandin et al., 2018), and data coverage has increased in space and 
time. However, their spatial and temporal coverage remains relatively sparse and is 
inconsistent, varying between river systems and river reaches (Garambois et al., 2017). 
Research is therefore needed to understand how spatial and temporal deficiencies in 
satellite derived water surface observations limit their application in hydrodynamic 
analysis and modelling of different river systems. 
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Research Problem statement 2: Methods of representing the 
multichannel reaches of the Congo River in hydrodynamic models are not well 
established or verified. 
Current approaches to large river hydrodynamic modelling often reduce channel 
geometric representation to a single mean cross sectional depth value, by representing 
channels as a simple shape such as a rectangle (e.g. Biancamaria et al., 2009). As well 
as allowing bathymetry to be treated as an unknown parameter to be calibrated, a simple 
shape also minimises model spatial resolution and therefore computational power 
requirements, which is important for large river simulations that span large spatial and 
temporal scales. Simplified channel representations are yet to be thoroughly tested, and 
may not be appropriate in some circumstances, such as applications where spatially 
distributed in-channel hydraulic information is required, or in multichannel river 
environments where a single rectangular channel is highly unrepresentative. 
Multichannel river environments are a common feature of large river systems: 
Latrubesse (2008) asserts that nine of the world’s 10 largest rivers possess a channel 
pattern that is predominantly anabranching. Multichannel rivers are also particularly 
challenging in a channel representation context. This is partly due to observational 
challenges: the acquisition of a full bathymetry dataset requires navigation of multiple 
channel threads in order to sample the full channel cross-section (Altenau et al., 2017a), 
resulting in a collection route that is several times longer than for a single channel river, 
which may be prohibitive. Limitations on model spatial resolution are an additional  
challenge since the representation of narrower individual channel threads require a finer 
spatial resolution than a simplified effective single channel. Simplified channel 
representations are therefore highly appealing on multichannel rivers. However, 
approximating a complex multithreaded channel system as a single channel of uniform 
shape neglects many in-channel hydraulic processes such as the splitting and 
converging of sinuous channel threads around islands and the overtopping of mid -
channel islands (Garambois et al., 2017). Channel geometry and hydraulics must be 
represented with sufficient accuracy in hydrodynamic models, in order to correctly 
simulate the onset and extents of fluvial inundation, and the speed with which flood 
waves move through the channel – floodplain system (Trigg et al., 2009; Dey et al., 
2019). Research into the representation of multithreaded river channels in hydrodynamic 
models is therefore badly needed. 
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1.3 Thesis Aims and Structure 
The aims of the research presented in this thesis are as follows: 
1. To assess the water surface and in-channel hydraulic conditions along 
the middle reach of the Congo River, and the capacity of satellite -based 
observations to determine these conditions. 
2. To evaluate methods of channel geometric representation in 
hydrodynamic models of the Congo’s multichannel middle reach. 
The objectives that have been identified in order to achieve these aims are set 
out in section 3.5, following the literature review. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 constitute the 
Literature Review: Chapter 2 is a review of large river hydrodynamic research, and 
Chapter 3 is a review of hydrodynamic research in the Congo River Basin.  Chapters 4, 
5 and 6 document the research carried out, and Chapter 7 presents the research findings 
and conclusions together with future research directions. The structure of the entire 
thesis is depicted in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2. Thesis structure  
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CHAPTER 2 
Large River Hydrodynamics 
Large River Hydrodynamics  
2.1 Definitions 
2.1.1 Large Rivers 
There are number of published definitions of ‘large’ rivers in a global context. In 
one example, Gupta (2007) defines a large river as being over 1000 km long, having a 
catchment area of >105 km2 and a mean annual runoff volume greater than 200 x109 m3. 
Fielding (2008), defines large rivers as having a channel greater than 1 km wide and 10 
m deep. These definitions based on channel size, catchment area or runoff volume are 
not always satisfactory. The threshold values used in the definitions are subjective, and 
a lack of reliable global discharge and bathymetric data limits their wider application. Use 
of globally available data such as catchment area alone is problematic, due to the large 
variation in catchment runoff rates, resulting for example in the inclusion of relatively 
small rivers with big catchments in arid regions, and the exclusion of some large rivers 
with relatively small catchments in tropical regions. Human impacts and river regulation 
also complicate these definitions. 
In this thesis, ‘large rivers’ are defined simply as being distinct from smaller rivers 
by some key characteristics. They possess wide channels systems, flow depths of up to 
25–50m or more, very high width to depth ratios, and very low water surface gradients 
(~10 cm/km or less)  (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012; Nicholas et al., 2012). They also have 
low Froude numbers (Amsler and Garcia (1997) suggest typically equal to or less than 
~0.3), and therefore have highly subcritical flow conditions.  Large rivers often possess 
extensive floodplain systems, and their channel systems exhibit a range of complex 
planform patterns that do not conform to the traditional pattern terminologies 
(Latrubesse, 2008), beyond the fact that they are multichannel to some extent (Carling 
et al., 2014). Their flood regimes are seasonal, more stable and predictable. Large rivers 
provide important ecosystem services, supporting biodiversity, freshwater and marine 
fisheries, and productive agricultural land. They may be primary rivers or tributaries, and 
their drainage basins often lie in remote regions spanning multiple countries.  
Mega rivers are a useful sub-category of large rivers, first proposed by 
Latrubesse (2008). They are defined as ‘very large’ rivers, and include the nine largest 
rivers on earth by mean annual discharge: Amazon, Congo, Orinoco, Yangtze, Madeira, 
Negro, Brahmaputra, Japura, and Parana. See Table 2-1 for some summary statistics of 
these mega rivers. The quoted discharge statistics are obtained from in-situ 
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measurements (rating curves): in the absence of any information on the uncertainty of 
specific values, an uncertainty in the region of 5-10% can be assumed (Di Baldassarre 
and Montanari, 2009). The reported sediment flux values are more uncertain. Numerical 
assessments of the uncertainties associated with the values reported are not available, 
but recent sediment flux values of 326 Mt/year and 159 Mt/year published for the 
Irrawaddy and Salween Rivers in Southeast Asia are assigned an uncertainties of ~25%  
and ~40% respectively (Baronas et al., 2020). Moreover, different measurements on the 
same river often report variations in excess of 50%: compare for example the Orinoco 
sediment flux of 74 Mt/year produced by Laraque et al. (2013) with the 150 Mt/year 
quoted in Table 2-1, and the value of 210 Mt/year published in Milliman and Meade 
(1983). Milliman and Meade (1983) also give an overview of the potential error sources 
in large river sediment flux measurements, which is still relevant today. 
Table 2-1: The world's nine largest rivers by discharge, known as mega rivers. After 
Latrubesse (2008) 














Amazon Brazil 209,000 6100 ~1000 167 
Congo DR Congo 40,900 3700 32.8 9 
Orinoco Venezuela 35,000 950 150 157.8 
Yangtze China 32,000 1943 970 499 
Madeira Brazil 32,000 1360 450 330 
Negro Brazil 28,400 696 8 11.5 
Brahmaputra Bangladesh 20,000 610 520 852.4 
Japura Brazil 18,600 248 33b 133 
Parana Argentina 18,000 2600 112 43 
  
Many of the world’s large rivers are located in the tropics due to the intense 
rainfall here; eight of the 10 largest rivers by discharge globally are tropical rivers 
(Latrubesse et al., 2005). Tropical rivers in particular are the subject of intense 
biogeochemical activity. Inland waters are known to emit amounts of trace gases 
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including carbon dioxide and methane that constitute considerable components of the 
global carbon budget (Bastviken et al., 2011; Raymond et al., 2013), and emissions from 
tropical river systems are thought to contribute significantly to this (Richey et al., 2002; 
Melack et al., 2004; Sawakuchi et al., 2014; Borges et al., 2015). For example, Borges 
et al. (2015) estimate carbon dioxide equivalent greenhouse gas emissions from the 
Cuvette Centrale wetlands of the Congo River to be 0.48 ± 0.08 petagrams per year. 
This number is globally significant, considering that the combined net global carbon sink 
from oceans and land is currently estimated as 5.7 petagrams per year (Friedlingstein et 
al., 2019). These systems also facilitate carbon storage by depositing stocks of carbon-
rich sediments and contributing to peatland formation through wetland inundation.  
2.1.2 Hydrodynamics 
In this thesis, the study of river hydrodynamics refers to observing and modelling 
the dynamic spatiotemporal distribution of several surface water parameters within a 
river system. These parameters include water flows, surface elevations, depths, 
velocities, and inundation patterns (i.e. dynamic inundation extent and duration). River 
hydrodynamics is strongly influenced by terrain, including the topography of river banks 
and floodplains, the bathymetry of river channels. Terrain also encompasses land 
surface roughness, which creates flow resistance. Hydrodynamics does not specifically 
include the study of the hydrological processes that generate river flows, which is a 
component of the broader field of hydrology. Hydrodynamics is an important component 
of hydrology however, as it governs the speed of travel and changes in magnitude and 
duration of river flows as they move down a river system.  
2.2 Key Drivers of Large River Hydrodynamic Research 
2.2.1  The Proliferation of Space Borne Earth Observation Satellite Data 
In recent decades there has been enormous progress in the use of remote 
sensing techniques to obtain hydrodynamic and topographic information from space 
borne earth observation satellite instruments (Smith, 1997; Calmant et al., 2009; Yan et 
al., 2015). This is largely due to a sustained growth in the number of satellite missions, 
and also the capability and diversity of technologies employed by the instruments. The 
last decade in particular has seen major advances in the utility of observations of 
inundation patterns and water surface elevation.  
Large rivers are the prime candidates for the application of  satellite remote 
sensing (SRS) to observe hydrodynamics, because they can accommodate the generally 
lower temporal and spatial resolution of SRS datasets. Conversely, in situ (ground 
based) observation methods are sparsely applied to large rivers because of scale and 
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accessibility issues. The data that has become available from SRS has therefore been 
unprecedented especially in terms of spatial coverage, and has partly driven the 
increasing study of large river hydrodynamics. Anticipated future advances in 
spatiotemporal coverage, resolution and accuracy of SRS data will continue to be a key 
driver of such studies, particularly within the earth science community. 
The progress in SRS is continuing to advance what is possible in large river 
hydrodynamics, and is fuelling research into a wide range of societal issues that entail 
hydrodynamic observations or predictions on large rivers. These are described below. 
2.2.2 Biogeochemical processes 
Large river hydrodynamics is a key determinant of globally important 
biogeochemical processes. Water depths, velocities, and inundation patterns are all 
hydrodynamic information that are needed to understand the production of trace gases 
from rivers. Observed or modelled flood extents and durations are used in conjunction 
with locally measured trace gas evasion rates per unit area to produce estimates of total 
emissions from river systems. For example, the Borges et al. (2015) estimate of 0.48 ± 
0.08 petagrams per year of carbon dioxide equivalent greenhouse gas emissions from 
the Cuvette Centrale wetlands is the product of a compilation of locally computed trace 
gas flux values (which are themselves based on local measurements of dissolved 
concentrations), and a flooded surface area of 360×103 km2 estimated from satellite 
imagery and terrain data (Bwangoy et al., 2010). In addition, trace gas evasion rates are 
a function of gas transfer velocity, which is influenced by river channel flow properties 
including velocity and channel friction. This was demonstrated by Alin et al. (2011) who 
found there to be a strong positive correlation (R2=0.78) between gas transfer velocity 
values and water current velocity measurements on a range of medium and large rivers. 
Dynamic inundation processes also play a role in the storage of carbon. 
Specifically, inundation facilitates the build-up of organic material within soils, which is 
then unable to fully decompoe and release carbon into the atmosphere (Keddy et al., 
2009). Wetlands are a hotspot for this carbon sequestration activitiy, where the abudant 
vegetation is prevented from fully decomposing and forms peatlands. Despite only 
occupying 3% of the earth’s surface, peatlands make up one third of the total global 
carbon pool (Page et al., 2011). 
2.2.3 Ecological Processes 
Hydrodynamic processes are a major control on the ecosystems present within 
the river channel and on floodplains. Within river channels, the variability in flows, depths, 
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and velocities provides a diverse range of potential niches that serve as habitats for 
aquatic organisms. Consequently these organisms are spatially distributed in a highly 
heterogeneous way that changes temporally with river flow (Crowder and Diplas, 2000; 
Allan and Castillo, 2007). River channel aquatic habitat models simulate habitat changes 
with flow, using observations and predictions of water depth and velocity for a range of 
flows to investigate habitat suitability for various species  (Daraio et al., 2010; Jowett and 
Duncan, 2012). 
Biodiversity is highest in large rivers. This is in part because larger rivers can 
accommodate larger fish as well as small fish, meaning the size range and hence 
diversity of fish increases as rivers become larger (Vander Vorste et al., 2017). The main 
reason however is the role of floodplain inundation in large rivers, known as the flood 
pulse in an ecological context (Junk et al., 1989). In large rivers, many aquatic and 
terrestrial organisms are adapted to and dependent on regular seasonal inundation for 
moderate periods. During inundation, aquatic organisms migrate out of the channel and 
onto the floodplain to use newly available habitats and resources. The floodplain also 
receives a fresh supply of sediment. As flood waters recede, nutrients, organic matter 
and newly produced organisms return from the floodplain into the river channels 
(Johnson et al., 1995). Large river floodplains are therefore highly ecologically productive 
and diverse environments, especially where inundation duration is sufficient to produce 
wetland ecosystems. Wetlands are known to be some of the most biologically diverse 
and productive ecosystems in the world, but are also among the most threatened due to  
their fragility (Tockner et al., 2008). The importance of floodplain ecological processes 
and their strong dependence on hydrodynamics is a key motivator of an increasing 
number of studies involving observations and modelled predictions of floodplain 
hydrodynamics. 
2.2.4 Flood risk 
The predictable, slow moving, seasonal nature of large river floods and their often 
remote, sparsely populated localities dictate that they are regarded as a beneficial 
ecosystem service as much as they are a natural hazard, with floodplain dwelling 
communities being adapted to seasonal flood conditions. However, large river floods do 
pose a risk to human life, property and infrastructure in many cases. Extreme floods 
events that cause exceptional inundation extents and depths test the resilience o f 
communities and can have catastrophic consequences; Table 2-2 gives some examples 
of such events over the last 10 years. Flood risk exposure is projected to increase in 
developing countries where most large rivers are located, because of rapid urbanisation 
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on floodplains driven by population growth (Di Baldassarre et al., 2010; Smith et al., 
2019). 
Table 2-2. Studies of Recent Large River Floods 
River Year of flood Example study 
Indus 2010 Gaurav et al., (2011) 
Mississippi 2011 Driscoll et al., (2014) 
Chao Phraya  2011 Komori et al., (2012) 
Amazon 2014 Espinoza et al., (2014) 
Brahmaputra 2017 Philip et al., (2019) 
 
Observed and modelled hydrodynamic information is essential for implementing 
flood risk mitigation measures such as flood risk mapping, flood forecasting and warning, 
and construction of flood control infrastructure. In the case of large rivers, such 
information is needed not just for understanding the flood risk posed by the river itself, 
but also the risk associated with its many tributaries whose hydrodynamic behaviour will 
likely be strongly controlled by the river they drain into. For example, the influence of the 
Amazon mainstem hydraulics on its tributaries was observed by Meade et al. (1991) who 
showed that water surface elevation (WSE) in the Madeira and Purus tributaries can vary 
by 2-3 m for a given discharge, depending on the conditions in the downstream 
mainstem. Amazon mainstem backwater effects on the Purus and Solimoes tributaries 
were also characterised by Trigg et al. (2009), who found the Purus to be more affected 
of the two, mean water surface slopes from a hydrodynamic model simulation being 4 –
6 times lower than channel bed slopes during high and low water conditions respectively. 
2.2.5 Remote Discharge Measurement 
Accurate measurement of river discharge is essential, as it quantifies the amount 
of water resources available for human use, defines the quantity of water that comes out 
of bank during flood events, and describes overall catchment response to 
hydrometeorological processes. Despite the high value of discharge information to 
society, gauging stations and access to river discharge information has been declining 
since the 1980s, including on the world’s largest rivers (Hannah et al., 2011; Pavelsky et 
al., 2014). Facilities and accessibility are a particular problem in developing countries 
(Calmant et al., 2009). The global decline in operational gauging infrastructure is difficult 
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to quantify because gauge data in many countries is often unavailable to the public. Data 
sharing restrictions are often present in large river basins as a result of transboundary 
hydro-political issues (Qaddumi, 2008).  However, Hannah et al. (2011) were able to 
quantitatively assess the decline in North America. They looked at the total number of 
gauges with >30 years of data that were decommissioned between 1980 and 2004 in 
the USA and found this number represented 28% of the gauges that were operational in 
2005. In Canada the equivalent figure was 16% over a similar time period. 
The global Runoff Data Centre database (GRDC, 2019) is the most complete 
global discharge dataset that is freely available to the international scientific community 
(Pavelsky et al., 2014). Whilst the database will certainly omit gauges and datasets due 
to data sharing restrictions, it provides a useful indicator of global gauge data availability 
over time. The database provides the start and end dates for which data is available at 
each gauge, enabling an understanding of spatiotemporal changes in data availability. 
Figure 2-1 maps the global distribution of all gauges that have provided data at some 
point in time, along with gauges that provided data after 2010. Locations of large river 
basins (basin area greater than 500,000 km2) from Lehner et al. (2008) are also 
highlighted. This map clearly shows the decline in data availability globally, especially in 
large river basins and in developing countries. The Amazon Basin is somewhat of an 
anomaly in that it is relatively well gauged, this is because it is the world’s largest river 
and accordingly has received significantly more hydrological research attention than 
other large rivers. Alsdorf et al., (2016) demonstrate this by showing there is an order of 
magnitude more scientific publications on Amazon hydrological research compared to 
the world’s second largest river by discharge (Congo).  Still, the Amazon Basin gauge 
data is sparse relative to river basin gauge densities in developed countries, there  being 
eight times the number of gauges per kilometre in the Mississippi Basin than in the 
Amazon in 2010, based on the data shown in Figure 2-1.  
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Figure 2-1. Global Distribution of gauges in the Global Runoff Data center (GRDC) 
database; all gauges are plotted in red, and gauges with data after 2010 are plotted in 
black. River basins with an area greater than 500,000 km2 are also highlighted. River 
basins above 60 degrees northern latitude are not included. 
This decline in gauge data availability can be quantified by plotting the number of 
gauges that provide data in each year (Figure 2-2). This shows the magnitude of the 
decline in available gauge data since the 1980s. A similar decline is seen specifically in 
large river gauge data in developing countries, by plotting the number of gauges located 
in large river basins only (river basin area greater than 500,000 km2), and outside of 
North America or Europe. River basins above 60 degrees northern latitude are also 
excluded. These gauges comprised just 13% of all gauges on average over the last 
century, but occupy river basins that span approximately 33% of the world’s land surface 
based on the basin delineation of Lehner et al. (2008), which illustrates the sparsity of 
large river gauges in developing countries relative to global gauge density.  
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Figure 2-2. Plot of number of gauges that provide data in each year, from the Global 
Runoff Data Center Database. Total number of gauges in the database are plotted, and 
compared with number of gauges that are located in large river basins (river basin area 
>500,000 km2) outside of Europe or North America and below 60 degrees latitude. 
Clearly, improved spatiotemporal coverage of discharge measurements is greatly 
needed across the globe. Long term river gauging structures such as weirs that are used 
to obtain discharge from a water level measurement at the critical depth are the dominant 
flow gauging station in developed nations such as the UK (Centre for Ecology and 
Hydrology, 2019), but are generally not feasible to construct on larger rivers. Discharge 
– stage (water level) rating curves developed at a particular river cross section location 
can be used to derive discharge from regular water level measurements in large rivers, 
however these require direct measurements over a range of flows for calibration 
purposes, using a flow measurement device such as an acoustic Doppler current profiler 
(ADCP) or a current meter. The ongoing need for these direct measurements as a result 
of river channel geometry and vegetation change over time limits the rating curve 
methodology to locations with the facilities and conditions to carry out such 
measurements periodically. Establishing such locations on large rivers can be very 
challenging, given their remoteness, large channel widths, extensive floodplains, and 
multichannel nature. These large river gauging difficulties, combined with the increasing 
capabilities of SRS techniques, has resulted in a concerted effort in research into 
methods of retrieving discharge from space. The methods involve derivation of useful 
hydrodynamic observations from SRS, and their subsequent use to predict discharge 
using hydrodynamic models with a wide range of complexities (e.g. Andreadis et al., 
2007; Brakenridge et al., 2007; Durand et al., 2016). 
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2.2.6 Sediment Dynamics 
Hydrodynamic processes are key determinants of sediment transport processes, as they 
control the size, quantity and locations of sediment that is mobilised, transported, and 
deposited, and the evolution of river form. Specifically, the initiation of mo tion, rate of 
transport, and deposition of sediment is a function of bottom shear stress, which itself is 
a product of depth, water surface slope and velocity (van Rijn, 1993). These 
hydrodynamic variables are therefore commonly used to predict sediment bed load and 
total load transport rates, and erosion and deposition rates (e.g. Le Bouteiller and 
Venditti, 2014). 
The underlying motivations of the study of sediment dynamics include many of 
the motivations described above. Ecologically, changes in composition and quantity of  
sediment is important in providing habitat for aquatic and terrestrial organisms within the 
river corridor (Hauer et al., 2018). Sediment deposition and migration of bed forms results 
in a changing bathymetry that poses a major risk to fluvial navigation vessels (Guerrero 
et al., 2013); this is discussed in more detail in section 2.2.7. Channel deposition can 
increase fluvial flood risk (Slater et al., 2015), whilst insufficient delivery of sediment can 
increase flood risk and cause land loss in deltaic environments (Twilley et al., 2016). 
2.2.7 Inland Waterway Navigation 
Inland navigation on rivers is generally the most sustainable mode of transport in 
terms of energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and infrastructure 
requirements (Rohács and Simongáti, 2007; Schoemaker et al., 2012). For this reason, 
navigation is common on large rivers that are deep enough to accommodate the draft of 
large vessels over long distances. Naturally, vessels must contend with the risk of 
grounding, particularly when water levels are low. Observations and predictions of 
dynamic water levels along navigable rivers can help manage this navigation risk and 
optimise vessel loads (Hemri and Klein, 2017). For example, operational navigation 
forecasting on Europe’s principal inland navigation route, the Rhine River, is known to 
involve hydrodynamic modelling. Both Hemri and Klein (2017) and Baran et al. (2019) 
allude to the conversion of runoff forecasts into water level forecasts using a 
hydrodynamic model in their descriptions of the operational Rhine navigation forecasting 
procedure used by the German Federal Institute of Hydrology. However, Hemri and Klein 
(2017) and Baran et al. (2019) both look specifically at prediction of river discharge only 
in their research, (i.e. do not model hydraulics), and from the available literature, it 
appears that research relating to forecasting of flow conditions for navigation is primar ily 
focussed on hydrological modelling, and less hydraulic modelling; see also for example, 
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Demirel et al. (2013) on the Moselle, Western Europe. Some researchers have also used 
non-physically based modelling techniques such as artificial neural networks to derive 
navigation water level predictions solely from historical water level data: see the efforts 
of Fernandez et al. (2010) applied to the Magdalena River, and Figueiredo et al. (2014) 
on the Tapajos River. 
In the context of navigation forecasting, hydrological modelling may be receiving 
the research attention because it is perceived to be a research challenge of greater 
magnitude than the hydraulic modelling component. In addition, the discharge values 
that corresponds to the minimum WSE conditions for navigation along a river reach may 
be known on well gauged rivers (see e.g., Rötz and Theobald (2019)), in which case 
local the WSE prediction provided by a hydraulic component is not necessary in the 
same way that it is for flood forecasting. Regarding this latter point in the context of large 
rivers, accurate discharge values that correspond to minimum navigable WSE are less 
likely to be known in the case of large rivers in remote regions where operational gauging 
is limited (as discussed in section 2.2.5). Moreover, a hydraulic modelling component is 
often necessary even when only discharge predictions are required, as attested to by 
Rötz and Theobald (2019) who assessed the performance of different hydraulic model 
numerical formulations for predicting downstream discharge conditions for navigability.  
Ultimately, navigability is not dictated by WSE, but by depth. Detailed knowledge 
of river bathymetry along navigation routes and its evolution over time resulting from 
sediment transport processes are therefore important for managing navigation. 
Accordingly, researchers and practitioners are increasingly utilising hydrodynamic 
models to predict channel morphological changes that may affect long term navigability 
on large rivers. On the Rhine River for example, the Dutch navigation authority 
(Rijkswaterstaat Oost-Nederland) have developed a morphological model to predict 
future morphological changes and simulate potential measures for mitigating reduced 
navigability in areas of deposition (Yossef, 2016). Scientific research efforts are relatively 
rare on large rivers, likely because of the onerous input data requirements of a 
morphological model such as detailed bathymetry and sediment load data. Rare 
examples include the efforts of Creech (2014) on the Sao Francisco River in Brazil, which 
entailed the development of a sediment yield model using the Soil and Water 
Assessment Tool, and a morphological change model using HEC-RAS covering 1000 
km of the river’s middle reach. These models were coupled and used to analyse the 
navigability of the river following various anthropogenic interventions such as dredging 
and construction of spur dykes. Nicholas et al. (2012) modelled the hydrodynamics of a 
relatively short 30 km reach of the Rio Parana, Argentina, citing the prediction of 
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morphological evolution as being the key purpose of the model. In addition, Nicholas et 
al. (2013) circumvented the need for detailed data by modelling synthetic river reaches 
that are designed to be representative of large sand-bed rivers. Schuurman et al. (2016) 
also did so for the Brahmaputra, using such a model to analyse the generalised 
behaviour of braided river morphodynamics under human-induced interventions 
including bank protection works and closure of channel threads to improve navigability. 
2.2.8 Disease Transmission 
Water related diseases encompass water borne diseases, water based diseases, 
and vector borne diseases. The infection dynamics of water related diseases are linked 
to climatic, hydrologic and in some cases hydrodynamic drivers across a wide range of 
spatial and temporal scales (Bertuzzo and Mari, 2017). For example, malaria risk is 
strongly associated with surface water bodies which serve as breeding sites. Many of 
these surface water bodies are controlled by river hydrodynamics; the detection  and 
prediction of inundation duration, velocity and depth can be used to determine breeding 
habitat suitability and hence malaria risk (Smith et al., 2013). 
2.2.9 Hydrological Change 
Hydrological change may be instigated directly by hydraulic structures that 
regulate river flows and alter river bed slopes on many of the world’s rivers (Grill et al., 
2019). Indirectly, changes in hydrological processes are occurring as a result of human 
activities such as deforestation, agriculture, and urbanisation. Climate change is also 
having significant hydrological impacts through changes in land cover,  rainfall patterns 
and intensities, and evaporation. There is a need to understand how this hydrological 
change will affect hydrodynamic processes. Many of the hydrodynamic research drivers 
discussed above also require to be studied in the context of hydrological change.  
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2.3 Observing large river hydrodynamics 
2.3.1 Discharge Measurements 
In situ Measurements 
Discharge measurement is challenging on large rivers due to their large spatial 
scale and difficult access, as outlined in section 2.2.5. Nevertheless, it is possible and 
necessary given the decline in permanent gauging infrastructure and reluctance of 
government agencies to share data for political or commercial reasons. The modern 
established methodology involves use of an ADCP deployed on a boat to directly 
measure velocity and cross sectional area, and hence discharge. These devices 
measure velocity magnitude and direction using the Doppler shift of acoustic energy 
reflected by material suspended in the water column. These measurements produce 
vertical velocity profiles composed of water speeds and directions at regularly spaced 
intervals, across the entire river cross section. Morlock (1996) provides a detailed 
description of the ADCP and its operational principles. 
ADCP discharge measurements can also be used in conjunction with a 
geodetically levelled depth gauge to establish a rating relationship between discharge 
and WSE. The rating relationship then enables discharge to be measured indirectly in a 
convenient manner from a depth gauge. This practice has been used by the observation 
service SO-HYBAM, who conduct hydrological and biogeochemical measurements on 
the three largest rivers in the world (by average discharge): Amazon, Congo and 
Orinoco, for scientific purposes (Filizola et al., 2009; Institut de recherche pour le 
développement, 2019). The majority of their efforts are concentrated in the Amazon 
Basin where thirteen discharge gauging stations are currently operational. There is one 
gauging station each in the Congo and Orinoco basins. These stations and their data are 
all included in the global Runoff Data Centre database.  
Remote Sensing Measurements 
Dynamic river width, WSE, and water surface slope (WSS) information derived 
from remotely sensed observations of surface water extent and WSE are the common 
hydrodynamic variables used to estimate discharge from space. These variables are 
discussed in section 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 respectively, and their subsequent use in models to 
obtain discharge is discussed in section 2.4.5. 
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2.3.2 Bathymetry Measurements 
In situ Measurements 
Measurements of river depth on large rivers necessitates use of a sonar device 
mounted on a survey boat, as reported by Wilson et al., (2007) and Trigg et al. (2009; 
2012) on Amazon basin rivers and floodplain channels, and Altenau et al. (2017a) on the 
Tanana River. The sonar devices that were used in these studies are single bea m 
devices that produce point depth information along the vessel track. Complete spatial 
coverage of river bathymetry cannot be realistically achieved on large river channel 
systems with single beam devices, necessitating a compromise between survey effort 
and measurement coverage, and interpolation of the raw sonar data. 
Multi-beam echo sounders (MBES) are increasingly being used to achieve 
complete coverage of river bathymetry. Multiple beams measure water depth across a 
wide swath perpendicular to the vessel track. A device used by Parsons et al. (2005) to 
measure dune morphology on the Rio Parana produced a swath width approximately 
seven times the water depth. Such coverage enables full bathymetric coverage of 
navigation corridors or discrete river reaches along rivers of up to a certain  size (e.g. 
Schumann et al., 2010; Conner and Tonina, 2014), but full coverage of rivers over 
hundreds of kilometres with widths in the order of kilometres remains unrealistic even 
with a MBES. Deployment of multiple MBES devices on different vessels is possible 
logistically, but is likely to be financially unviable for scientific purposes given individual 
MBES devices cost in excess of £30,000 (Seafloor Systems Incorporated, 2017) 
On the spatial coverage requirements of bathymetry data, it is well demonstrated 
that channel discharge capacity must be accurately represented in order to model 
floodplain inundation processes (see for example, Trigg et al., 2009; Dey et al., 2019). 
When obtaining bathymetry data for hydrodynamic modelling purposes, it is therefore of 
primary importance to obtain measurements across the full cross sectional width of the 
channel. This ensures that the channel cross sectional and hydraulic mean depth  are 
known, which govern the discharge capacity of a large river channel, as evidenced 
conveniently by viewing an equation for uniform flow in an open channel, such as the 




𝐴𝑅2 3⁄ √𝑠 Eq. 2-1  
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Where 𝑄 is discharge (m3/s), 𝑛 is Manning’s hydraulic roughness coefficient 
(s/m1/3), 𝐴 is cross‐sectional area (m2), 𝑅 is the hydraulic radius (m2/m) – equal to 
hydraulic mean depth for a large river, and 𝑠 is the energy slope (m/m) – assumed equal 
to the bed slope and water surface slope under uniform flow conditions. Since channel 
discharge is a product of cross sectional area and mean channel velocity, accurate 
representation of 𝐴 is also necessary for reliable model predictions of mean channel 
velocity, and hence the velocity at which a flood wave travels along a river.  
The traditional approach to bathymetric surveys is to take river cross sectional 
measurements (known as transects) at regular intervals along a river channel. The 
locations and distance between measurements is dependent on numerous factors such 
as the apparent variability in channel cross sectional area and width (to ensure sufficient 
sampling of 𝐴 and 𝑅). Larger rivers are known to require a lower spatial resolution of 
bathymetry; Samuels, (1990) argues that the required transect space step should scale 
with channel width. Trigg et al. (2009) looked specifically at the effect of reducing the 
bathymetry information content on modelled WSE along a ~400 km reach of the Amazon 
mainstem. They found that simplifying a series of surveyed cross sections to rectangular 
cross sections by preserving flow cross sectional area and wetted width resulted in only 
a 0.126 m increase in modelled WSE root mean squared error (RMSE), and when all 
cross sections were replaced with a single reach average rectangular section and bed 
slope, modelled RMSE increased by 0.53 m. These RMSEs are a fraction of the 
Amazon’s 12 m flood wave amplitude, lead ing Trigg et al. (2009) to conclude that quite 
crude assumptions regarding the Amazon’s bathymetry will suffice providing the mean 
cross sectional area is well approximated. They suggest their conclusions may hold for 
other large rivers, but it appears this has not yet been thoroughly explored, probably 
largely because of the unavailability of bathymetry data for many of the world’s large 
rivers. Nicholas et al. (2012) does assess the bathymetric controls on flow conditions in 
a large river, by modelling steady state hydraulics along a 30 km reach of the Rio Paraná, 
Argentina. They find large-scale (channel scale) bathymetric features is the dominant 
control on the spatial distribution of channel velocity, implying fine-scale features such 
as dunes have little effect on spatially distributed flow conditions. 
Model purpose is a determining factor: prediction of low flow conditions requires 
more bathymetry information than prediction of flood flow conditions, because low flow 
conditions are more sensitive to bathymetry than flood flows (Garambois et al., 2017). 
Moreover, studies that require predictions of spatially distributed in -channel flow 
conditions require greater coverage and resolution compared with studies that only 
require mean channel flow conditions along the river channel. For example, (Conner and 
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Tonina, 2014) conclude the spacing between cross sectional measurements should 
equal the mean channel width for the purpose of predicting spatially distributed aquatic 
habitat suitability and sediment transport processes, whereas (Castellarin et al., 2009) 
concludes that for prediction of WSE during a flood, a spacing of 10-20 times the mean 
channel width (first proposed alongside ten other criterion by Samuels, 1990) is valid. In 
any case, determining measurement spatial interval is subjective, indeed Samuels 
(1990) comments on this subjectivity, stating “this selection is part of the art of river 
modelling and it is likely that no two experts would choose precisely the same location 
for the cross-sections”. 
When surveying large rivers with a boat, the entire river reach being surveyed is 
usually navigable, and access is more efficient by boat than on land, particularly in 
remote regions where road infrastructure is lacking. In this scenario, the full cross 
sectional width can be sampled regularly and with maximum efficiency by diagonally 
moving from bank to bank in a ‘zig-zag’ manner, as shown in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3. Example of sonar collection route on a large river. Taken from the work of 
Trigg et al. (2009) on the Amazon River. 
Acquisition of bathymetry is less straightforward in large multichannel river 
reaches, where mid-channel islands prevent survey boats from navigating across the full 
width of the channel belt. In these environments, survey boats must navigate around  
islands and up numerous channel threads in order to regularly sample the full channel 
width, greatly increasing the sonar collection route for a given reach length. In the 
example shown in Figure 2-3, it can be seen that islands are relatively infrequent and the 
secondary channel threads can be captured with only a moderate amount of additional 
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track distance. However, when islands are more numerous as is the case for reaches of 
many large rivers (see Figure 2-4), the necessary track routes are more complex and far 
longer. As a result, the timeframe and resources required to carry out a complete 
multichannel bathymetric survey may be beyond what scientific research teams are able 
to afford, and consequently, there are very few published hydrodynamic modelling 
studies that involve use of multichannel bathymetry.  
 
Figure 2-4. Landsat satellite images showing examples of large multichannel river 
patterns, illustrating difficulties in executing depth measurements across the full channel 
width: (A) Brahmaputra River in Bangladesh and India; (B) Yukon River in Alaska; (C) 
Mackenzie River in Canada; (D) Congo River in DR Congo; (E) Rio Negro in Brazil.  
Individual images taken from Ashworth and Lewin, (2012). 
The work of Altenau et al. (2017a) is a rare example of such a study on a 90 km 
reach of the Tanana River, considered to be medium size based on its 1300 m 3/s mean 
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discharge during the open water season. A 15 mph average boat speed, 0.5 second 
measurement interval, and 220,000 total number of measurements reported in the study 
suggest that a total track length of approximately 740 km was necessary to complete a 
bathymetric survey of the 90 km study reach (shown in Figure 2-5), with similar spatial 
coverage to that shown in Figure 2-3. In comparison, a track length for a 90 km long 
single channel is estimated to be 127 km, derived by applying a Pythagoras calculation 
to an assumed mean channel width of 1 km and a zig-zag track route aligned at 45 
degrees to the stream-wise direction. 
 
Figure 2-5. Example bathymetry model (BM) of the multichannel Tanana River (first order 
tributary of the Yukon) developed by Altenau et al. (2017a).  
Remote Sensing Measurements 
Within the field of river hydrodynamics, bathymetry is generally regarded as being 
a parameter that cannot be reliably retrieved directly from space (e.g. Bates et al., 2014). 
Given the difficulty and expense of measuring depths via conventional field methods, 
and the importance of bathymetry to river hydrodynamic research, this is one of the most 
fundamental limitations in river hydrodynamics research currently. However, the 
reflectance of open water to solar illumination is known to be a function of the water 
depth, the water optical properties and the bottom reflectance (Lyzenga, 1981), implying 
that depth information can be retrieved from optical imagery for clear waters.  
Reviewing the efforts to measure river depth from space, there has been some 
success with using high resolution optical satellite imagery on short reaches of relatively 
shallow low turbidity rivers, such as the work of Legleiter and Harrison, (2019). But this 
study concludes that the sensors and algorithms it employs need to be applied and tested 
over many tens of hundreds of river kilometres in order to establish credibility. To do this 
will require generalisation of the relationship between image-derived quantities and water 
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depth that so far are very localised, and extensive in-situ bathymetry datasets for a wide 
range of rivers. Moreover, SRS bathymetry retrieval techniques are limited by depth and 
turbidity and therefore have seen very little application to large rivers, which are 
associated with areas of deep bathymetry and often relatively high turb idity, particularly 
in the tropics. Still, detection of only shallow water bathymetry in large rivers would be of 
value, for example in helping to manage navigation risk, but has seldom been explored. 
The work of Lopes et al., (2014) is a rare example showing (albeit in a limited way) that 
it is feasible to use optical remote sensing to estimate bathymetry on a large turbid river 
(the Congo River). They produced depth estimates from Landsat accurate to within 10%, 
up to a depth of 14 m using methods devised by Lyzenga, (1981). 
Whilst nearly all methods of mapping bathymetry from satellite remote sensing 
are based on passive, multispectral imagery, Parrish et al., (2019) report that the recently 
launched ICESat-2 profiling laser altimeter has the ability to retrieve bathymetry. The 
authors note that ICESat-2 has some advantages over passive methods: ICESat-2 has 
lower susceptibility to false readings caused by changes in substrate type or other 
confounding variables introduced by the environment, and does not require reference 
depths. However, the spatial coverage of ICEsat-2 is clearly inferior to the passive 
methods, and results so far show a limited maximum depth potential of approximately 
one secchi depth with a standard deviation of 0.1 secchi depths. Going forward, ICESat -
2’s performance may improve as its geolocation and calibration are still being enhanced.  
2.3.3 Terrain Data 
In situ Measurements 
Ground elevation data along large river corridors are generally not measured in 
situ for the purpose of studying hydrodynamics because it is not feasible given the spatial 
scales involved and the ability of remote sensing methods to capture this variab le.  
Remote Sensing Measurements 
Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is typically the preferred source of 
ground elevation data for studying and modelling river hydrodynamics. This is because 
of its ability to quickly survey large areas at relatively high vertical accuracy (0.05 – 0.2 
m), and a high spatial resolution (1 – 5 m) (Sanders, 2007). Crucially, LiDAR is able to 
penetrate vegetation, which allows the vegetation to be filtered out to yield an accurate 
bare earth digital elevation model (DEM). LiDAR has been used to map most of the UK 
and is used routinely in UK flood risk management, but there is little coverage in the 
developing world because it is expensive to acquire. Much of the LiDAR data that does 
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exist is not open source; Hawker et al. (2018a) estimate that only 0.005% of the global 
land surface is covered by open access LiDAR.  
Airborne interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) instruments offer 
another source of terrain data. Commercial airborne InSAR DEMs typically achieve ~1 
m root mean square error (RMSE) and a resolution comparable to LiDAR, but cannot 
fully penetrate vegetation, and suffer from random noise (Sanders, 2007). Airborne 
InSAR is potentially cheaper than LiDAR because they can offer a wider swath width 
than LiDAR (Pinheiro et al., 2020). However, in many parts of the world the resources 
do not exist to acquire terrain data using these airborne instruments. Instead, reliance is 
placed on low cost terrain data from space borne instruments. 
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) product obtained from a space 
borne InSAR mission is generally the most popular source of globally available and free 
ground elevation data for river hydrodynamics studies. This is because of its superior 
vertical accuracy, feature resolution, and a lower amount of artefacts and noise 
compared to alternative data sources such as the ASTER GDEM (Rexer and Hirt, 2014; 
Jarihani et al., 2015). Despite these advantages over other data sources, SRTM height 
errors vary between 5 and 9 m (Farr et al., 2007), which limits its application in river 
hydrodynamics. Height error is spatially heterogeneous however: errors are larger in 
higher relief terrain than in low relief areas (Sanders, 2007), which is an important factor 
considering the low relief nature of large river corridors. Much of the height error is due 
to random noise induced by radar speckles that manifest as spikes and wells, which can 
be reduced by pixel aggregation when dealing with inundation pattern at the large river 
scale.  
One of the key issues for large river hydrodynamics is the inability of SRTM to 
fully penetrate vegetation canopies, which leads to overestimation of g round elevations 
in vegetated areas including large river floodplains, and in turn a failure to recognise 
inundation processes when utilising SRTM in flood inundation studies. This has led to 
efforts to create bare earth DEMs by subtracting a component of the vegetation height 
(e.g. Baugh et al., 2013). More recently, in recognition of the increasing need for accurate 
bare earth global DEMs, several error corrected derivative DEMs have been created 
from SRTM. The most comprehensive error removal product to date is the Multi Error 
Removed Improved Terrain (MERIT) DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017). MERIT increases 
land areas mapped with ±2 m or better vertical accuracy from 39% to 58%, and makes 
significant improvements in flat regions, river networks, and wetlands. However, 
resolution and accuracy remain a limitation, even for the world’s largest rivers. Whilst 2 
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m is a small proportion of a typical Amazon River flood wave amplitude, other large rivers 
have much smaller flood wave amplitudes. For example the Congo River annual flood 
wave amplitude is 3–4 m (O’Loughlin et al., 2013), and the accuracy of the inferred or 
modelled extent of inundation will be heavily influenced by a 2 m error. Moreover, 
SRTM’s 90 m resolution has been shown to be insufficient to capture floodplain channels 
that play an important role in the floodplain inundation dynamics of some large rivers 
such as for the Amazon (Trigg et al., 2012). 
Two new open access global DEMs have recently become available: the 90 m 
resolution TanDEM-X (Rizzoli et al., 2017) and the 30 m resolution ALOS AW3D30 
(Tadono et al., 2014). TanDEM-X was recently evaluated in the context of flood 
inundation by Hawker et al. (2019) who conclude that MERIT can regarded as being 
slightly more accurate, mainly because it performed better in vegetated land cover. 
Despite its higher spatial resolution, ALOS AW3D30 was found to have lower accuracy 
than MERIT and TanDEM-X in describing the topography of a mid-size river with both 
high and low relief terrain (Tavares da Costa et al., 2019). There are a number of 
commercial space-borne global DEMs of higher resolution and accuracy than any of the 
open access DEMs (for example, WorldDEM has a vertical accuracy of 1.4 m (RMSE) 
and 12 m resolution according to Hawker et al., 2018a), but these products have 
restricted rights and are regarded as being prohibitively expensive for scientific purposes 
(Sampson et al., 2016).  
Any future effort to produce a global open access high accuracy DEM is likely to 
comprise existing and newly acquired airborne terrain data in areas where accuracy is 
most critical, combined with high resolution satellite stereo imagery in areas without 
airborne coverage (Schumann, 2014). Given the likely costs involved in obtaining such 
a DEM (Sampson et al. (2016) estimate $7 billion), this is unlikely to happen in the near 
future, leading Hawker et al. (2018b) to develop an uncertainty approach whereby the 
effect of topographic uncertainty on hydrodynamic model predictions is explored by 
simulating multiple plausible DEMs.  
2.3.4 Inundation Extents 
In situ Measurements 
Inundated areas associated with large rivers are generally not measured or 
monitored in situ because it is not feasible given the spatial scales involved and the ability 
of remote sensing methods to capture this hydrodynamic variable. 
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Remote Sensing Measurements 
Because of the low spatial resolution requirements of large rivers, their 
permanent open water extents (i.e. rivers and lakes) are routinely mapped with satellite 
imagery. Optical products such as Landsat have been used extensively for this purpose, 
and are now able to produce permanent water body and inundation extent information 
at the global scale. For example Pekel et al., (2016) used 30 m spatial resolution Landsat 
data to produce the Global Surface Water Explorer product, which maps the location and 
temporal distribution of inundation at the global scale over the last 35 years, and provides 
statistics on their extent and change. Another example is the NASA NRT Global Flood 
Mapping Product (Policelli et al., 2017), which produces near real time global daily 
surface and flood water maps at 250 m resolution using data from the Moderate 
resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS). 
A key limitation of optical sensors is that they are unable to see through clouds 
or at night (Huang et al., 2018). This limitation can be circumvented by using composite 
images, temporally interpolating, or selecting alternative images captured during 
representative hydrological conditions, but leads to inaccuracies especially when 
mapping the spatiotemporal dynamics of a specific flood event that requires hig her 
temporal resolution data during a particular time window. For the purpose of mapping 
flood dynamics, active microwave instruments provide an alternative or complementary 
option because their longer wavelengths can penetrate through clouds and they can 
function at night. Microwave instruments are not always preferable however, as their 
longer wavelengths limit the resolution of data. Moreover, interpretation of raw 
microwave data is less straightforward; requiring specific processing algorithms to suit 
the specific image properties of different products (Schumann and Moller, 2015). As a 
result, both optical and microwave sensors are well utilised sources of dynamic 
inundation extent information on large rivers, as demonstrated by the fact that all the 
rivers that were listed in Table 2-2 have been the subject of multi-temporal dynamic 
inundation mapping studies using optical and / or microwave products. Details are shown 
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Table 2-3. Examples of Flood Inundation Studies on Selected Large Rivers us ing Multi 
Temporal Satellite derived Inundation Extent Information. 
River Example study 
Indus Gaurav et al. (2011), optical  
Mississippi (Li et al., 2013) – optical supplemented with a DEM 
Chao Phraya  (Trigg et al., 2013) – optical; (Nakmuenwai et al., 2017) – 
microwave 
Amazon (Canisius et al., 2019) – microwave 
Brahmaputra (Uddin et al., 2019) – microwave 
 
Penetration of vegetation canopies in order to detect inundation where vegetation 
is emergent remains a challenging task of satellite imagery. Only certain microwave 
sensors have sufficiently long wavelength capable of penetrating through dense 
vegetation, which limits the resolution and availability of suitable datasets. This is a 
problem on large rivers which often have floodplains that are densely vegetated with 
diverse species.  
Looking specifically at research in the well-studied Amazon basin, Hess et al., 
(2003) mapped water extents along 1500 km of the central Amazon River and tributaries 
using 100 m resolution data from L-band JERS-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR). These 
maps are seasonal only (i.e. one high water and one low water), and the validation 
yielded relatively low producer’s classification accuracies for certain vegetation classes 
including 65% for aquatic macrophytes and 55% for flooded woodland. More recently, 
Canisius et al., (2019) were able use 5 m resolution C-band RADARSAT-2 data to 
produce multi-temporal (22 images between April 2014 and August 2016) inundation 
maps including flooded vegetation. However, the spatial extent of mapping was limited 
to a 100 km reach of the lower Amazon mainstem, and the study also suffered from low 
producer’s classification accuracies (62% for floodplain shrub and 67% for degraded 
forest). Moreover, this study does not address the issue of the poor ability of the shorter 
wavelength C-band SAR to penetrate through dense forest canopies. So, it appears that 
there is still significant room for improvement in the retrieval of inundated areas 
concealed by vegetation, as asserted by Schumann and Moller, (2015).  
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2.3.5 Water Surface Elevation 
In situ Measurements 
WSE is arguably the most necessary hydrodynamic parameter because it is 
valuable standalone data, and is also required to measure bathymetric elevation and 
time series discharge data. Accurate in-situ measurement of large river WSE above a 
reference datum is often not straightforward because of the absence of vertical datum 
benchmarks or cellular network coverage in the remote regions through which many 
large rivers flow. This precludes the use of traditional survey equipment or hand -held / 
consumer grade GPS devices, and requires the use of a survey-grade global navigation 
satellite system (GNSS) receiver to obtain satellite positioning information. To obtain 
sufficient vertical accuracy (sub-decimetre) for WSE measurement, a receiver requires 
the ability to operate on multiple frequencies and receive raw positioning  information from 
multiple satellite constellations. Such a receiver was used in studies of the Tanana River 
by Altenau et al. (2017b) and Altenau et al. (2017a). With the receiver mounted to a boat, 
they obtained WSE measurements at regular intervals along a 90 kilometre r iver reach. 
They also used the receiver on land to geodetically level a series of depth gauges to 
obtain WSE time series data. Similar field campaigns have been conducted on Amazon 
Basin rivers including the Amazon/Solimões, Negro, and Madeira, (Moreira et al., 2012; 
Moreira et al., 2016; Montazem et al., 2019) where up to 1000 kilometre long reaches 
were surveyed.   
To obtain high precision positional information, the raw data collected by a GNSS 
receiver must be subject to a correction procedure known as precise point positioning 
(PPP) (Laínez Samper et al., 2011). In the aforementioned Tanana River and Amazon 
Basin studies, this correction procedure involved post processing of the raw data using 
web-based software tools. Such a correction procedure may be unsuitable in situations 
where internet access is unavailable and there is a need to obtain results in the field. To 
cater for such a need, alternative real time correction methodologies have been 
developed by commercial services in recent years, whereby correction information is 
obtained live by a receiver from a dedicated satellite (e.g. Glocker et al., 2012; Leica 
Geosystems, 2017; Trimble, 2019). With this live correction information, a receiver is 
able to obtain high precision measurements in the field. 
Remote Sensing Measurements 
A growing number of radar and laser profiling satellite altimeters have measured 
WSE with a vertical accuracy of 0.35 m or less (Frappart et al., 2006; Urban et al., 2008; 
Jarihani et al., 2013) and are therefore considered suitable for many SRS river 
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hydrodynamics studies (Domeneghetti et al., 2015). Altimetry satellites function by 
measuring the satellite-to-surface round-trip time of a radar or laser pulse as they move 
along their orbital profile, and thus the distance from the satellite to a target surface. The 
elevation of the target surface can then be obtained by using the precise altitude of the 
satellite. Spatial resolution, temporal resolution and spatial coverage are the key 
properties of an altimeter that govern its suitability for a hydrodynamic study. Spatial 
resolution, i.e. the footprint size of the pulse on the water surface, limits the size of water 
body that can be accurately measured. Water bodies must be 2–3 times wider than the 
footprint to ensure WSE is well sampled (O’Loughlin et al., 2016a). For example, the 
vertical accuracy of 0.28 m quoted for the ENVISAT radar altimeter (Frappart et al., 2006) 
is only valid for water bodies greater than 1 km wide. This is a major limiting factor in the 
application of altimetry, as the majority of instruments are radar altimeters and have a 
footprint of 300 m or larger (O’Loughlin et al., 2016a). The exceptions to this are the laser 
altimeters including the 70 m footprint of ICESat, and the 17 m footprint of ICESat-2 
(Markus et al., 2017). 
The orbit of an altimeter and hence its ground track determines the inter -track 
distance and the repeat cycle; i.e. spatial coverage and temporal resolution respectively. 
Orbit design involves a trade-off between minimising inter-track distance and repeat 
cycle. For example, Cryosat-2 prioritises spatial coverage, achieving an inter-track 
distance of 7.5 km at the equator, but at the expense of a 369 day repeat cycle. In 
contrast, Jason missions have a 315 km inter-track distance at the equator, but a repeat 
cycle of 10 days. Cryosat-2 and Jason are at the extreme ends of the spectrum, and 
Table 2-4 shows the full diversity of past and present altimetry missions in respect of 
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Table 2-4. Summary of Satellite Altimetry Missions, modified from Jiang et al., (2017), 
ICESat-2 Information from Markus et al., (2017). 
Satellite Period Repeat cycle  
(Day) 




GEOS 3 1975–1979 
  
SeaSat 1978 17 
 
Geosat 1985–1990 17 
 
ERS-1 1991–2000 35 80 
Topex/Poseidon 1992–2005 10 315 
ERS-2 1995–2011 35 80 
GFO 1998–2008 17 165 
Jason-1 2001–2013 10 315 
ENVISAT 2002–2012 35 80 
OSTM/Jason-2 2008–present 10 315 
CryoSat-2 2010–present 369 7.5 
HY-2 2011–present 14, 168 
 
Saral 2013–present 35 80 
Jason-3 2016–present 10 315 
Sentinel-3A 2016–present 27 104 
ICESat-2 2018–present 91 29 
 
Is has been widely acknowledged that the resolution and coverage of these radar 
and laser altimetry missions needs to be improved upon in order to address many key 
hydrologic questions, as they miss too many of the world’s freshwater bodies and fail to 
capture them with sufficient resolution (Alsdorf et al., 2007). Attempts to address this 
have culminated in the use of satellite imagery to obtain WSE information. Imagery alone 
cannot obtain absolute WSE measurements, but it can yield measurements of WSE 
change through InSAR techniques with centimetric accuracy (Alsdorf et al., 2007), and 
can provide shoreline WSEs when combined with terrain data of sufficient accuracy.  
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InSAR techniques to retrieve relative changes in WSE rely on the double bounce 
effect that occurs in flooded vegetation. In open water the radar pulses of SARs are 
reflected away from the antennae because they are not perpendicular to the earth’s 
surface, but the presence of flooded vegetation causes a second reflection (so called 
“double bounce”) from the vegetation surfaces, sending some of the radar pulse back to 
the antennae  (Alsdorf et al., 2000). By comparing the longer wavelength radar 
information of the two SAR images obtained for the same location at different times, the 
relative change in WSE can be derived in the form of an interferogram. The relative WSE 
change values can then be converted to absolute values by using reference WSE 
measurements. Following the introduction of this technique to the Amazon floodplains 
by Alsdorf et al. (2000), the technique has been used in over 20 studies of wetland water 
level monitoring (Mohammadimanesh et al., 2018). Some examples include the work of  
Lee et al. (2015) who estimated WSE change over a 20,000 km2 area of flooded forests 
adjacent to the Congo River mainstem using ALOS PALSAR. These estimates were not 
multi temporal, only providing the difference between June and December (i.e. low water 
and high water conditions respectively) on the mainstem, but serve to establish that WSE 
change increases closer to the Congo mainstem. Jaramillo et al. (2018) looked at 
degradation of the Magdalena River delta wetlands due to a loss of hydrodynamic 
connectivity by producing multi temporal interferograms from ALOS-PALSAR (66 
between 2007 and 2011), but this was over a relatively small area of 100 square 
kilometres. Cao 2018 were able to use coarse resolution SAR (SLOS2 ScanSAR) to 
obtain multi temporal interferograms (timespans of 28-42 days) over a large 75,000 km 
area of the Amazon floodplains.  
InSAR derived WSE change information is of quite limited value on its own, and 
requires complementary datasets such as absolute WSE information and discharge 
information in order to maximise its potential for studying river hydrodynamics. For 
example, Jaramillo et al. (2018) were able to use in-situ river discharge data to 
supplement their interferograms. Consequently, as Mohammadimanesh et al. (2018) 
points out, studies have been biased towards favourable conditions, such as availability 
of gauges or profiling altimetry data, and accessibility. Interferograms are also difficult to 
validate quantitatively due to a paucity of in-situ data or alternative SRS data. 
2.3.6  SWOT: Unprecedented WSE and Complementary Inundation Information 
The ability to retrieve hydrodynamic parameters from space-borne instruments 
has seen remarkable progress in recent decades, but current data sources and methods 
are still regarded as being insufficient for many key large scale hydrological questions. 
In an effort to advance progress in answering such questions, the Surface Water and 
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Ocean Topography (SWOT) Mission is soon to be launched. This is the first satellite 
mission dedicated to surface water exploration. In simple terms it can be regarded as the 
surface water equivalent of SRTM, as like SRTM, it will use an interferometric SAR 
instrument. SRTM only ran for 11 days and was not designed to retrieve surface water, 
whereas SWOT will run for three years and will use a radar band specifically intended to 
retrieve surface water.  
SWOT will produce four products, including an unprocessed raw pixel cloud 
product, a pre-processed raster product which contains water extent and WSE 
information at 100 m or 250 m spatial resolution, and two post-processed products. The 
post-processed SWOT products will include river centreline nodes at 200 m centres 
containing WSE and river width information, and 10 km long river reaches containing 
computed mean water surface slope and estimated discharge (CNES, 2019b). All rivers 
and lakes wider than 50-100 m will be captured with a repeat cycle of 21 days, with most 
of the globe being visited at least twice during each repeat cycle. The expected accuracy 
of the processed WSE products is scale dependent, and is stated as being 10 cm over 
a 1 km2 area, and 25 cm over a 250 m2 area (Biancamaria et al., 2016). Further details 
are provided in Table 2-5. 
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Table 2-5. Surface Water and Ocean Topography Mission Science Requirements 
(Rodriguez, 2016; Biancamaria et al., 2016) 
Requirement Description 
Observed areas All observed water areas detected by SWOT will be provided to 
end users, but: errors will be evaluated for (250 m)2 (= 62,500 m2) 
water bodies and 100 m (width) x 10 km (long) river reaches or 
higher. 
Errors will be characterised for (100 m)2 to (250 m)2 water bodies 
and 50 m to 100 m (width) x 10 km (long) river reaches 
Height accuracy <10 cm when averaging over water area >1 km2. 
<25 cm when averaging over (250 m)2 <water area <1 km2. 
Slope accuracy 1.7 cm/km for evaluated river reaches when averaging over water 
area>1 km2 
Relative errors 
on water areas 
<15 % for evaluated water body and river reaches  
<25 % of total characterised water body and river reaches 
Mission lifetime 3 months of fast sampling calibration orbit + 3 years of nominal 
orbit 
Rain / layover / 
frozen water flag 
68% or more of the contaminated data should be correctly 
flagged 
Data collection >90 % of all ocean/continents within the orbit during 90 % of 
operational time 
 
Coincident WSE and water extent information at the global scale, with the 
accuracy, spatial and temporal resolutions reported above is expected to yield major 
advances in hydrology, and will present many new research opportunities especially in 
data sparse regions. SWOT data resolution and accuracy will surpass the requirements 
for many large river hydrodynamics applications, and since it was first proposed over a 
decade ago, research efforts into how to utilise its data have been growing. Much of this 
research has focused on addressing the limitations of SWOT, which are largely a result 
of complementary global high accuracy terrain data and bathymetry data being 
unavailable. Another limitation is the impact of vegetation on SWOT’s elevation and 
inundation extent measurements, which remains poorly understood (Rodriguez, 2016). 
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This is important because many of the world’s large rivers are located in equatorial 
regions, where vegetation coverage is dense and widespread on floodplains. Many large 
rivers also interact with heavily vegetated wetlands. Research into SWOT’s handling of 
inland water obscured by emergent vegetation is ongoing. 
Another ongoing area of research is SWOT’s approach to multichannel rivers. 
Currently, SWOT discharge estimation algorithms work with reach-averaged hydraulic 
variables lumped into an effective single channel, and do not attempt to resolve hydraulic 
conditions in individual channel threads (Rodríguez and Frasson, 2020). However, 
providing channel threads are over 100 m wide, it should be possible for SWOT to obtain 
water surface extent, elevation, and slope through individual channel threads, along with 
inundation patterns and elevations that occur on mid-channel islands. Whether or not 
this channel thread information would improve upon the discharge estimates derived 
from lumped effective single channel approach remains to be seen. Besides discharge 
estimation, these hydraulic observations through channel threads and on mid-channel 
islands will be of significant value to large river hydrodynamic research.  
There is a need to look beyond SWOT and leverage its data long after its three 
year operational life, bearing in mind that further dedicated inland surface water sate llites 
may not be financially sustainable. This appears to have received limited attention in 
scientific publications. One possible longer term future strategy for earth observation may 
involve constellations of identical, low-cost microsatellite altimeters launched by the 
same rocket (CNES, 2019a). This would reduce development and launch costs and 
launch costs too for micro-satellites launched by the same rocket, but prompts questions 
about what the minimum number of satellites needed would be and their distribution in 
time and space. 
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2.4 Modelling Large River hydrodynamics 
Free surface hydrodynamic fluid flow is described by the Navier–Stokes 
equations, which are derived by applying the conservation of mass and momentum to 
describe the motion of a viscous fluid in three dimensions (Douglas et al., 2001). 
Hydrodynamic modelling traditionally involves applying these equations (or 
simplifications of) to predict spatially distributed dynamic flow conditions including WSE, 
velocity, inundation extent, and discharge. The term ‘hydraulic model’ is often used 
interchangeably with ‘hydrodynamic model’, here the interpretation is that the latter term 
specifically refers to the simulation of unsteady (i.e. dynamic) flow conditions, whereas 
the former may involve unsteady or steady state flow conditions. Inputs into 
hydrodynamic models include river flow hydrographs at particular locations, topography 
and bathymetry, and a hydraulic roughness coefficient. Models are usually calibrated by 
adjusting the hydraulic roughness coefficient, which may be spatially uniform or variable. 
Bathymetry is also sometimes treated as a calibration parameter when observed 
bathymetry data is not available. Flood extent and WSE observations are the most 
commonly used sources of data for calibrating and validating hydrodynamic models of 
large rivers, and are now routinely obtained from SRS for this purpose (Grimaldi et al., 
2016). Discharge data is also sometimes used to calibrate and  validate such models 
(e.g. Schneider et al., 2017), and although seldom used, observed velocity data can been 
used in calibration and validation (Nicholas et al., 2012). 
Inverse approaches to hydrodynamic modelling are less common, but their use 
is increasing. They entail a reversal of the traditional inputs and outputs, allowing 
bathymetry and discharge information to be estimated by using inputs of dynamic 
inundation extent and WSE information (e.g. Durand et al., 2016). The growth of inverse 
modelling approaches on large rivers is being driven by a scarcity of in-situ discharge 
and bathymetry information, combined with the increasing availability of remotely sensed 
dynamic WSE and inundation extent data. One of the key aims of the SWOT mission is 
to provide the data to drive inverse models that will estimate discharge (Biancamaria et 
al., 2016). 
Models may serve to inform any number of the hydrodynamic research drivers 
discussed in section 2.2, but are often developed with a specific purpose in mind. Every 
model is unique in terms of the purpose(s) it is intended to serve, and several key factors 
that are discussed in the following sections, namely the available input data, the spatial 
structure, resolution, and numerical formulation adopted. 
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2.4.1 Model Numerical Formulations 
To model river hydrodynamics the shallow water approximation of the Navier–
Stokes equations is usually employed. This approximation assumes that the  horizontal 
length scale is much larger than the characteristic vertical length scale, and the 
characteristic vertical velocity is small in comparison with the characteristic hor izontal 
velocity. This is implemented mathematically by integrating the Navier-Stokes equations 
over the flow depth assuming a hydrostatic pressure distribution, which yields the two 
dimensional (2D) shallow water equations (SWEs). De Almeida and Bates (2013) 
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Where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the two Cartesian directions, 𝑡 is time, ℎ is water depth, 𝑞𝑥 
and 𝑞𝑦 are the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the discharge per unit width, ‖𝑞‖ is the magnitude 
of discharge per unit width, 𝑢, 𝑣 are the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the flow velocity, 𝑧 is the 
bed elevation, 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity, and 𝑛 is the manning friction coefficient. 
Models often employ approximations of the 2D SWEs. These include the local 
inertial, diffusive, and kinematic formulations where certain terms are assumed to be 
negligible relative to other terms (Hunter et al., 2007), and / or use of the one dimensional 
(1D) St Venant formulation whereby the 2D SWEs are width integrated, thus assuming 
flow to be unidirectional. Their reduced physical complexity means they are 
computationally faster. Table 2-6 summarises the key simplifications used. Despite 
continuing advances in computational power, these simplified formulations remain we ll 
utilised when modelling the hydrodynamics of large rivers over long reaches. This 
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includes the use of 1D formulations to model flow in 2D, by decoupling formulae in the X 
and Y directions on a 2D orthogonal grid (e.g. Bates and De Roo, 2000; Bates et al., 
2010; Jamieson et al., 2012). 
Table 2-6. Simplified Formulations of the 2D SWEs. 
Formulation Description Example large river 
application 
2D SWE Derived by depth integrating the 
Navier Stokes equations 
Parana (Nicholas et al., 
2012) 
1D St Venant 1 Simplifies the SWEs by assuming 
flow is unidirectional, by width 
integrating the SWEs. 
Amazon (Trigg et al., 2009) 
Local inertial 
approximation 
Simplifies the SWEs by assuming 
the convective acceleration term is 
negligible. 




Simplifies the SWEs by assuming 
the following terms are negligible: 
- Local acceleration, 
- Convective acceleration. 




Simplifies the SWEs by assuming 
the following terms are negligible: 
- Local acceleration, 
- convective acceleration, 
- Pressure gradient component 
of water slope term. 
Amazon (Wilson et al., 
2007) 
1. Local inertial, diffusive wave, and kinematic wave formulations are combined with 
the 1D St Venant approximation in all the examples given for these formulations.  
 
The suitability of each of these simplified formulations for modelling different 
types of free surface flow conditions has been widely explored for decades (e.g. Ponce 
et al., 1978; Vieira, 1983; Moussa and Bocquillon, 1996; Tsai, 2003) . A key parameter 
that recurs in this literature and is the Froude number. The Froude number (𝐹𝑟) 
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represents the dimensionless ratio of inertial forces to gravity forces acting on free 
surface flow (Chow, 1959), and is given by: 
 






Eq. 2-5  
Where 𝑈 is the mean channel velocity, 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity, 𝐴 is 
wetted cross-sectional area, and 𝐵 is the free surface width. When the Froude number 
is less than 1, gravity forces dominate the inertial forces, and the flow conditi ons are 
termed subcritical. Thus, when the Froude number is sufficiently small, the inertial forces 
(i.e. the local and convective acceleration terms in the SWE) can be assumed negligible, 
enabling the local inertial and diffusive wave formulations to be used. Indeed, 
implementations of such formulations are sometimes referred to as ‘low Froude’ models 
(e.g. Garambois and Monnier, 2015). 
The local inertial approximation was explored relatively recently by De Almeida 
and Bates (2013), who benchmarked a local inertial model against a SWE model using 
four test cases. They evaluated errors in WSE prediction and flood wave propagation 
speed along a rectangular channel reach experiencing subcritical flow, i.e. a Froude 
number <1. Errors introduced by the local inertial approximation were found to be 
relatively low (depth estimation errors were no greater than 4%) for flow conditions with 
low Froude numbers (0–0.5) and low water surface slopes (less than 3%). Increasing the 
Froude number alone (up to 0.95) had little effect on errors, but when combined with an 
increase water surface slope, the errors became more substantial (up to 20% depth 
error), reflecting an increase in the convective acceleration component of the flow. Errors 
in flood wave propagation speeds were also found to be substantial for higher Froude 
numbers. This research implies that the local inertial approximation is suitable for the 
vast majority of large river flow conditions, because their flow conditions are 
predominantly highly subcritical and their bed slopes very gentle. 
Trigg et al (2009) assessed the effect of a diffusive wave approximation in the 
context of modelling large river hydrodynamics. Their study involved hydrodynamic 
modelling of a 575 km reach of the central Amazon River, using both a 1D St Venant 
formulation and a diffusive wave formulation. Evaluation of both models showed 
negligible difference between the St Venant and diffusive WSE predictions (average 
RMSE along the mainstem differed by only 0.025 m, a small fraction of the 12 m high 
flood wave amplitude). The results were not surprising, as prior to the modelling exercise 
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the authors had characterised the amazon f lood wave as being diffusive, using the 
methods of Vieira (1983), and Moussa and Bocquillon (1996). These methods were also 
used by Tuozzolo et al. (2019) to demonstrate that a diffusive wave formulation is 
suitable for use in a hydraulic model that estimates discharge along a mid -size river in 
Ohio, USA.  
The kinematic wave approximation is more limited in its application, because it 
neglects the pressure gradient component of the water slope term, thereby assuming 
that the energy grade line is parallel to the bed slope. Gradually varied flow condi tions 
such as backwaters and flow attenuation are therefore not accounted for, yet are known 
to occur naturally in large rivers. For example, Meade et al. (1991) quantified backwater 
effects in the Amazon basin and found that in the lowermost 800 km of the Madeira and 
Purus tributaries experience falling river stages as much as 2~3 m higher than rising 
stages at any given discharge. Kinematic wave formulations are now rarely used to 
model river channel flow conditions. Even within the emerging global flood modelling 
initiative, where models are used to predict flood inundation extent and depth across the 
entire world, diffusive wave or local inertial formulations are increasingly being used 
(Yamazaki et al., 2011; Sampson et al., 2015; Trigg et al., 2016). 
2.4.2 Model Spatial Structure 
Hydrodynamic models use various spatial structures to implement a numerical 
formulation. Broadly speaking, these are divided into 1D and 2D categories.  Within the 
hydraulic modelling community the terms ‘1D model’ and ‘2D model’ generally refer to 
the spatial structure adopted (i.e. not the dimensionality of the numerical formulation), 
and this terminology is adopted from hereon. Models within the 1D category (usually 
known as 1D models) implement formulations at nodes containing river channel 
geometry information, commonly known as cross sections  (e.g., Brunner and Bonner, 
1994; Havnø et al., 1995). The locations and orientation of nodes are user defined, and 
may be dictated by where channel geometry data is available. The node cross-sectional 
information is often interpolated longitudinally to facilitate computations at higher sp atial 
resolution and obtain hydraulic information at locations between surveyed cross 
sections, and may be extended laterally onto floodplains to enable floodplain flows to be 
simulated. The assumption that flow is uni-directional is a key limitation of 1D 
approaches, since flow conditions in rivers are widely 2D, and the direction of flow often 
unpredictable and highly variable, particularly on floodplains, in sinuous channels, multi-
thread channels, and at confluences. All these features are commonly found on large 
rivers. The 1D approach is further limited by the requirement for the user to define cross 
section locations and orientation, because it effectively requires the user to determine 
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the direction of flow, and select what topographic and bathymetric features to represent 
in the model. These limitations to 1D approaches can be mitigated to a degree, for 
example, floodplain flows can be represented with an independent set of nodes 
connected in parallel with the main channel (see for example, the model ling of the 
Mekong delta reported in Evans et al. (2007)), and thus allowing floodplain velocities, 
flow direction, and water surface to be modelled independently from the main channe l. 
The floodplain nodes may employ the same numerical scheme as river cross sections, 
or use a simpler ‘storage cell’ computation that calculates a flat WSE only (i.e. velocity is 
assumed zero). 
The limitations of 1D approaches can be largely overcome by adopting a 2D 
approach. The development of 2D approaches (commonly known as 2D models, 
irrespective of whether the use a 1D or 2D numerical formulation) was largely in response 
to the widespread availability of spatially distributed topography data afforded  by the 
emergence of airborne and spaceborne remote sensing techniques such as LiDAR and 
and InSAR (Sampson et al., 2016). 2D approaches entail a continuous representation of 
topography on a 2D grid or mesh. 2D grids are made up of vertices that form cells, the 
model formulation being implemented across each vertex. Topographic information is 
located at each cell centre. Water may move across any cell vertex and therefore in two 
horizontal dimensions, and is calculated by the model according to the pre -existing 
hydraulic conditions and the topography. Cell shape varies between different 2D 
approaches. At their simplest, cells are fixed in orientation, square in shape, and uniform 
in size, forming a structured grid on which water can flow between cells in either in the X 
or Y direction. Variants of the square, structured grid have been developed to improve 
model efficiency (by reducing the number of cells necessary) and /or improve process 
representation, although they also require additional user intervention. Key examples 
include curvilinear grids (shown in Figure 2-6) adopted by software packages such as 
Delft 3D (see for example, Gerritsen et al., 2008) and Mike 21C (e.g., Vested et al., 
2014). Curvilinear grids have cells that can be rectangular, curved in shape, variable in 
size, and their orientation aligned with channel centrelines, effectively enabling a more 
accurate representation of topography using fewer cells. Unstructured type grids employ 
cells of different shapes (i.e. a variable number of vertices) and size. Cell shape variability 
enables cell vertices to be aligned according to the topography in a more flexible way 
than the curvilinear grid approach, potentially enabling further increases in efficiency and 
/ or process representation (Hoch et al., 2018). 
 
 




Figure 2-6. Channel representation using: (a) structured square grid; (b) rectangular 
curvilinear grid. From DHI Water & Environmental (2004). 
 
Figure 2-7. The irregular grid shapes of an unstructured grid used to accurately define 
channel edges and alignment. From Lintott (2017). 
Regardless of grid type, 2D approaches require a far greater number of 
computations than 1D approaches, as a result of the larger number of 2D vertices at 
which computations are executed, and historically this has hindered the application of 
2D approaches at large scales. For example, Alho and Aaltonen, (2008) constructed two 
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comparative models, using a 1D approach (HEC-RAS model with 29 cross sections) and 
a 2D approach (TELEMAC-2D with 17,286 nodes), and found The 1D model took five 
minutes to run, whilst the 2D model took 36 hours to run (approximately 430 times 
slower). It should be noted that TELEMAC-2D is a full 2D SWE model, and other 2D 
approaches such as LISFLOOD-FP that use model formulations of reduced 
dimensionality and neglect acceleration terms are much faster. This was illustrated by 
Sanyal et al. (2014), who found a LISFLOOD-FP model to run approximately 100 times 
faster than a comparative TELEMAC-2D model. Generally, the greater run times of 2D 
models has become less of an issue in recent years, due to advances in computing 
power. 2D approaches are now adopted even at the largest spatial scale conceivable; 
i.e. in global flood models (GFMs) (Trigg et al., 2016), albeit at low spatial resolution and 
using 1D diffusive or local inertial formulations on simple square grids. Simple square 
grid approaches continue to widely used and actively developed (see for example, the 
recent improvements to the LISFLOOD-FP code reported by Neal et al. (2018)), largely 
because of the minimal user intervention they require. 
Another key development of 2D approaches has been the emergence of the sub -
grid capability, whereby individual grid cells are parameterised with fine scale (i.e. ‘sub -
grid’ scale) topographic information. When model spatial resolution is reduced to manage 
the computational power requirements of modelling large spatial domains and long 
timescales, important topographic features and physical processes may be neglected. 
For example, Yu and Lane (2006a) found that decreasing the spatial resolution of their 
2D hydrodynamic model resulted in an increase the rate of flood propagation, and 
changes in the direction of the propagation. In response to these findings, Yu and Lane 
(2006b) developed a sub-grid scale treatment, enabling fine-scale topography and 
hydraulic processes to be represented without increasing computational resolution, thus 
avoiding the increase in computational expense associated with increasing model 
resolution. This computational expense is significant: a 50% reduction in cell size (i.e. 
one cell becomes four cells) will typically increase model run time by an order of 
magnitude, on account of the increased number of computations and the reduction in 
time step necessary to maintain numerical stability (e.g. Savage et al., 2016). 
Unsurprisingly, sub-grid approaches are used in some GFMs (Trigg et al., 2016). 
The current versions of LISFLOOD-FP and HEC-RAS are both examples of 
hydrodynamic model codes that have sub-grid capability, although the two approaches 
are quite different. LISFLOOD-FP uses a sub-grid procedure to enable channels smaller 
than individual grid cells to be represented (Neal et al., 2012). Computations separate to 
the base model of LISFLOOD-FP are carried out at each grid cell vertex using a 1D local 
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inertial formulation as shown in Figure 2-8, based on input channel cross-sectional 
information including width, depth, channel frictional coefficient, and shape.  
 
Figure 2-8. Conceptual diagram illustrating sub-grid capability of LISFLOOD-FP model 
code, enabling channel features smaller than individual grid cells to be represented (Neal 
et al., 2012): (a) LISFLOOD-FP base model using simple structured square grid; (b)-(c) 
Separate sub-grid component using 1D cross-sectional information. 
The sub-grid approach employed by HEC-RAS is to provide each cell with tabular 
information that describes the topography within the cell and across each cell edge. To 
do this, an elevation – volume curve is generated for each cell, and a series of hydraulic 
property curves are generated for each cell face (elevation vs. wetted perimeter, area, 
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Figure 2-9. Tabular information used in HEC-RAS sub-grid approach: (a) Example cell 
volume vs. elevation relationship; (b)-(d) examples of the relationships at each cell 
vertex; (e) example of input DEM information within each grid cell used to generate sub-
grid information. From Brunner (2016); Betsholtz and Nordlöf (2017). 
2.4.3 Model Discharge Data 
Input data into hydrodynamic models include terrain data, hydraulic roughness 
information, and water surface information used as a downstream boundary condition. 
Models usually include discharge data as an input, or in the case of inverse modelling 
approaches, detailed dynamic WSE and free surface width information instead . Rainfall 
and evaporation data may also be input into a model if they are deemed to significantly 
affect discharge within the spatial and temporal extents of the model. 
Discharge data may be obtained from observations outlined in section 2.3.1, or 
estimated using a hydrological model. The model purpose may dictate that hydrological 
modelling to estimate discharge is required; for example, for flood forecasting where 
model hydrodynamic predictions are required for the future based on current (or forecast) 
precipitation observations (Cloke and Pappenberger, 2009). Flow estimation using 
hydrological models is beyond the scope of this thesis, so only a very brief and simplistic 
description of this topic follows. Hydrological models estimate river flows by calculating 
the catchment runoff that generates river flow. To calculate runoff, hydrological models 
use rainfall data as an input, and derive the water that is available for runoff by modelling 
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hydrological processes such as interception, evapotranspiration, and infiltration (e.g. 
Hughes, 2013). Surface and sub-surface runoff processes are then modelled to 
determine streamflow. Modelling the hydrological processes requires several other 
inputs, such as evapotranspiration information, soil type, land cover, and topography. 
Streamflow data is required to calibrate and / or validate hydrological models, although 
if the hydrological model is coupled to a hydrodynamic model, water surface information 
(WSE or extent) can be used in part (Paiva et al., 2013).  
There are many hydrological models available worldwide, and almost as many 
methods for applying them. Unsurprisingly, the large river hydrodynamic modelling 
studies that have involved flow estimation have used a variety of hydrological modelling 
approaches. Examples include the work of De Paiva et al. (2013) and Fleischmann et al. 
(2018), who used the Modelo de Grandes Bacias (MGB) hydrological model to simulate 
discharge in the Amazon Basin and Upper Niger River Basin respectively. Schumann et 
al. (2013) used the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrological model to estimate 
discharge for input into a hydrodynamic model of the Lower Zambezi River. Hydrological 
models have also been used to supplement discharge measurements with incomplete 
spatial coverage, see for example Paz et al. (2011), who used the MGB model to 
supplement gauged discharge data input into a hydrodynamic model of the Upper 
Paraguay River Basin.  
Use of hydrological models as a source of input discharge data to large river 
hydrodynamic models is attractive because the inputs required can often be obtained 
using remote sensing datasets, and are therefore more available than discharge 
measurements. Key datasets include radar derived precipitation datasets such as those 
derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), other meteorological 
information required to estimate evapotranspiration including temperature, wind speed, 
solar radiation and humidity (datasets from the University of East Anglia's Climate 
Research Unit are an example - see New et al., 2002), and land cover datasets such as 
that provided by the Climate Change Initiative (Santoro et al., 2017). However, a 
hydrological model introduces significant source of uncertainty to hydrodynamic model 
predictions. There is significant disagreement between satellite -derived and in-situ 
datasets used as hydrological model inputs, errors in precipitation datasets in particular 
are known to cause large uncertainties (Voisin et al., 2008). Hydrological processes not 
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2.4.4 Model Topographic Data 
The vast majority of large river modelling studies that involve out -of-bank flow 
conditions make use of the globally available SRTM DEM (or a derivative of it) to 
represent topography, as discussed in section 2.3.3. When inputted into a hydrodynamic 
model, the model spatial resolution adopted is often significantly lower than the resolution 
of the DEM, to manage computing resources, and also to reduce elevation error by 
spatially averaging the SRTM data. SRTM elevation error reduces with spatial averaging 
in proportion with the reciprocal of the square root of the number of elevation points that 
are averaged, if it is assumed the terrain is flat and the errors are normally distributed 
(Rodríguez et al., 2006; Neal et al., 2012). So, if four cells are spatially averaged for 
example, an elevation error of 5 m at the native 90 m resolution of SRTM would reduce 
to 2.5 m.  
2.4.5 Model Bathymetry Data 
The process of preparing bathymetry data for input into hydrodynamic models 
often involves interpolation of the bathymetry measurements, in either one or two 
dimensions. 1D methods involve interpolating between cross sectional data in the 
stream-wise direction in order to obtain one or more cross sections in between the 
surveyed cross sections. Individual elevation points from each cross section are paired 
according to their relative location along the cross section, and linearly interpolated (e.g. 
Evans et al., 2007). This method is usually adopted within a 1D hydraulic model 
framework, and involves similar assumptions and limitations as those posed by the use 
of 1D hydraulic models. 2D interpolation methods involve generating a continuous 
bathymetric DEM, and may utilise one of many well established methods for spatially 
interpolating terrain data, typically in raster format and in a GIS environment. There has 
been some research into 2D bathymetric interpolation methods, much of which has 
focussed on the treatment of river anisotropy. River channel morphology is known to be 
anisotropic, varying more in the direction perpendicular to the stream-wise direction, and 
several techniques have been developed to account for it. Solutions include channel 
fitted coordinate systems (e.g. Goff and Nordfjord, 2004), and directional inverse 
distance weighting (IDW) (e.g. Merwade et al., 2006). 
Particular challenges arise when interpolating multichannel river bathymetry. Use 
of 1D methods by treating a multithread channel as single thread may neglect significant 
morphological features such as mid-channel islands and bifurcations, and a 
hydrodynamic model that does not represent such features will misrepresent in-channel 
hydraulic processes. This was demonstrated by (Altenau et al., 2017a), who found the 
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critical success index (CSI) of flood inundation predictions reduced by 47% when 
multichannel morphology was neglected. Theoretically it would be possible to account 
for multichannel morphology using a 1D method by implementing the  interpolation 
separately along each individual channel thread, but this would be prohibitively time 
consuming to apply to the kind of river patterns shown in Figure 2-4 (the apparent 
absence of any account of this being done in published scientific literature is testament 
to this). The use of a 2D interpolation method is more realistic for incorporating 
multichannel morphology into bathymetry, and development of a method of doing so in 
an efficient manner (i.e. without extensive manual intervention that prohibits application 
on large scale reaches of rivers with numerous channel threads) has begun to receive 
some research attention. Specifically, (Altenau et al., 2017a) developed a custom 
interpolation methodology applicable to a multichannel river with an anabranching 
planform, and Hilton et al., (2019) developed a novel method of implementing a channel-
fitted coordinate system that can incorporate a mid-channel island. Neither of these 
methods has been generalised for multichannel river modelling problems however, and 
have only been applied to a specific type of channel pattern or a limited number of 
channel threads. 
As discussed in section 2.3.2, bathymetry cannot be reliably observed using 
remote sensing techniques, resulting in no bathymetry data for many river reaches. This 
is particularly true for large rivers in remote regions, where the resources and 
infrastructure required to undertake bathymetric surveys are not well established, and 
the spatial coverage requirements of very large, often multi -thread channel systems 
presents a major undertaking. The bathymetry data gap has led to widespread 
application of hydrodynamic modelling methods that use limited or no observed 
bathymetry data to model floods. 
At their simplest, these methods do not represent the river channel bathymetry, 
and allow for the bathymetric volume that is missing from a remotely sensed DEM such 
as SRTM by subtracting an estimate of the discharge carried by the unrepresented 
portion of the channel (e.g. Bradbrook et al., 2004). Simply subtracting the estimated 
channel capacity is clearly not a viable approach when in-channel hydraulic information 
is required, and is problematic for even the coarsest hydraulic model approach 
conceivable, for a number of reasons. In addition to the failure of this approach to 
represent changes in channel capacity along a reach that will strongly control inundation 
processes (Samuels, 1990), this approach also neglects important physical processes 
such as transfers of momentum between the channel and the floodplain (Bradbrook et 
al., 2004). There is likely to be significant error in the estimated discharge magnitude, in 
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terms of how representative it is of the flow conditions represented by the DEM water 
surface. Moreover, globally available DEM products do not accurately represent the 
water surface of channels, and include physically unrealistic vertical steps. This DEM 
water surface inaccuracy was recently assessed by Langhorst et al. (2019) who 
concluded that the upcoming SWOT mission will greatly improve upon the river surface 
elevation profiles provided by existing DEMs. Figure 2-10 (taken from Langhorst et al. 
(2019)) shows a comparison of observed water surface profiles along the river Po in Italy 
from different sources, clearly showing these vertical steps.  
 
Figure 2-10. Comparison of water surface profiles from different DEMs and simulated 
SWOT data along a reach of the river Po, Italy. From Langhorst et al. (2019).  
In light of these shortcomings of the bank-full discharge subtraction method, it is 
not surprising that explicitly including channels has been shown to be crucial to the ability 
of a hydraulic model to simulate large-scale hydrodynamic process such as floodplain 
dynamics (Neal et al., 2012; Sampson et al., 2015). In order to do so, a considerable 
number of recent studies have employed various methods of estimating bathymetry on 
large rivers, including the Zambezi (Schumann et al., 2013), the Niger (Fleischmann et 
al., 2018), and the Congo (O’Loughlin et al., 2020).  
Typically, estimation of bathymetry entails calculation of depth based on remotely 
observed river geometry such as channel width or upstream drainage area, and an 
assumed generalised channel shape such as a rectangle, triangle, or a parabola (e.g. 
Neal et al., 2015). For example, Sampson et al. (2015) present a method of estimating 
bathymetry designed for application in a GFM. They calculate channel depth from a bank 
full discharge (assumed equal to a 1 in 2 year return period), a longitudinal slope 
measured from a DEM, an assumed hydraulic roughness parameter, and uses 
manning’s equation, thereby assuming uniform flow conditions. When implemented, the 
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model showed a clear improvement in performance compared with models with no 
channel representation. Neal et al. (2012) developed a similar method, designed for 
application over large and data sparse areas. They modelled the hydrodynamics of an 
800 km reach of the river Niger in Mali with no bathymetry data, by representing 
bathymetry with two parameters to be calibrated, alongside the hydraulic roughness 
coefficient. Dynamic WSE and flood extent data are used as model calibration data, and 
there is no requirement to estimate discharge or assume uniform flow conditions as is 
the case for the approach of Sampson et al. (2015). Whilst the model showed significant 
improvement compared to a model without channel representation, the authors 
concluded that a major inaccuracy in the model’s simulation of WSE was due to the use 
of a global parameterization of the main channel (i.e. assuming the same channel 
parameters across the entire 800 km model domain).  
There are a number of challenges associated with estimating bathymetry. Among 
these is the joint estimation problem associated with treating both friction and bathymetry 
as unknowns (Bates et al., 2014). By examining the Manning formula for uniform flow 
conditions (written in section 2.3.2), it can be seen that the bathymetric component AR 
trades off against Manning’s n such that a whole series of n–AR  combinations will 
provide the correct value of Q. In the context of hydraulic modelling, this means that 
modelled WSE along a channel may closely match observed values with a channel bed 
elevation that is represented, for example, as being lower than reality, but is 
compensated for by increasing the flow resistance, thereby increasing the depth of the 
flow conditions so as to elevate WSE to the observed value. However, the deep flow 
conditions result in lower modelled water velocities and an incorrect representation of 
the speed at which the flood wave travels along the river. Neal et al. (2015) quantified 
this along a 30 km reach of the River Severn (a mid-size river) in the UK, finding that 
inflation of Manning’s n by 0.015–0.02 in order to compensate for error in channel 
geometric representation resulted in a delay in flood wave arrival time of 17%. Over 
longer reaches, the cumulative negative effect of friction on flood wave travel will 
increase. 
Models that estimate bathymetry to simulate the hydrodynamics of large river 
floods often continue to rely on relatively inaccurate  DEM elevations (see Figure 2-10) 
as a reference from which to subtract an estimated channel depth in order to derive river 
bed elevation (e.g. Fleischmann et al., 2018). This is increasingly being resolved by using 
more accurate longitudinal WSE profiles afforded by satellite altimeters (see section 
2.3.5). For example, Schneider et al. (2017) used CryoSat-2 WSE information to 
calibrate modelled channel bed elevations along the Brahmaputra River in Bangladesh, 
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India and China. A similar approach is also being used in models developed to estimate 
bathymetry and thereby discharge. In anticipation of the data that SWOT will provide 
(see section 2.3.6), discharge estimation models seek to utilise remotely sensed dynamic 
observations of river water surface width, elevation, and slope, to estimate bathymetry  
and thereby discharge by solving some variant of the Manning formula. Durand et al. 
(2016) conducted a thorough review of discharge estimation algorithms by testing 
different algorithms on approximately 20 medium to large rivers, and found over 80% of 
the single channel rivers estimated discharge within 35% relative root mean square error. 
Errors were greater on multichannel rivers however, due to use of the gross simplification 
of the channel geometry to an effective single channel that is necessary to estimate 
bathymetry. 
The apparent necessity of simplifying river channel geometry information for input 
into hydrodynamic models of large rivers, whether due to a lack of observational data or 
use of coarse spatial resolution to manage computational resources, remains a key 
limitation of these models. The methods that are employed to derive the data and the 
simplified channel geometries that are adopted remain poorly validated: the performance 
of many channel simplification methods have been assessed simply by comparison with 
another model that has no channel representation, in order to demonstrate improvement. 
Moreover, validation using observed data has mostly involved comparing modelled and 
observed WSE or flood extent, which are a product of multiple sources of error (e.g. 
floodplain topography, hydrological uncertainty) and therefore do not isolate the 
bathymetric error. Compounding the significant sources of model uncertainties 
(discharge, topography, hydraulic roughness, flood extent) with bathymetric uncertainty 
may not always be a reasonable or defensible approach when bathymetric observations 
can be obtained, albeit spatially sparse observations that do not conform to traditional 
bathymetry input data requirements such as those put forward by Samuels (1990). 
Very few studies have looked specifically at the effect of simplifying bathymetry 
on the modelled hydraulics of large rivers using observed bathymetry data. The efforts 
of Trigg et al. (2009) on the Amazon and (Altenau et al., 2017a) on the Tanana are rare 
exceptions that have been discussed. Dey et al. (2019) recently assessed the effect of 
different bathymetric representations on 1-D hydraulic model simulations of four rivers 
with varying geomorphologic characteristics, and draw the following generalised 
conclusions: (1) bathymetry must accurately represent channel cross sectional area and 
channel volumetric storage; (2) in the case of mapping flood extents, any channel shape 
may be assumed, because accurate in-channel velocity is not essential in this case; (3) 
the need for accurate modelled in-channel velocities introduces an additional 
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requirement to represent channel shape in an accurate manner such that the thalweg 
and wetted perimeter are well represented. These conclusions are not necessarily 
applicable to large rivers however, as they are based on experiments applied to relatively 
short reach lengths (10 - 60 km) of small to medium single channel rivers (2–100,000 
km2 drainage area).  
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
Large rivers can be characterised as having very low water surface gradients 
(~10 cm/km or less), low Froude numbers (~0.3 or less), very high channel width to depth 
ratios, and complex multithreaded channel planform patterns. Modelling the 
hydrodynamics of large rivers can inform many important earth science and development 
issues, perhaps the most prominent of these being the exposure of populations to flood 
risk in a changing climate. Flood risk aside, the hydrodynamic processes occurring along 
large rivers are a key determinant of globally important biogeochemical processes such 
as the outgassing of carbon dioxide and methane, and maintain some of the world’s most 
biologically diverse and productive ecosystems. In this context, wetlands that interact 
with large river systems are particularly noted for being biogeochemical and ecological 
hotspots. Large rivers enable inland water navigation, which is an important and 
sustainable form of transport across large remote regions often lacking land transport 
infrastructure. Hydrodynamic modelling is a prerequisite of many sediment dynamics 
studies, and can also inform the infection dynamics of water related diseases.  
In recent years hydrodynamic modelling of large rivers has become increasingly 
employed in order to exploit the growing number of globally available remotely sensed 
observations of flood extent, water surface elevation, and terrain data, especially for the 
purposes of estimating river discharge in light of the continuing decline of in -situ flow 
gauging. This has resulted in the development of modelling methodologies that are 
specifically designed for large rivers in remote regions, where in -situ data is absent or 
limited, but SRS datasets are plentiful. These modelling methodologies manage 
computational resources by solving efficient approximations of the SWEs that assume 
the acceleration terms of the momentum equation are negligible – an assumption shown 
to be widely applicable to large rivers with Froude numbers less than ~0.3. Moreover, 
sub-grid representations of channels and floodplain topography enable large spatial 
resolutions to be adopted without significantly compromising the representation of 
hydraulic processes. These methodologies have significant potential for application 
globally as new SRS water surface elevation and extent datasets become available. 
However, such methodologies have a number of unresolved deficiencies, one of which 
is the representation of bathymetry. The difficulty is the result of a lack of pre-existing 
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large river channel bathymetry data, the onerous nature of obtaining new bathymetry 
data, particularly on multithreaded channel systems that prevail in large rivers, and also 
the non-trivial task of spatially interpolating bathymetry data on multithreaded channels. 
Large river hydrodynamic modelling methodologies circumvent this data gap by 
parameterising bathymetry with one or two parameters, and treating these parameters 
as variables to be estimated and calibrated alongside hydraulic roughness. Calibration 
involves adjustment of the bathymetry and roughness parameters to fit the modelled 
water surface to SRS observations of WSE and / or extents.  
Several studies have demonstrated the efficacy of this approach, by showing 
there to be significant improvement upon models that do not represent river channels, or 
through validation of modelled WSE, extent or discharge, with observed data. There is 
no doubt that the approach is a valuable tool for hydrodynamic modelling and exploiting 
SRS datasets, but there is considerable room for more detailed investigation into the 
performance of the approach in order to improve it. Geometric simplification of the river 
as a single channel, with a uniform shape, and with a depth and width that is uniform 
over relatively long reaches, will result in significant misrepresentation of local channel 
depth, width, slope, and therefore hydraulic processes. Moreover, a lack of hydraulic 
process representation will result from with neglected morphological features such as 
bifurcations and mid-channel islands. Thus, the modelled channel hydraulics are likely 
to be unrepresentative of reality. Whilst calibration schemes can be used to ensure 
modelled WSE or extents fit observed values by locally adjusting hydraulic roughness in 
a way that compensates for the bathymetric representation, the modelled channel 
hydraulics will remain erroneous, and consequently the model will not maintain its 
performance across its spatial and temporal extents.  
Research into improving simplified bathymetric representation approaches could 
involve investigation of how particular bathymetric simplifications affect modelled 
channel hydraulics, and thereby identification of simplified representations that preserve 
channel hydraulics when adopted in place of a bathymetry that is geometrically more 
representative. This would be of value on large multichannel systems in particular. It 
would also be useful to investigate the inclusion of spatially sparse measurements of 
large multichannel river bathymetry in a model, which may not satisfy traditional hydraulic 
model requirements, but can feasibly be collected on a scientific field campaign. Such 
measurements could reduce bathymetric uncertainty, and therefore reduce reliance on 
calibration data such as flood extents which themselves may be highly uncertain or 
unobservable in environments such as wetlands. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Hydrodynamic Research on the Congo River 
Hydrodynamic Research on the Congo River 
3.1 Background 
The Congo River is a large tropical river located in Central Africa. Its drainage 
basin, shown in Figure 3-1, occupies 12% of the entire African continent and straddles 
the equator, thus occupying significant parts of both the northern and southern 
hemisphere. No less than nine countries are situated partly or entirely within the basin, 
with parts of the mainstem and several tributaries forming international borders. 
 
Figure 3-1. The Congo River Basin (CRB), major rivers, cities and countries. Major rivers 
from O’Loughlin et al. (2013), and CARPE (2017). 
Across all metrics of river size, the Congo River ranks near the top of the list of 
rivers globally. According to Ashworth and Lewin (2012), the Congo ranks second 
globally by mean annual discharge, catchment area, and channel width. Key river size 
descriptors for the Congo and comparable rivers are shown in Table 3-1, data for the 
UK’s largest river – the Severn, are also included for scale. 
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Table 3-1. Discharge, Catchment Area, and channel width Information for the five largest 
rivers globally (by discharge), all data for these rivers taken from Ashworth and Lewin 
(2012). The UK’s largest River by discharge, the Severn, is also shown for scale, data 
taken from Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, (2019). Discrepancies between these 
discharge statistics and those listed in Table 2-1 are explained by measurement errors, 
long term variability in discharge, and different approaches in accounting for river 
regulation. 








Amazon 198,100  6.0 2.5  
Congo 41,000  3.7 5  
Orinoco 34,500  1.0 2.6  
Yangtze 27,700  2.0 2.5  
Brahmaputra 18,200  0.6 12  
Severn 100  0.01 0.06  
 
The Congo River is known for being relatively pristine. Runge (2007) notes that 
a lack of industrial and agricultural development in the Congo Basin keeps the Congo 
River relatively unpolluted. Spencer et al. (2016) remarks that the Congo has far fewer 
dams in comparison to other tropical watersheds such as the Amazon or Mekong and is 
thus the most pristine major tropical watershed on Earth. Moreover, Grill et al. (2019) 
showed that the Congo is one of the least modified large rivers on earth according to 
their assessment of the global distribution of free flowing rivers. 
Within the field of hydrologic research, the Congo River is one of the least studied 
large rivers on earth. By comparing numbers of peer reviewed publications, Alsdorf et al. 
(2016) asserts that contemporary understanding of the Congo River Basin (CRB) and its 
hydrology is about an order of magnitude less than that of the world’s largest river – the 
Amazon. A severe lack of contemporary data for fundamental variables such as river 
discharge (Tshimanga and Hughes (2014), also see Figure 2-1 in subsection 2.2.5) and 
river channel bathymetry (O’Loughlin et al., 2013; Alsdorf et al., 2016) on the Congo 
largely explains this lack of research. The scarcity of data is a symptom of the 
remoteness and large size of the Congo River, and the political instability that has 
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plagued the region over the last three decades. However this is beginning to change, as 
researchers are able to make use of SRS data that continues to increase in coverage 
and resolution, and the CRB region shows signs of improving political stability and 
security (e.g. United Nations, 2019). This chapter introduces the CRB, identifies the key 
scientific questions in the CRB that hydrodynamics can inform, and reviews the current 
knowledge on Congo River hydrodynamics. The intention is to identify opportunities for 
original research into the hydrodynamics of the Congo River, which can potentially inform 
wider earth science and hydrologic questions in the CRB, and also hydrodynamic 
modelling of large rivers generally. 
3.1.1 Upper, Middle, and Lower Mainstem Reaches 
The Congo River system comprises three distinct reaches: the upper Congo, 
middle Congo, and lower Congo. The upper Congo, also known as the Lualaba 
originates in the southeast of the DR Congo near the border with Zambia, at an altitude 
of roughly 1500 m, and ends at Kisangani. Downstream of Bukama, the upper reach has 
a relatively low longitudinal gradient (average 12 cm/km according to Robert, (1946)), 
but features several steep sections of river including the gorge known as Portes d'Enfer 
near Kasongo, and Boyoma Falls near Kisangani. Therefore only discrete sections of 
this reach can be navigated by boat. The navigable reaches are also limited to small 
vessels and become unpassable during the low flow season according to the 
International Commission of the Congo-Oubangui-Sangha Basin (CICOS, 2015). The 
reach is predominantly single channel and runs for approximately 2000 km (Runge, 
2007).  
The Congo Middle Reach (CMR) runs from Kisangani to Kinshasa, occupies the 
central CRB, and passes through the Congolian rainforests, the second largest rainforest 
in the world covering an area of approximately 2 million km2 (Laporte et al., 1998). Figure 
3-2 shows a detailed topographic map of the central CRB, and the CMR and its key 
tributaries. Land cover in the central CRB is dominated by dense tropical evergreen 
forest, flooded forests, and inundated grasslands (Bwangoy et al., 2010). Through this 
reach, the mainstem and its tributaries drain a region known as the Cuvette Centrale 
(which translates to ‘shallow bowl’), a shallow depression occupying the central CRB. 
The Cuvette Centrale region contains a very large wetland area, the extents of which are 
shown indicatively in Figure 3-2. The combined area of these wetlands is uncertain: 
Hughes and Hughes (1992) estimate 190,000 km2, whereas Bwangoy et al. (2010) 
estimate 360,000 km2, but both figures place them fourth in the list of the world’s largest 
wetlands (Keddy et al., 2009). There are no steep sections of river through the CMR, 
and the reach is navigable throughout the whole year (CICOS, 2015). The river channel 
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is almost entirely multithreaded with many large vegetated mid channel islands, and is 
very wide – measurements from satellite imagery by O’Loughlin et al. (2013) indicate 
average effective width is in excess of 5 km. Along its ~1700 km length, the CMR 
accumulates the vast majority of the total Congo river discharge, with contributions from 
many large tributaries that drain the rainforest and the wetlands, and are also widely 
navigable. The Oubangui and Kasai are the two largest of these tributaries, with 
catchment areas of approximately 645,000 km2 and 890,000 km2 respectively (Alsdorf et 
al., 2016). Approximately 270 km upstream of Kinshasa where the mainstem exits the 
Cuvette Centrale, there is a marked change in channel planform, the channel becoming 
single thread and ~2 km wide along a 200 km section known as the ‘Chenal’. As the river 
approaches Kinshasa its planform changes again, exhibiting a lake-like widening of the 
channel known as the Malebo Pool. The downstream end of this pool marks the end of 
the CMR, and the start of the lower Congo River.  
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Figure 3-2. (a) Map of the central Congo River Basin showing the Congo Middle Reach 
(CMR) and key tributaries; (b) Malebo Pool; (c) Start of the Chenal; (d) One of the 
constrictions; (e) Location plan. Topography data is from MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 
2017), water mask is from Landsat data (O’Loughlin et al., 2013), and Cuvette Centrale 
wetlands extent is from the global tropical wetland distribution map produced by 
Gumbricht et al. (2017). River distance is measured from outlet of Malebo Pool along a 
channel belt centreline. 
The 500 km long lower Congo has a remarkably steep gradient (approximately 
50 cm/km on average) and comprises numerous falls and rapids, making it more 
characteristic of a mountain headwater stream than the lower course of a large river. 
This is a result of the Congo’s geological history. The upl ift of the Atlantic Rise mountain 
range that runs between the Atlantic Ocean and the Cuvette Centrale (see Figure 3-2) 
resulted in the Congo River becoming dammed, and the creation of a the Congo Lake 
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during the Pliocene geological period. The natural dam landform was subsequently 
breached at the downstream end of Malebo Pool, and the lake was drained in a single, 
highly energetic geomorphic event (Runge, 2007). The combination of steep gradients 
and very large discharge along this reach gives rise to one of the deepest documented 
sections of river in the world (Jackson et al. (2009) measured over 160 m deep in places), 
and huge potential for hydroelectric power generation – the Inga site alone is estimated 
to have a potential generating capacity of 40 GW  (World Bank Group, 2014; Société 
nationale d’électricité, 2014). 
This thesis focuses specifically on the hydrodynamics of the CMR for several 
reasons as follows. The CMR presents many research opportunities associated with the 
hydrodynamic functioning of the Cuvette Centrale and the criticality  of fluvial navigation 
along its channel system. Moreover, the distinctive multithread channel system of the 
CMR is an example of a channel pattern that poses unique challenges for hydrodynamic 
modelling, and advances in this regard have the potential to inform hydrodynamic 
modelling of multichannel systems generally. Additionally, from a practical standpoint, 
the navigability of the CMR means it is more accessible for obtaining in -situ 
measurements that are likely to be crucial to the advancement of hydrodynamic research 
in the CRB. 
3.1.2 Basic Hydrology 
The climate of the CRB is warm and humid, with a mean temperature of 
approximately 25 °C and a difference of only 2 °C between the warmest and the coldest 
months (Bultot, 1977). The average rainfall is about 1800 mm per year in 115 days. The 
Congo River is the only large river in the world to cross the equator twice, and as a result 
a substantial part of the CRB is always experiencing the rainy season, giving rise to an 
average annual downstream hydrograph that is highly damped (Flügel et al., 2015). 
Seasonal variation in downstream flow is therefore very low: (Wohl, 2007) quantifies this 
by comparing the coefficient of variation in mean monthly flow for a selection of large 
rivers including the Congo, shown in Figure 3-3. This shows the Congo’s annual 
variability in flow to be approximately half that of the Mississippi, and considerably less 
than that of the Amazon River. 
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Figure 3-3. Coefficient of variation in monthly discharge versus mean annual runoff for 
selected large rivers, as an indicator of annual discarge variability (Wohl, 2007). 
The main rainy season occurs in the northern sub-basins from July to October, 
and in the Southern sub-basins from December to March, according to the seasonal 
movement of the tropical rainbelt (Alsdorf et al., 2016). The flows generated in the 
northern and southern sub basins are sufficient in magnitude to produce two distinct 
downstream flood peaks annually, as shown in Figure 3-4. The main flood peak arrives 
from November to January, and results from the northern sub-basins, particularly the 
Oubangui. A second, smaller peak then occurs from April to June, generated by the 
southern sub basins (Runge, 2007).  
 
Figure 3-4. The bimodal average annual hydrograph at Kinshasa. Main peak occurs 
between November and January, seconary peak occurs between April and June. From 
(Wohl, 2007). 
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Historical discharge data at Kinshasa shows the Congo’s mean annual discharge 
is relatively consistent inter-annually, which is unsurprising given the location of the CRB 
with respect to the equator, and the humid tropical climatic zone occupying the centre of 
the basin (Latrubesse et al., 2005). However, the results presented by Laraque et al. 
(2001) show a period of significant inter-annual variability in discharge at Kinshasa from 
the 1960s to the 1990s. As shown in Figure 3-5, they found that discharge was 20% 
above the long term mean in the 1960s, and was followed by a 5% drop below the long 
term mean from 1982 to 1993. Analysis of the most recent data has shown discharge 
measurements from 1996 – 2017 are close to the overall mean annual discharge, 
indicating a renewal of runoff from 1990 onwards, after almost 15 years of deficit 
(Laraque et al., 2020). The Oubangui tributary is believed to be largely responsible for 
this period of high inter-annual variability in discharge, having itself experienced a 
reduction in discharge of 36% from 1982 to 2013. 
 
Figure 3-5. Long term annual average discharge at Kinshasa (Brazzaville) showing 
considerable inter-annual varibility from 1960 - 1993. From Laraque et al. (2001).  
Similar to the annual flow amplitude, the flood wave amplitudes along the 
mainstem and its main tributaries are relatively small in the central CRB. Becker et al. 
(2014) used ENVISAT satellite altimetry data from 2003 to 2010 to derive river WSE 
variations within hydrologically similar sub-catchments. Key results, displayed in Figure 
3-6, show that average annual amplitude in WSE along the mainstem is approximately 
two metres between Kisangani and the Oubangui (Figure 3-6b), and increases to three 
metres downstream of the Oubangui (Figure 3-6c). The amplitude is shown to be four 
metres along the Oubangui (Figure 3-6d) and two metres along the Kasai (Figure 3-6e). 
Flood wave amplitudes of similar sized rivers globally are generally larger than this: both 
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the Amazon and Orinoco rivers have flood wave amplitudes of up to 12 metres (Trigg et 
al., 2009; Frappart et al., 2015), and Schneider et al. (2017) showed the lower 
Brahmaputra flood wave amplitude is approximately eight metres. 
 
Figure 3-6. Water level fluctuations spatially averaged over major sub-basins of the CRB, 
from Becker et al. (2014): (a) Plan showing locations of ENVISAT altimetry WSE 
measurement locations, colour coding indicates sub-basin groups and matches the time 
series plot colours; (b) Oubangui WSEs; (c) Central Congo WSEs; (d) Cuvette Centrale 
WSEs; (e) Kasai WSEs. Upper reaches and tributary sub-basins omitted for clarity. X 
and Y axes of (b) to (e) are time (year) and WSE fluctuation (m) respectively, grey 
envelopes show 5% and 95% quartile of the mean. 
The main annual flood peak does not usually represent a particular environmental 
risk to people, as inhabitants are well adapted to the predictable seasonal floods. Rather, 
the deposition of fish and sediment onto the floodplains during the seasonal flood 
provides a crucial role in regional food security (Comptour et al., 2016; Comptour et al., 
2020). However, the impacts of more extreme, low probability flood events that have 
occasionally occurred on the mainstem and its key tributaries have resulted in significant 
human fatalities and economic losses (Tshimanga et al., 2016). The positive and 
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Hydrodynamic Data 
The scarcity of in-situ hydrological data in the CRB is an issue frequently raised 
by researchers studying the CRB hydrology and hydrodynamics. Tshimanga and 
Hughes (2014) remark that the lack of adequate data to support hydrological predictions 
represents serious constraints to water resources assessment and sustainable 
management in the CRB. Progress in CRB hydrological research has been much slower 
than for the Amazon Basin, largely due to the lack of in situ data (Lee et al., 2015). 
In their review of CRB hydrologic research, Alsdorf et al. (2016) present a useful 
account of the status of CRB hydrologic measurements that includes discharge, 
bathymetry, WSE, and water extent data. With respect to discharge, the basin use d to 
be relatively well gauged: prior to the 1960s there were over 400 operational flow gauges. 
As of 2010 there were only 10 operational flow gauges in the basin (Croneborg, 2013), 
and flow data after 2010 is only available for one gauge located at Kinshasa / Brazzaville, 
courtesy of SO-HYBAM  (Institut de recherche pour le développement, 2019). 
Information on the bathymetry of the CMR and its tributaries is scarce. In their review, 
Alsdorf et al. (2016) reference Marlier (1973) and Stanley (1885), who respectively report 
that depths through the Chenal are 23 m to 30 m, and 11m to 12m. Marlier (1973) also 
notes that throughout the navigable portions of the CMR, depths rarely exceed 15  m, 
and at lower water depths are often less than 2.5 m.  
Contemporary hydrologic and hydrodynamic research in the CRB is benefiting 
increasingly from SRS measurements of WSE, and to a lesser extent, water extent. 
Satellite altimetry is able to measure WSE on the mainstem and many tributaries (see 
Figure 3-6 above for example of the use of ENVISAT altimetry data). ENVISAT is one of 
several satellite altimeters that has measured WSE in the CRB, and data for all these 
altimeters is now publically available from web-based services such as the Hydroweb 
database (see for example, Santos da Silva et al. (2010)). This database provides time 
series data of WSEs on rivers and lakes for up to 10 years, at over 500 locations in the 
CRB, over 80 of which are located on the CMR (see Figure 3-7). Hydroweb provides 
processed data including the total number of measurements and standard deviation of 
each overpass for the following altimeters: ENVISAT, Jason-1, Jason-2, and Sentinel-
3A, all of which are described within Table 2-4 in subsection 2.3.5. 
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Figure 3-7. Map of the CRB showing the number of overpass locations by altimeters (i.e. 
number of locations where time series data of river and lake WSE is available). From the 
Hydroweb database, accessed at: http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr/?lang=en&basin=CONGO. 
Information on water extents and their spatiotemporal variability derived from 
SRS is limited compared to WSE. The use of optical imagery to map extents specifically 
within the CRB (i.e. excluding global mapping initiatives such as the work of Pekel et al. 
(2016)) has been limited to permanent water bodies (large river channels and lakes 
mapped by O’Loughlin et al. (2013)), and the probabilistic assessment of wetland extents 
by Bwangoy et al. (2010). Analysis of microwave imagery has produced higher resolution 
information, and has been used to good effect in mapping floodwaters with emergent 
vegetation, which is the predominant type of flooding in the CRB (Alsdorf et al., 2016). 
Lee et al. (2015) complemented ALOS PALSAR images with satellite altimetry and the 
MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields classification product to produce water extent and 
depth maps in the flooded forests adjacent to CMR. These maps were produced during 
high water conditions in December 2006, 2007 and 2008, and have a spatial resolution 
of 100 m. As shown in Figure 3-8, differences in depth and extent can be seen between 
each year. Whilst the maps are estimates based on a linear regression model, and 
subject to significant uncertainty having not been ground truthed, the resulting estimates 
of absolute floodplain water storage volume showed reasonable agreement with a 
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separate study that used interferometric SAR (Yuan et al., 2017). They have some 
potential to be used for calibration and validation of a hydrodynamic model.  
  
Figure 3-8. Estimates of flood extents and depths in flooded forests along the CMR, using 
microwave satellite imagery, altimetry, and the MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields 
classification product. From Lee et al. (2015). 
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3.2 Hydrodynamic Issues of Regional and Global Importance 
3.2.1 Flooding: Impacts on People Inhabiting the Central CRB 
Positive Impacts 
Seasonal flooding of the CMR provides a crucial service for the inhabitants of the 
region. For example, Comptour et al. (2020) provide a detailed account of the flood-
recession agriculture (i.e. the cultivation of seasonally flooded land during the dry 
season) that is practised in the Cuvette Centrale region. The waters of the mainstem and 
tributaries such as the Oubangui have relatively low acidity and considerable 
concentrations of sediments, which provide relatively fertile soils on the islands and 
floodplains that are seasonally flooded. In contrast, large parts of the Cuvette Centrale 
are inundated primarily by ‘blackwater’ tributaries such as the Likouala Aux Herbes River 
or by rain water, giving rise to a soil that is characterised by strong acidity and lower 
fertility. Comptour et al. (2020) showed this by comparing soil samples from mainstem 
islands with samples from the floodplain at the confluence of the mainstem and Likouala 
Aux Herbes River, finding the islands soil properties were more suitable for agriculture; 
being lighter in texture, having less clay and more sand, more phosphorous, and lower 
carbon-nitrogen ratios. These more fertile soils are essential for the widespread 
cultivation of important and versatile primary staples such as cassava. 
Fish account for a significant part of animal protein and are a primary source of 
cash income for rural households in the central CRB (Trefon, 2016). Fishing methods in 
the CRB are diverse and have been adapted to exploit the inundation dynamics in the 
basin. Pond fishing is an example of a method that is widespread in the Cuvette Centrale 
region and is highly dependent on flooding. As water recedes from the floodplain, some 
fish species that are well adapted to wetland and swamp conditions will seek refuge in 
the inundated areas of forest that remain. Pond fishing entails the capture of these fish, 
in some cases by emptying the inundated area by manually scooping water out, or 
draining water through the removal of man-made bunds (Comptour et al., 2016). The 
inundated areas may occur naturally or be of human origin, and deliver a great amount 
of fish both for self-consumption and income generation.  
Flood Risk to People 
Whilst the seasonal floods that occur along the Congo’s mainstem and key 
tributaries are regarded mainly as being of benefit to inhabitants, high magnitude flood 
events that are more extreme than the typical seasonal flood are known to have 
presented a major risk to human life and caused significant economic damage in the 
central CRB (Tshimanga et al., 2016). The 1999 floods are reported as being the most 
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severe, but information on this event appears to be limited. The Global Active Archive of 
Large Flood Events (Brakenridge, 2019) report that 75,000 people were displaced, DR 
Congo suffered 30 million USD of economic damage, and that Kinshasa, Brazzaville and 
Bandundu were the most affected population centres. The archive calculates the 
magnitude of the flood as number 47 out of a total of 3 ,700 events globally, this 
magnitude being calculated as the product of the duration, severity, and affected area. 
The main cause of the flood was the synchronous peaking of both the northern and 
southern sub-basins, itself caused by unusual rainfall patterns (i.e. heavy prolonged 
precipitation in both the northern and southern sub-basins). The floods of 1961-62 and 
1903 are also noted as being particularly severe, but there is little scientific or journalistic 
documentation of these flood events.  
The most recent annual flood of 2019-20 has caused significant economic 
damage and loss of life along the Oubangui and the Congo mainstem downstream of the 
Oubangui confluence. Unusually high water levels were caused by increased rainfall 
from October to December in the northern sub-basins, particularly the Oubangui 
(International Federation of Red Cross, 2020). As of December 2019 an estimated 
450,000 people had been affected (Emergency Response Coordination Centre, 2019), 
and the Global Active Archive of Large Flood Events calculates that the event magnitude 
exceeds the magnitude of the 1999 floods. The situation seems to be receiving more 
attention than previous damaging floods, with regular bulletins being released by news 
outlets and aid organisations that include the use of satellite imagery to map flood 
extents. Figure 3-9 shows an excerpt from one such map, prepared by the United Nations 
Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT) using very high resolution (50 
cm) Pleiades-1 satellite imagery. UNOSAT have also used other lower resolution satellite 
imagery such as Sentinel-1 for mapping these floods at a large scale, but with the caveat 
that the analysis may significantly underestimate the presence of standing waters in built 
up and/or densely vegetated areas due to backscattering of the radar signal.  
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Figure 3-9. Satellite Imagery showing observed flood extents and affected building 
structures at Loukolela, a town on the right bank of the Congo mainstem, on 29 
November 2019. From UNOSAT (2019).  
3.2.2 Carbon Cycling 
The wetlands of the Cuvette Centrale function as a globally significant source and 
sink of carbon. As a source of carbon, the wetlands are estimated to produce 0.48 ± 0.08 
petagrams per year at present from outgassing of carbon dioxide and methane (Borges 
et al., 2015), which is approximately 8% of the current net global carbon sink from oceans 
and land (Friedlingstein et al., 2019). However, this outgassing estimate is based on a 
value of flooded surface area of 360,000 km2, which itself is highly uncertain, being 
estimated from a combination of satellite imagery and SRTM (Bwangoy et al., 2010). The 
360,000 km2 value does not account for seasonal variations in flood extents, and differs 
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in magnitude by 47% when compared to the 190,000 km2 value published by Hughes 
and Hughes (1992).  
As a carbon sink, the Cuvette Centrale contains the most extensive peatland 
complex in the tropics. (Dargie et al., 2017) estimate the peat within the Cuvette Centrale 
represents total stored carbon of 30.6 petagrams, making it a considerable component 
of the global peatland carbon pool (Page et al. (2011) estimates this to be 480 
petagrams). Potential environmental changes affecting the CRB threaten the 
preservation of the peatlands. Specifically, Dargie et al. (2019) cite climate and land use 
change, and human alterations to fluvial processes (e.g. through construction of 
hydroelectric facilities) as potential threats. Inundation is essential to the preservation of 
the peatlands; drier conditions in the peatlands or an increase in the frequency of intense 
dry periods could lead to an increase in decomposition rates and a loss of carbon from 
the peatland system. The role that fluvial flooding plays in the inundation of the peatlands 
is currently not well known. Dargie et al. (2017) remark that the peatland inundation may 
be due to poor drainage and high rainfall, and/or overbank flooding by rivers, but also 
suggest that they may be predominantly rain fed based on some in -situ observations of 
WSE. Hydrodynamic observations and research pertaining to the role of fluvial flooding 
in wetland inundation is reviewed in subsection 3.3.1. 
3.2.3 Ecology 
Brooks et al. (2011) investigated the status of freshwater biodiversity in Central 
Africa, noting that the Congo River has the highest species diversity of any freshwater 
system in Africa, and is second in species richness globally, after the Amazon. Brooks 
et al. (2011) also found that the richest area of species diversity is clearly defined by the 
channel of the Congo River and its tributaries the Oubangui River and the Kasai River. 
(Winemiller et al., 2016) presents fish diversity in the context of potential dam 
development (see Figure 3-10), noting that there are 1269 known fish species within the 
basin, 846 of which are endemic. 
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Figure 3-10. Fish Diversity in the Congo Basin, along with dams that are planned (red 
dot) or under construction / operation (white dot). White lines represent boundaries of 
ecoregions, black numbers are number of species found only in a single ecoregion. 
From Winemiller et al. (2016). 
The high levels of diversity and endemism in the region apply to both aquatic and 
terrestrial species. The Central African rainforests of the Congo Basin have the greatest 
biodiversity on the African continent (Harrison et al., 2016), being home to over 400 
mammal species, 1000 bird species, and over 10,000 plant species. The floodplains and 
wetlands that flank the major channel systems are likely to play a major role in this 
diversity, because of the important exchanges of water and nutrients that are believed to 
occur between the channel and the floodplain (Junk et al., 1989; Hughes and Hughes, 
1992). 
3.2.4 Inland Water Navigation 
Due to the severe lack of road and rail transport in central Africa (e.g. Foster and 
Benitez, 2010), fluvial navigation on the Congo and its tributaries is the main mode of 
transport in the region. The most important and heavily used navigation routes in the 
CRB are along the mainstem, the Oubangui, and the Kasai. These routes provide vital 
connectivity within and between DR Congo, the Republic of Congo, and the Central 
African Republic (CICOS, 2015). Several other major tributaries are also widely 
navigable and provide some connectivity to Cameroon and Angola. The degree of 
navigability, as shown in Figure 3-11, varies by river and reach, according to the 
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minimum river depths that occur in the low and high water seasons along the established 
navigation route, and hence the size of vessels that can navigate. 
 
Figure 3-11. Navigable waterways and ports of the Congo Basin, from CICOS (2015). 
Blue waterways are first category, having a minimum depth of 2 m during high water and 
1.3 m during low water. Green waterways are second category, having a minimum depth 
of 1.3 m during high water and 1 m during low water. Red waterways are third category, 
having a minimum depth of 1 m during high water and 0.5 m during low water. 
Despite the category system that describes minimum river depths along the 
navigation routes being enforced by the national navigation authorities such as the Régie 
des Voies Fluviales (RVF) in DR Congo, a significant risk of vessel grounding remains, 
especially during low water conditions, even on the mainstem (Wood et al., 1986). This 
is partly because the rivers are predominantly shallow: at low water the mainstem is 
reported to be often less than 2.5 m (Alsdorf et al. (2016) who references Marlier (1973)). 
Navigation on the Oubangui River is the worst affected, having become increasingly 
limited in recent decades. This is one of the most important routes as it connects Bangui 
in the Central African Republic to the network. Ndala (2009) reports that CICOS have 
observed a persistent increase in the number of days per year that Oubangu i navigation 
is interrupted due to low depths, from 40 days in the 1970s, to 107 days in the 1980s, to 
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over 200 days in the 2000’s. The observed reduction in mean annual flows on the 
Oubangui since the 1970’s partly explains this (Laraque et al., 2001). 
Shallow depths are compounded by morphological changes associated with the 
erosion and deposition of sediment that is occurring, including deposition along sections 
of the navigation routes leading to unforeseen shallow depth conditions (e.g. Deltares, 
2018). Evidence of this morphological change is visible when viewing changes in surface 
water extent that have occurred over time. The global water transitions map produced 
by Pekel et al. (2016), based on more than three decades of Landsat imagery, provides 
a convenient means to view such change over time, and an extract from this map is 
shown in Figure 3-12. The water transitions map documents changes in water state 
between 1984 and 2018, and documents several types of observed transition, indicated 
by colour. For example, new permanent water surfaces are areas where conversion of 
a no water place into a permanent water place has occurred, lost permanent being the 
converse of this. Similarly, new seasonal water surfaces represent areas where 
conversion of a no water place into a seasonal water place has occurred, lost seasonal 
water surfaces being the converse of this.  
 
Figure 3-12. Extract of the global water transitions map showing a 30 km long reach on 
the mainstem Congo near Mbandaka, from Pekel et al. (2016). The new permanent and 
lost permanent transitions indicate areas of erosion and deposition  respectively. Areas 
of deposition are clearly more widespread than the areas of erosion. 
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The growth and movement of islands, and the evolution of channel threads is 
clearly visible in Figure 3-12. Notably, lost permanent areas appear to be the most 
common transition type, and new permanent transitions are relatively rare here, 
indicating net deposition has occurred. As is the case with optical satellite imagery, cloud 
and vegetation cover are likely to cause some localised errors in this map, but the map 
provides a useful indicator of the overall trends in water transitions on a large river with 
very gradually varying flow conditions. 
Maintenance of river depths along the navigation routes through dredging is not 
carried out, except localised efforts at major ports, despite the importance of navigation 
to the region and the serious implications of vessel grounding on a river of such size and 
remoteness (RVF, personal communication, 2017). The current navigation routes were 
originally established around 100 years ago during colonial times, and at the time were 
designed to minimise high risk shallow areas by following the deeper channel threads. 
These routes have not as yet been revised in response morphological change because 
of a lack of bathymetric information, but efforts to do so are currently ongoing as part of 
a wider institutional capacity building project. The European Union is providing the RVF 
with funds and capacity building through the Fluvial and Lacustrine Navigability Support 
(PANAV) project (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit, 2019).  
3.2.5 Future Environmental Change 
A number of human induced and natural changes that are occurring or 
anticipated have the potential to alter the hydrodynamic functioning of the middle Congo. 
Significant land use changes are taking place in the CRB, including deforestation 
resulting from the demand for agricultural land (Norris et al., 2010). In their assessment 
of future CRB deforestation impacts on regional climate, Akkermans et al. (2013) adopt 
a “realistic” loss in forest area of 12–20% by the year 2050. Whilst there does not appear 
to be any research looking specifically at the effects of land use change on river 
discharge in the CRB, it is generally thought that forests serve to reduce discharge and 
dampen river discharge variability, because they increase evapotranspiration and 
canopy interception, and reduce surface runoff rates (Brummett et al., 2009). For 
example, (Costa et al., 2003) showed that conversion of 19% of catchment area from 
tropical forest to cropland and pastures resulted in a significant increase in mean annual 
high-flow season discharge on the Tocantins River in Amazonia (see Figure 3-13 for 
magnitude). There was no statistical difference in precipitation over the basin during the 
study period.  
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Figure 3-13. Observed changes in mean annual discharge on the Tocantins River in 
Amazonia (between period 1 and period 2) coincident with conversion of 20% of 
catchment area from tropical forest to agricultural land. From Costa et al. (2003). 
There has been some research into the effects of climate change on hydrological 
processes in the CRB. Aloysius and Saiers (2017) found that total runoff from the CRB 
is projected to increase by 5% over the next two decades and by 7% by mid-century, 
based on hydrological modelling of climate projections using a range of global climate 
models. However, they note that future projections for both magnitude and direction of 
change in runoff is strongly influenced by climate model selection, and varies significantly 
between sub-basins; indeed a reduction in runoff is predicted to occur in northern and 
southern parts of the basin, driven by a predicted decrease in precipitation. This is in 
agreement with the findings of Tshimanga and Hughes (2012), who showed there to be 
a 10% decrease in total runoff for the near-future (2046–2065) in the northern part of the 
CRB, due to a relatively little increase in rainfall coupled with a consistent and substantial 
increase in potential evapotranspiration. 
The effects of Land use and climate change on discharge in the CRB are 
inexorably linked, and firm conclusions on their net effect on discharge is likely to be 
difficult to ascertain, beyond there being clear potential for considerable variability. 
Conversely, it is clear that a reduction in discharge and its variability will result from the 
direct human alterations of discharge that may occur, such as abstractions or 
impoundments of river flows. Water security issues in the regions to the north and south 
of the CRB have led to proposals for major inter-basin water transfer schemes. One high 
profile proposal is the Lake Chad inter-basin water transfer scheme, which aims to 
replenish Lake Chad’s diminishing water levels by transferring 4-8% of the CRB mean 
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annual discharge into the Lake Chad Basin (Dargie et al., 2019; Lake Chad Basin 
Commission, 2019). The scheme would involve the construction of a canal from a CRB 
tributary to a Lake Chad tributary, the canal also serving as a new navigation route, to 
generate hydropower, and provide irrigation in the Sahel region. Feasibility studies were 
ongoing as of 2016. Extraction of such a large flow rate will have significant effects on 
hydrodynamic processes, mainly on affected tributaries, and also the mainstem. An inter-
basin water transfer has also been proposed to transfer approximately 1% of mean 
annual CRB discharge into the upper Zambezi Basin (Lund et al., 2007), but the proposal 
appears to be speculative at this stage, having received little attention in research or the 
media.  
If realised, the proposed Grand Inga hydropower project on the Lower Congo 
(location shown in Figure 3-1) would have by far the highest generating capacity of any 
hydropower scheme in the world and provide power to much of the African continent 
(World Bank, 2014). The scheme is often cited as potentially having a major adverse 
environmental impact due to alterations of fluvial processes, including within the CMR 
(Deshmukh et al., 2018; Dargie et al., 2019). Whilst the concerns over the environmental 
impacts on the lower Congo are clearly valid, the hydrodynamic functioning of the CMR 
would be unaffected by the scheme, as can be seen from an inspection of elevations. 
Elevation of the proposed Grand Inga intake reservoir is 205 m aSL  (Société nationale 
d’électricité, 2014), 40 m lower than the typical WSE at the foot of Livingstone Falls which 
separate the CMR and the lower Congo (Robert, 1946). The flow conditions of 
Livingstone Falls and the waters upstream will therefore be unaffected by the scheme.  
3.3 Progress in Hydrodynamic Research on the Congo Middle Reach 
The majority of hydrodynamic research efforts on the CMR appears to be 
focussed on the subject of inundation of the Cuvette Centrale, and in particular the extent 
to which the wetlands of the Cuvette Centrale are maintained by fluvial flooding and / or 
rainfall. This is perhaps not surprising, given the relevance of this subject to 
biogeochemical and ecological processes, and food security. Research into channel flow 
conditions is extremely limited, the efforts of O’Loughlin et al. (2013) to characterise the 
hydraulics of the CMR being the only known example of research that looks specifically 
at channel hydraulics.  
Key Research: Hydraulic Characterisation of the CMR 
The work of O’Loughlin et al. (2013) draws predominantly on SRS observations 
of WSE and water extent, and serves to provide key hydraulic data and unders tanding 
required for hydrodynamic modelling. The work involved analysis of a water mask of 
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permanent water bodies including the CMR and its key tributaries (shown in Figure 3-2) 
produced from Landsat imagery, and analysis of water surface profiles produced from 
ICESat altimetry data. The water mask provided detailed planform statistics including 
river width and number of channel threads through the CMR, and showed that river width 
is highly variable and cannot be adequately represented with parametrisation methods. 
An ICESAT derived Water surface Profile (WSP) was used to understand the spatial and 
temporal variability of water surface slope (WSS) through the CMR, which showed that 
they were nearly constant over time for the period corresponding to the falling limb 
(March), low water (June), and the rising limb (November). Marked spatial variability in 
WSS was observed (between 2 and 8 cm/km), although the average spatial resolution 
of approximately 50 km (i.e. river distance between WSE observations) may not have 
been adequate to fully assess spatial variability (Garambois et al., 2017). Finally, 
O’Loughlin et al. (2013) identified five key hydraulic constrictions where the river width 
reduces dramatically. These constrictions were attributed as having wide implications for 
the hydraulics of the middle reach of the Congo, and to be base level controls that affect 
both the upstream WSE and downstream flows. The authors suggest overbank flow due 
backwater effects caused by these constrictions could be a major source of water in the 
floodplain, and may also be the cause of the marked variation in WSS in space. The 
method of Samuels (1989) was used to derive estimates of backwater lengths upstream 
of these constrictions, which showed that during low water and high water, 11% and 33% 
of the total CMR is affected by backwater effects respectively. Such constrictions have 
been identified in other large rivers: Warne et al. (2002) who cite Hamilton and Lewis 
(1990) report eight constrictions termed bedrock control points on the Orinoco River, 
which form substantial but navigable rapids, limit lateral channel migration, modify peak 
discharge by constricting overbank flow, and cause extensive floodplain inundation. 
3.3.1 Flood Inundation Observations 
The research into large scale fluvial inundation dynamics is substantially driven 
by the need for the scientific community to understand the vulnerability of the wetlands 
to the future changes in rainfall patterns and river discharge regimes that are anticipated 
(e.g. Dargie et al., 2019). Researchers have also pointed out that the current 
understanding of large tropical wetland systems is drawn heavily from studies of the 
Amazon (the ecological flood pulse paradigm (Junk et al., 1989) being a key example of 
this), leading Alsdorf et al. (2016) to state that, differentiating the Congo from the Amazon 
could lead to the Congo being considered a new paradigm for other tropical wetlands . 
Contrasting views on CMR fluvial flooding emerge from a review of the available 
literature. In their description of the Cuvette Centrale, Hughes and Hughes (1992) refer 
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to the area being “inundated, either temporarily or permanently, from the Congo and 
Oubangui Rivers”. Conversely, Ashworth and Lewin (2012) refer to the Congo as an 
example of a river that is essentially disconnected from its floodplain for nearly its entire 
length. Lee et al. (2011) investigated Congo floodplain inundation in detail by comparing 
channel and adjacent wetland WSEs measured by ENVISAT altimetry. They found that 
at the two transects retrieved (shown in Figure 3-14), wetland WSE was consistently 
higher than river WSE, and the wetland WSE range was small compared to the river, 
leading them to conclude that the connectivity of the Congo River to its floodplain and 
wetlands is limited compared with the Amazon.  
 
Figure 3-14. ENVISAT altimetry measurements of Congo Mainstem and adjacent 
wetland WSEs. From Lee et al. (2011).  
Figure 3-14 clearly shows that at these transects, the mainstem is not providing 
the main source of wetland inundation and plays a limited role in inundation dynamics 
compared to the Amazon. However, channel – floodplain connectivity is evident at 
ENVISAT pass 887, with the wetland WSE clearly reacting to river WSE during some 
years. Thus, the wetlands here are not being supplied exclusively by fluvial flooding, but 
their water levels are being partly controlled by river WSE, through subcritical water 
surface gradients that run from the wetlands to the river. It is also important to be mindful 
that, firstly, the non-perpendicular orientation of these two transects results in the 
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transect measuring the floodplain some distance upstream of the adjacent river, thus 
elevating wetland WSE to some degree. Secondly, ENVISAT temporal resolution is 
approximately one month, and is therefore unlikely to capture flood peaks and the full 
extent of the floodplain interactions that may be occurring. 
Dargie et al. (2017) present some evidence that suggests that the peatlands of 
the Cuvette Centrale seem to be largely rain-fed. Specifically, no obvious fluvial flood 
wave was seen in one year of continuous in-situ water table elevation measurements 
across two transects located between the Oubangui and Likouala-aux-herbes rivers, 
shown in Figure 3-15. Moreover, the low concentrations of calcium observed within the 
surface peat is consistent with other rain-fed tropical peatlands, and not river-fed 
peatlands that have much higher calcium concentrations. Obviously this evidence is not 
conclusive given the limited spatial and temporal coverage of the transect locations, and 
it remains conceivable that substantial areas of river affected wetlands do exist. The 
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Figure 3-15. (a)-(b) time series of in-situ water-table levels measured at two transects for 
the time period March 2013 to May 2014 (black, blue and red lines indicate different 
sample locations along the transects), from Dargie et al. (2017); (c) shows locations of 
transects and topography from MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017). 
The water occurrence maps by Pekel et al. (2016) indicate that channel – 
floodplain interactions along the mainstem Congo and its key tributaries are notably 
absent when compared with other rivers of similar size. Figure 3-16 shows water 
occurrence maps for reaches of the Congo, Amazon, and Orinoco (the world’s three 
largest rivers by mean annual discharge). 
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Figure 3-16. Extracts from the Landsat derived water occurrence maps produced by 
Pekel et al. (2016). Water occurrence maps shows where surface water occurred 
between 1984 and 2018, and the frequency of that occurrence. River channels are 
shown to occur 100% of the time, whereas seasonally flooded areas show variability in 
frequency of occurrence. (a) Amazon mainstem; (b) Orinoco mainstem; (c) Congo 
mainstem. 
Seasonal floodplain inundation is notably absent on the Congo in Figure 3-16c, 
which somewhat explains the opinion of some researchers that the Congo is essentially 
disconnected from its floodplain. Yet a brief review of the Landsat imagery covering the 
Congo during high water shows otherwise. Figure 3-17 shows a Landsat image taken on 
23 November 2009, which indicates extensive flooding along both banks of the mainstem 
in some places. The water occurance maps do not show this inundation, the likely reason 
for this being that visibility of water is partly obscured by vegetation, which is a known 
issue with the automated water detection methodology used by Pekel et al. (2016), and 
indeed satellite based derivation of flood extents in general. Inundation obscured by 
emergent vegetation is prevalent in the CRB because of the relatively small flood wave 
amplitudes coupled with the widespread coverage of forests and other tal l vegetation 
types, and satellite-based mapping of inundation is therefore highly challenging here. 
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Fluvial flooding here is evidently a more subtle process that is distinct from other large 
rivers such as the Amazon, and to observe and model spatiotempora l variations in WSE 
and water extent along the CMR, this distinctive characteristic may require higher 
precision methods than those developed for other large rivers. For example, measuring 
or modelling spatiotemporal variations in the 3–4 m seasonal floodwave amplitude of 
CMR may require a higher precision than the Amazon’s ~12  m amplitude.  
 
Figure 3-17. Landsat image of the CMR during seasonal inundation, acquired on 23 
November 2009. Black stripes are due to failure of the satellite instrument’s scan line 
corrector. Image obtained from the Earth Explorer website: https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/. 
In summary, it is evident that considerable fluvial inundation does occur along the 
CMR, but it is not the dominant supply of water to the Cuvette Centale wetlands, which 
in many areas appear to be predominantly rainfed. The extent to which wetland water 
levels are influenced by river WSE is unknown. 
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3.3.2 Hydrodynamic Modelling 
Hydrodynamic modelling has clear potential to help answer questions over the 
sources of and controls on flooding in the central CRB, and the spatiotemporal variability 
it exhibits. O’Loughlin et al. (2020) recently developed a hydrodynamic model for the 
CMR and its key tributaries, which appears to be the first attempt to produce a 
hydrodynamic model for the CMR. The model adopted a spatial resolution of 4km, and 
used the LISFLOOD-FP code that implements a 1D local inertial approximation using a 
2D square grid spatial structure. Model inputs comprised terrain data from a vegetation 
corrected version of SRTM called ‘BEST DEM’ (O’Loughlin et al., 2016b), river channel 
width information from Landsat data, and discharge data from five in-situ gauging 
stations supplemented with discharge estimates from a hydrological model at 12 
locations. Calibration entailed simultaneous adjustment of channel friction and channel 
depth in order to minimise the fit between predicted WSE and observed WSE from ERS-
2 and ENVISAT altimetry. At the altimetry overpass locations, the calibrated model 
predicted altimetry observations of WSE with a bias and root mean square error of 0.2 
m and 0.8 m respectively. Two key conclusions were made from the study: (1) that flood 
wave propagation is not significantly attenuated by floodplain interactions, unlike similar 
sized rivers such as the Amazon; and (2) significant floodplain interactions occur along 
almost the entire CMR. These conclusions are broadly supported by the findings 
summarised in the previous subsection. The study gives insights into the behaviour of 
river and floodplain flows along the CMR and its tributaries that could not be obtained 
using either remote sensing data or ground observations alone. However, there is 
significant potential to build upon and improve these efforts. 
Given the scarcity of hydrodynamic data for the CMR (especially bathymetry 
data), the model necessitated a data sparse methodology similar to that used by Neal et 
al. (2012), which is discussed in subsection 2.4.5. A key element of this approach is the 
representation of river channels as a single rectangular channel, using reach-averaged 
effective width measurements from Landsat (O’Loughlin et al., 2013). Channel depth 
was treated as a free parameter and is calibrated along with channel friction . The 
limitations of such an approach to channel representation were highlighted in subsection 
2.4.5. In the context of the CMR’s multithread channe l system and distinctively subtle 
fluvial flooding processes, these limitations present a number of research needs around 
representation of the CMR’s multithread channel system in hydrodynamic models. 
Acquiring some in-situ channel hydraulic data is likely to be essential to this. 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 
It is clear that hydrodynamic research on the CMR is required to inform a range 
of scientific and developmental questions concerning biogeochemical cycling, ecology, 
flood risk, food security, fluvial navigation and environmental change. In particular, 
predictions of dynamic inundation extents are needed to quantify potentially globally 
significant levels of outgassing of carbon dioxide and methane, determine the 
dependence of critical wetland and floodplain ecosystems on fluvial flooding, and assess 
the amount of people and property that are at risk of flooding. In addition, prediction of 
in-channel flow conditions can help manage fluvial navigation risks associated with 
shallow depth flow conditions, which emerge particularly during low flows. Furthermore, 
given the lack of contemporary flow gauging in the CRB, hydrologic research in the basin 
stands to benefit greatly from the application of satellite -based hydrodynamic 
observations and models to estimate discharge. 
Observations of WSE from satellite altimetry, and hydrodynamic models, will both 
play a leading role in this hydrodynamic research. However, satellite altimetry has a 
relatively sparse and inconsistent coverage, and current hydrodynamic modelling 
approaches to large rivers use poorly verified approximations of channel geometry. 
These limitations pertaining to sparsity of observations and geometric approximations 
are not well understood and need to be addressed, particularly on the CMR, which has 
a complex multithread channel system that requires gross geometric simplification. In 
addition, the relatively subtle inundation processes here are challenging to observe and 
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3.5 Thesis Objectives and Outline 
3.5.1 Narrative of Objectives: Research Gaps 
Water surface observations from satellite are increasingly being regarded as a 
sustainable long-term solution to observing large river hydrodynamics, as they can 
provide near real time monitoring of large rivers in remote and inaccessible regions (e.g. 
Bjerklie et al., 2003; Schumann et al., 2009). Given its spatial scale, physical 
inaccessibility, and lack of pre-existing in-situ data, progress in Congo River 
hydrodynamic research is likely to rely heavily on these satellite observations. However, 
a comprehensive in-situ hydraulic dataset comprising observations of bathymetry, water 
surface elevation (WSE), velocity, and discharge is badly needed to complement these 
satellite observations. An in-situ hydraulic dataset will enable a detailed characterisation 
of Congo Middle Reach (CMR) channel hydraulics based on in-channel observations. 
This has not been done previously, yet is essential for understanding the controls on the 
hydraulic and morphological functioning of the CMR. In particular it will determine the 
extent to which key morphological features such as width constrictions control 
hydrodynamics. 
An in-situ hydraulic characterisation will also determine the applicability of various 
approximations that enable satellite observations to be leveraged for hydrodynamic 
analysis. In particular, WSE from conventional satellite profiling altimeters is one of the 
most important sources of satellite data in CMR hydrodynamic research (Domeneghetti 
et al., 2015); yet, the adequacy of satellite altimetry in terms of the spatial density of its 
coverage is limited (Jiang et al., 2017; CNES, 2020b) and poorly understood. In-situ 
WSE measurements along the CMR will be invaluable in determining the spatial 
adequacy of satellite altimetry for capturing the spatial variability of water surface 
elevation and slope. Quantification of WSE spatial variability is fundamental to the 
parameterisation of hydrodynamic models and discharge estimation algorithms (Durand 
et al., 2016; Garambois et al., 2017; Montazem et al., 2019). 
The applicability of channel geometric approximations currently being adopted in 
large river modelling needs to be evaluated in the context of the highly multichannel 
morphology of the CMR. One approach to doing this is to explicitly include multithread 
channel bathymetry, in the form of a 2D bathymetry model (see for example Figure 2-5 
in Section 2.3.2), in a reach-scale hydraulic model. This multichannel hydraulic model 
can then be tested alongside a hydraulic model with a simplified geometry such as an 
effective single channel. Applying the same model parameters and hydrodynamic 
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boundary conditions to both hydraulic models will enable the consequences of the 
geometric simplification to be interrogated.  
Notably, constructing a bathymetry model of the multichannel CMR will require a 
novel approach based on spatially limited observed data. The conventional approach to 
constructing a bathymetry model is to spatially interpolate bathymetry observations that 
have a relatively dense spatial coverage (Merwade et al., 2008; Altenau et al., 2017a). 
However, the prerequisite collection of regularly spaced cross-sectional river bathymetry 
data is a major challenge on the CMR, largely because of the prohibitive resource 
requirements to cover spatial scale of the CMR (i.e. 5 km wide channels), and the large 
number of mid-channel islands that prevent a survey boat from navigating 
perpendicularly across the entire channel. Logistical constraints imposed by personal 
safety and security concerns in the region must also be considered. Therefore, acquiring 
bathymetry observations of sufficient spatial density for interpolation is not proposed on 
this research project. Approaches to creating bathymetry models with spatially limited 
data are not well researched and need investigation. In addition, multiple mid-channel 
islands present in large multichannel rivers pose challenges to bathymetry model 
construction that remain poorly resolved (Hilton et al., 2019). 
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3.5.2 Thesis Objectives 
The aims of the research presented in this thesis are twofold: 
1. To assess the water surface and in-channel hydraulic conditions along 
the middle reach of the Congo River, and the capacity of satellite -based 
observations to determine these conditions. 
2. To evaluate methods of channel geometric representation in 
hydrodynamic models of the Congo’s multichannel middle rea ch. 
The objectives of the research presented in this thesis are as follows: 
1. To conduct a field-based hydraulic characterisation of the Congo Middle 
Reach; 
2. To assess the spatial adequacy of existing satellite altimetry datasets 
for capturing the spatial variability of water surface elevation and slope 
along the Congo Middle Reach; 
3. To develop a bathymetry model covering a multichannel reach of the 
middle Congo, using a novel approach based on spatially limited 
bathymetry observations; 
4. To evaluate geometric simplifications of multithread channel geometry 
in hydrodynamic modelling of the Congo Middle Reach, using the 
bathymetry model developed in objective 3. 
3.5.3 Thesis Outline 
The three subsequent chapters of this thesis: Chapters 4, 5, and 6, correspond 
to one or two thesis objectives (described below). Each of these chapters have been 
prepared as distinct, standalone studies, and therefore include their own introductions, 
methods, results, discussions, and conclusions sections. However, the chapters have 
not been prepared in isolation: later chapters generally build upon the findings of earlier 
chapters, as the research associated with each chapter was carried out consecutively. 
Chapter 4 primarily addresses objectives 1 and 2. The methods, results and 
analysis of two field campaigns along the CMR are presented, and WSE measurements 
from three satellite altimeters are also retrieved and analysed. The in -situ data includes 
bathymetry, WSE, velocity, and discharge, and is complemented with river width 
information from satellite imagery. The analyses provide a detailed hydraulic 
characterisation of the CMR, and an assessment of the spatial adequacy of satellite 
altimetry.  
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Chapter 5 is specific to objective 3, and reports on the construction and validation 
of a multichannel bathymetry model using a novel approach. The approach involves 
estimation of bathymetry in channel areas that are outside of the spatial envelope of 
spatially interpolated observations. The bathymetry model is validated using additional 
depth observations, and also through 2D hydraulic modelling, by comparing modelled in -
channel velocities with observed velocities. 
Chapter 6 investigates the applicability of channel geometric simplifications to 
multichannel CMR hydrodynamic modelling (specifically an effective single channel 
approximation), and is thus concerned with objective 4. Following its introduction, the 
chapter begins with a substantial preliminary investigation of an effective single channel 
approximation. This is followed by a series of hydraulic modelling experiments that draw 
on the bathymetry model developed in Chapter 6. 
Finally, Chapter 7 synthesises the research reported in the three previous 
chapters. The key findings of the thesis are presented along with limitations of the 
research, and some potential future research directions are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Congo Middle Reach Channel Hydraulics: Field-based 
Characterisation and Implications for Satellite Altimetry 
Congo Middle Reach Channel Hydraulics: Field-based Characterisation and Implications for Satellite Altimetry 
4.1 Introduction 
Hydraulic observations from satellite remote sensing (SRS) are expected to play 
an increasingly important role in the study of large river hydrodynamics globally, as they 
can provide consistent and near real time monitoring over large areas. In remote regions 
lacking in situ data, these data are valuable for understanding flood risk, water 
availability, and for global biogeochemical and ecological processes, because of the role 
large river floodplains and wetlands play in global fluxes of methane and carbon dioxide 
(Richey et al., 2002). However, SRS observations are limited by resolution, coverage, 
and uncertainty and their inability to directly measure bathymetry or discharge. In situ 
field campaigns can obtain data with denser or more consistent coverage, and target 
particular locations in space and time. Bathymetry and discharge information can also 
be obtained; such measurements cannot be obtained directly from SRS, but are key 
parameters in river hydrodynamics. It therefore remains necessary to complement SRS 
datasets with in-situ measurements, in order to obtain comprehensive hydraulic datasets 
and adequately characterise the hydraulic behaviour of large river systems.  
Inland open water surface elevation (WSE) measurements derived from satellite 
altimeters are a primary component of many satellite remote sensing (SRS) studies of 
large river hydrodynamics. Some key applications have included characterising river 
hydrodynamics (e.g., Birkett et al., 2002) and calibration and validation of hydraulic river 
models (e.g., Neal et al., 2012). Moreover, estimation of discharge from SRS at 
ungauged river reaches combines altimetry estimates of WSE and water surface slope 
(WSS) with satellite imagery estimates of river width and minimal in situ observations 
(e.g. Birkinshaw et al., 2014; Bjerklie et al., 2018). These data are fed into hydrodynamic 
models, often based on simplified flow hydraulics (e.g. assuming uniform flow 
conditions), in order to derive discharge (e.g., Durand et al., 2016).  
A growing number of radar and laser satellite altimeters have measured WSE 
with an accuracy of 0.35 m or less (Frappart et al., 2006; Urban et al., 2008; Jarihani et 
al., 2013) and are therefore considered suitable for SRS river hydrodynamics studies 
(Domeneghetti et al., 2015). However, use of altimetry data in a river hydrodynamics 
context is limited by data coverage in both time and space, which may be insufficient to 
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capture key spatiotemporal variations in WSE and WSS. Such variations are important 
for understanding the hydraulic functioning of river reaches (Garambois et al., 2017; 
Frasson et al., 2017; Montazem et al., 2019), which is necessary for developing 
hydrodynamic models and SRS discharge estimation algorithms. In this context, f ield 
data can be used to determine the capabilities of valuable altimetry data sets that cover 
far greater temporal and spatial extents. 
The Congo River is one of the world's foremost candidates for SRS, due to lack 
of in situ data, access, and scale. The ~1,700 km long Congo Middle Reach (CMR) in 
particular possesses characteristics that are advantageous for the use of SRS datasets 
with limited coverage and resolution. Here, the river is highly subcritical and has very 
gradually variable flow conditions in both time and space due to its large size, mild bed 
slopes, and absence of falls or rapids (Robert, 1946). The channel system is very wide, 
which also enables satellites to obtain accurate measurements of water surface elevation 
(WSE) (Frappart et al., 2006). The CMR also represents a global hydrodynamic research 
priority (Alsdorf et al., 2016), owed to its importance both regionally and globally, for 
several reasons as follows. It is an important resource for Central Africa, particularly for 
inland navigation, as it provides a 17,000 km long network of navigable river channels 
that serve as the main mode of transport in the region (CICOS, 2015). The CMR flows 
through the Cuvette Centrale wetland region, which functions as a globally significant 
source and sink of carbon; it contains the world's largest tropical peatland, which 
combined with above ground flooded forests are estimated to contain 35 petagrams of 
carbon (Dargie et al., 2017). Flooding in the Cuvette Centrale is clearly important for 
sustaining these wetlands and peatlands, but also produces an estimated 0.4 petagrams 
of carbon per year at present from outgassing of carbon dioxide and methane  (Bwangoy 
et al., 2010; Borges et al., 2015). Knowledge of mainstem channel hydraulics is relevant 
to these carbon and methane fluxes because it is required to simulate flood inundation 
dynamics, which can improve estimates of flood extent and duration and  hence 
outgassing estimates, and give insights into how susceptible wetlands are to future 
hydrological variability caused by potential climate and land use changes. 
To advance the current scientific understanding of the hydraulic functioning of the 
CMR, new in situ data has been obtained from two dedicated field campaigns in 2017 
and 2019, which combined cover the entire CMR. The data includes elusive discharge 
and bathymetry measurements, and WSE measurements at targeted locations along the 
mainstem. An acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), sonar echo sounders, and a high 
precision GNSS survey instrument were used to collect the data. This chapter reports on 
the acquisition of this in-situ data. The data is then interpreted in order to characterise 
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the hydraulic behaviour of the reach, and reveal previously unidentified hydraulic 
characteristics of the reach. Furthermore, the WSE data is used to explore the spatial 
adequacy of altimetry for estimating WSE and WSS along the CMR. To do this, key 
satellite altimetry datasets are analysed alongside the in-situ WSE measurements. 
Satellite altimetry measurements of the CMR WSE are especially valuable, because the 
extensive dense forestry that covers much of the Congo Basin makes inundation extents 
difficult to observe and topographic data subject to large uncertainties.  
4.2 Methods: In-situ Data Collection 
In the summer of 2017 and 2019, two major field campaigns were conducted on 
the CMR by boat to acquire the in-situ hydraulic data. Both field campaigns were 
conducted during the months of July and August, which constitutes the low‐ flow season 
for the mainstem and the Kasai River, and the rising limb of the Oubangui River (Becker 
et al., 2014). The 2017 campaign, covering a 650 km reach between Mbandaka and 
Kinshasa, is the source of most of the field data that has been used in this thesis. Data 
from the 2019 campaign, which includes ADCPs and bathymetry along the 1000 km 
reach between Kisangani and Mbandaka, and WSE measurements along almost the 
entire middle reach, is only used to a limited extent, as there was insufficient time to fully 
analyse the data within the designated period of doctoral study. The second field 
campaign was originally scheduled for summer 2018, but was postponed for a year due 
to a major outbreak of the Ebola virus in DR Congo. These scientific field campaigns 
appear to be the first undertaken on the CMR since the establishment of modern 
hydrographic instruments such as acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs).   
4.2.1 Field Campaign Logistics 
The Central CRB is an extremely remote part of the world. It is very inaccessible, 
being severely underserved by all forms of transport infrastructure, and the only reliable 
means of outside communication is via a satellite communication device. Most 
settlements have no water or power supply, and no medical facilities. Almost all 
necessary equipment must be imported from overseas, and cannot be imported at short 
notice (i.e. in the event of loss or failure of equipment). There are also many risks to 
health, safety and welfare that are specific to the region and to boat travel. Organising 
and carrying out the field campaigns involved significant challenges, and their successful 
completion is regarded as a major achievement, both professionally and personally. 
Some brief reflections on the fieldwork challenges and achievements are included in 
Appendix Error! Reference source not found.. 
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The field campaigns were undertaken from within DR Congo, and commenced 
at Kinshasa in 2017, and at Kisangani in 2019. The methods described below apply to 
both the 2017 and 2019 field campaigns. Any noteworthy methods particular to 2019 are 
documented in subsection 4.4.3. Participants included a team made up of approximately 
12 researchers and practitioners who are collaborating through the Congo River users 
Hydraulics and Morphology Project (CRuHM), including staff and students from the 
University of Kinshasa and RVF (DR Congo), the University of Leeds (UK), The 
University of Rhodes (South Africa), and the University of Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania). 
There was also a team of around eight people involved in crewing the boat and providing 
logistical support. Two boats were used: a large vessel (Figure 4-1a shows the boat used 
in 2017) was hired to travel on and provided accommodation for the entirety of the field 
campaign (a duration of 3–4 weeks). A smaller fibreglass boat with an outboard motor 
was purchased and used to access shallow water areas and undertake most of the 
hydraulic measurements. When travelling, the fibreglass boat was tethered to the large 
vessel. 
 
Figure 4-1. Field campaign boats: (a) Main boat used on 2017 campaign; (b) Fibreglass 
boat for hydraulic measurements; (c) Boat dining area (and temporary lecture theatre).  
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4.2.2 High Resolution Study Reach 
The 2017 field campaign included a relatively short (70 km long) ‘high resolution’ 
study reach along which a denser coverage of measurements was obtained, shown in 
Figure 4-2. The measurements are intended to provide a more detailed insight into the 
flow conditions through the multichannel morphology, including localised hydraulic 
conditions through individual channel threads and morphological features such as 
constrictions. 
 
Figure 4-2. High resolution study reach: (a) Location plan; (b) high reso lution reach. 
Water mask from O’Loughlin et al. (2013). 
The high resolution reach was selected based on its planform being characteristic 
of the multichannel CMR; an absence of tributaries, enabling conservation of mass to be 
assumed; and the presence of single channel sections upstream and downstream, 
enabling easy full cross-sectional sampling here. This chapter does not look specifically 
at the high resolution reach in detail, but does make use of the measurements obtained 
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4.2.3 Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler Measurements 
An acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) was used to measure depth, velocity, 
and hence discharge at designated locations. A Teledyne RiverRay was used, which has 
an operational depth range of 0.4–60 m, which was determined to be sufficient for the 
CMR. The ADCP was fixed to the side of the fibreglass boat using a purpose made 
bracket, as shown in Figure 4-3. Routine operational procedures were carried out 
following Winriver II guidance, including calibration of the ADCP compass and moving 
bed tests. A minimum of two transects were made at each ADCP site, transect 
repeatability being a key method of validating measurements.  
 
Figure 4-3. ADCP fixed in place on the side of the fibreglass boat, prior to being fully 
lowered into the water. 
Sites were generally confined to locations at which the channel is single thread 
and relatively narrow, where complete width of the channel can be surveyed in one bank -
to-bank transect. Transects were made at confluences with major tributaries to quantify 
tributary flows, although this was not possible at some tributaries such as the Oubangui. 
Here, the complex planform of both the mainstem and the Oubangui necessitates a large 
number of discrete transects in order to achieve full cross-sectional coverage, which was 
not achievable within the time constraints of the field campaign. 
4.2.4 Water Surface Elevation 
Precise measurement of elevation along the CMR is not straightforward due to 
the absence of cellular networks and sparsity of benchmark elevation references in the 
region. Fortunately, specialist surveying technologies have been developed for data 
sparse applications in recent years, and following a review of these, precise point 
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positioning (PPP) was identified as an appropriate technology for measuring WSE on the 
CMR. PPP processes measurements from a single surveying instrument, using detailed 
physical models and corrections, and precise GNSS orbit and clock products computed 
beforehand (Laínez Samper et al., 2011). Importantly, PPP differs from other precise-
positioning approaches like Real Time Kinematic (RTK) in that no reference stations are 
needed in the vicinity of the user; rather it obtains all its correction information from either 
the internet or a dedicated satellite. A PPP solution requires that the instrument remain 
stationary for some time in order to converge due to the need for properly estimating 
phase ambiguities, but devices that use multiple global navigation satellite systems 
(GNSS) such as GLONASS, GPS, and Galileo are able minimise this convergence time 
to around 30-60 minutes. The Trimble R10 used in this research is once such device. 
This instrument was complemented with the Trimble CenterPoint RTX correction service, 
which provides the instrument with correction information from a dedicated satellite, 
enabling processed results to be obtained in the field. Thus, there is no requirement for 
an internet connection in order to obtain results, which is crucial for fieldwork in the CRB. 
The EGM96 geoid model was loaded onto the instrument so that elevation 
measurements would be referenced to this geoid. 
Trimble (2019) report that the RTX CenterPoint correction service has a vertical 
accuracy of 5cm root mean square error (RMSE). This was deemed to be sufficient, as 
it offers a significant improvement on the accuracy of existing satellite altimetry derived 
WSE datasets such as ENVISAT, which has a reported accuracy for large rivers of 28cm 
(Frappart et al., 2006). The device can therefore provide WSE measurements on the 
CMR with unprecedented accuracy, and more importantly quantify spatial variations 
in WSE and water surface slope (WSS) with greater precision, and  therefore over 
shorter river reach lengths. A useful comparison can be made here with the planned 
SWOT mission science requirements: accurate WSS slope measurement is one of 
the key aims of the SWOT mission, and is required to do so with an accuracy of 
1.7cm/km over a 10km long river reach (Biancamaria et al., 2016). In comparison, a 
pair of WSEs 10 km apart measured with the RMSE of 5 cm proposed in this 
research, would produce a measured WSS with a RMSE equal to the sum of the 
WSE measurement errors divided by the reach length, which computes to 1 cm/km. 
Accurate WSS measurement is particularly important on the shallow sloped CMR; 
ICESat altimetry measurements processed by O’Loughlin et al. (2013) show WSS 
may be as low as 2.6 cm/km in places. 
To measure WSE along the CMR, the GNSS instrument was deployed at 
designated shoreline locations. As shown in Figure 4-4, the instrument was setup to 
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converge on a tripod directly over water if access permitted. Alternatively, the 
instrument was setup to converge on land, then installed on a detail pole which was 
positioned over water, or a known elevation above the water surface. 
 
Figure 4-4. Shoreline measurements of water surface elevation (WSE) on the CMR: (a) 
GNSS instrument measuring WSE directly from a tripod set up over water (b) Use of a 
detail pole was often necessary to safely position the instrument over water. 
In addition to measuring static WSE at shorelines whilst the boat was docked, 
efforts were made to acquire additional measurements from the boat whilst navigating, 
in order to reduce the number of boat stopping points required, and increase the spatial 
density of the WSE measurements. This entailed setting the GNSS instrument up on an 
area of the boat with a clear view of the sky, such as the roof of the boat, to operate in a 
continuous measurement mode whereby it measures elevation at set distance or time 
intervals. 
4.2.5 Bathymetry 
River depth measurements were made using two Garmin GT22 single beam 
sonar echo sounders that were set up to provide a spatial coverage density of 
approximately 2 m distance between measurements. One sonar was installed on the 
main boat and measured depth whenever the boat was travelling. The main boat 
followed the established navigation route, and in accordance with the rules set out by the 
captain, did not deviate from this route. Therefore, the resulting sonar measurement track 
closely follows the stream-wise direction, covers only one channel thread, and does not 
provide cross sectional coverage. The other sonar was installed on the fibreglass boat 
and used at designated locations to survey cross sections and more detailed bathymetry. 
Specifically, it was used to survey a series of channel threads along the high resolution 
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study reach, and was also deployed during all ADCP measurements to verify the sonar 
and ADCP depth measurements were in agreement.  
Each of the sonar devices comprise a transducer and a display. The transducers 
were fixed to the sides of the boats via metal brackets (Figure 4-5), away from any 
turbulence associated with the engines that were located at the rear of the boats. 
 
Figure 4-5. The two sonar echo sounders used to measure river depth: (a) one of the 
transducers fixed to its metal bracket; (b) one of the transducers being installed on side 
of the main boat; (c) the other transducer in operation, fixed to its metal bracket on the 
side of the fibreglass boat (transducer is submerged and not visible); (d) one of the sonar 
displays in operation. 
 
4.3 Methods: Acquisition of Satellite Altimetry Data 
In order to assess the spatial variability in WSS captured by satellite altimetry 
WSE data, longitudinal plots of altimetry derived WSEs along the CMR have been 
produced. Two periods are considered, July–August representing low flow and 
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corresponding to the timing of the field campaign, and December–January representing 
high flow. ENVISAT is the primary data source used for this purpose, it being the most 
widely used source of WSE in the Congo Basin. The widespread use of ENVISAT is due 
to its comparatively high spatiotemporal coverage and long temporal record—there are 
23 overpasses, known as “virtual stations” (VS), available along the CMR Figure 4-6, 
that were operational from 2002 to 2010. Each VS has an average temporal coverage of 
10 measurements per year. Relevant examples of ENVISAT’s use include studies of 
wetland inundation dynamics and river/floodplain interactions (Lee et al., 2011), 
estimation of discharge from space (Kim et al., 2019), and calibration and performance 
evaluation of a hydrodynamic model of the CMR (O’Loughlin et al., 2020). ENVISAT 
accuracy for sufficiently wide rivers (~1 km wide) has been shown to be less than 0.3 m 
(Frappart et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 4-6. Map showing 2017 hydraulic survey extent and mainstem ENVISAT Virtual 
Station locations (Santos da Silva et al., 2010). Malebo Pool is situated at chainage 0–
50 km, The Chenal runs from chainage 50–270 km. Three lateral constrictions in river 
width are located at chainage 315, 480, and 550 km. Elevations are from MERIT 
(Yamazaki et al., 2017); water bodies are from LANDSAT (CARPE, 2017; O'Loughlin et 
al., 2013). 
Data from the Sentinel-3A satellite that became operational in 2016 is also 
obtained for comparison purposes. There is less than 4 years of data at the time of 
writing, and performance evaluation is limited, although a recent study on the Niger River 
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reported improved performance of Sentinel-3A compared with well‐ established 
altimeters including ENVISAT (Normandin et al., 2018). However, it was operational 
during our field campaigns so is of use for comparative purposes. ENVISAT and 
Sentinel-3A data sets have been obtained from the Hydroweb database (Santos da Silva 
et al., 2010). Published ICESat data (Zwally et al., 2012; O’Loughlin et al., 2016a) has 
also been used for comparative purposes, although its use is limited in this study 
because ICESAT data are unavailable during July, August, or January and its lack of 
repeat passes produced only single measurements in time.  
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Water Surface Profiles from Satellite Altimetry 
CMR water surface profiles (WSPs) that are representative of seasonal low and 
high flow were derived by plotting the mean average of all WSEs recorded during Ju ly 
and August, and December and January (low flow and high flow, respectively) at each 
ENVISAT VS. This plot is shown in Figure 4-7. WSS calculated for each pair of WSEs 
was also computed, and these are plotted, along with effective river width derived from 
Landsat imagery (O’Loughlin et al., 2013). 
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Figure 4-7. Longitudinal sections through the CMR: (a) mean ENVISAT water surface 
elevations (WSEs) for July–August (low flow) and December–January (high flow), each 
with second‐order polynomial curves fitted between chainage 0–1,200 km and 1,200–
1,600 km; (b) low and high water surface slopes (WSS) calculated for each pair of mean 
WSEs; (c) effective river width derived from Landsat Imagery (O'Loughlin et al., 2013).  
Interrogation of the ENVISAT data reveals that 1,200 km of the middle reach 
WSE from Kinshasa to approximately the upstream maximum extent of the Cuvette 
Centrale is well represented by a second‐ order polynomial regression, describing a 
gradual flattening of the slope in the downstream direction. For low‐ flow WSEs, 
maximum regression residual is 0.36 m, and RMS is 0.19 m. For high ‐ flow WSEs, 
maximum regression residual is 0.26 m, and RMS is 0.15 m. From 1,200 to 1,600 km 
the WSS becomes more variable. Based on a separate second‐ order polynomial, 
maximum regression residual for low flows is 0.55 m, and RMS is 0.30 m, and for high ‐
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flow WSEs, maximum regression residual is 0.36 m, and RMS is 0.24 m. The results are 
broadly in agreement with those of O’Loughlin et al. (2013) who computed CMR WSS 
for the month of June using ICESat altimetry, and found WSS to reduce from 9 cm/km 
to 3 cm/km in the downstream direction. These results suggest that 1200 km of the CMR 
has a highly predictable WSP, with very little variability in WSS. However, it is not known 
whether the density of spatial coverage is sufficient to identify more localised variations 
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4.4.2 2017 Field Campaign Results 
The 2017 field campaign was executed on a trip between Kinshasa and 
Mbandaka between 28 July and 16 August 2017. The spatial distribution of WSE, ADCP, 
and bathymetry measurements acquired are shown in Figure 4-8. 
 
Figure 4-8. Spatial coverage of WSE, ADCP and bathymetry measurements acquired in 
2017 field campaign. “Chainage” is river distance measured upstream of Kinshasa. 
Malebo Pool is situated at chainage 0–50 km, the Chenal runs from chainage 50–270 
km. Three lateral constrictions in river width are located at chainage 315, 485, and 550 
km. Water mask is from O’Loughlin et al. (2013). Localised finer scale plots at (b) the 
Kasai confluence and (c) the 2017 high resolution study reach are shown in order to 
clearly display  areas of high density measurements. 
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ADCP Measurements 
ADCP transects were acquired at eight sites on the mainstem, plus one transect 
on the Kasai. Between chainage 270 km and 650 km, where the study reach is 
multichannel, most ADCP sites were located at sections where the channel is relatively 
narrow and single-thread. There are two exceptions to this at chainage 515 km and 525 
km, both obtained as part of the high resolution study reach measurements (Figure 4-8c) 
that aim to sample hydraulic conditions more representative of the multichannel CMR. 
The chainage 515 km site is at a 5 km wide section of channel; and the chainage 525 
km site is a single channel thread that conveys approximately 50% of the total channel 
discharge. The ADCP discharge measurement at chainage 160 km was within 1% of a 
discharge measurement made at Kinshasa on the same day using an established rating 
relationship (Institut de recherche pour le développement, 2019). ADCP measurement 
precision was also checked with transect repeatability tests at each site, which showed 
measurement variability to be no greater than 2%. ADCP results are shown in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1. ADCP Results from 2017 Field Campaign. Values are the mean values for all 
transects; Std Devs are the standard deviations of the transects at each site.  














1 Kunzulu 158 30/07 2 28,967  451 
2 Kwamouth DS 197 04/08 2 29,265  86 
3 Kasai 199 03/08 3 7,255  98 
4 Kwamouth US 200 03/08 3 22,408  94 
5 Bolobo 317 06/08 2 22,419  118 
6 Lukolela 485 08/08 3 19,761  164 
7 Clock Point 515 10/08 2 20,955  426 
8 Single ch. thread 525 10/08 2 9,846  199 















(m) (m) (m/s) (m/s) (m2) (m) (m3/s) 
1 1540 16.8 1.12 0.01  25,872  1.1 28,830 
2 1905 12.7 1.21 0.06  24,205  1.8 28,490 
3 606 12.7 0.95 0.03  7,696  1.1 28,520 
4 1851 12.9 0.94 0.03  23,860  1.3 28,520 
5 4119 7.2 0.76 0.02  29,702  1.4 27,910 
6 1757 11.7 0.96 0.01  20,585  1.3 28,710 
7 5083 5.0 0.82 0.04  25,592  1.4 29,210 
8 1865 6.1 0.87 0.01  11,382  1.4 29,210 
9 2468 11.8 0.77 0.03  29,204  1.2 29,580 
1. On same date that ADCP was taken, obtained from SO-HYBAM website: 
https://hybam.obs-mip.fr/data/ 
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Static WSE Measurements 
Static GNSS WSE measurements were obtained at 12 shoreline locations along 
the CMR. Where possible, measurement locations were selected to obtain coverage of 
key morphological features such as confluences and width constrictions. Efforts were 
also made to retain a relatively consistent spatial interval between measurements, but 
this was not always possible, due to restrictions on where it was permissible or 
convenient to dock the boat. Precision of the GNSS static measurements was checked 
by measuring the elevation of an historic benchmark structure multiple times over a three 
day period, which gave a standard deviation of 3.4 cm. Static measurement precision 
checks were also carried out by repeating measurements at each WSE measurement 
location, and computing their standard deviations. This was no greater than 6.4  cm. 
Measurements are summarised in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-2. Static GNSS WSE Measurements from 2017 Field Campaign. 








(dd/mm)   (km) (m) (m)     
29/07 May Ndombe 98 273.18 273.20 3 0.020 
29/07 Kunzulu 158 274.82 274.77 1 0.000 
31/07 Kunzulu 158 274.81 274.76 6 0.064 
01/08 Mfumunzale 169 275.08 275.01 3 0.019 
05/08 Kwamouth 199 275.60 275.50 5 0.012 
05/08 Sandy Beach 264 279.34 279.13 7 0.016 
06/08 Bolobo 315 283.47 283.25 9 0.028 
07/08 Bokombo 383 287.65 287.50 6 0.010 
08/08 Lukolela 485 292.56 292.42 3 0.007 
10/08 Bweta 516 294.28 294.22 2 0.023 
10/08 Ngombe 547 295.90 296.25 3 0.001 
13/08 Mikuka 613 299.78 300.21 3 0.010 
16/08 Mbandaka 659 302.26 302.63 4 0.030 
1. Conversion from EGM96 to EGM2008 done using web-based conversion tool by 
Karney (2014), accessed at: https://geographiclib.sourceforge.io/cgi-bin/GeoidEval 
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Continuous WSE Measurements 
Continuous measurements of WSE (approximately 50–100 m spacing) from the 
roof of the moving boat were mostly unsuccessful in 2017. Al l attempts but one were 
abandoned when large step changes in WSE measurements (up to one metre) were 
observed, indicating that the instrument had lost its satellite convergence, likely because 
the vertical movements of the boat (pitching, rolling, and heaving) were too severe. This 
did not happen on one 50 km reach however, located at the entrance to the Chenal, 
between chainage 260 km and 310 km. When in continuous measurement mode, the 
instrument vertical tolerance settings were set by Trimble to be 10 cm (i.e. double that of 
the static measurements), so accuracy is lower. This accuracy was verified by comparing 
the measurements at the downstream and upstream ends of the reach with static mode 
measurements, which showed differences of 5 cm and 11 cm respectively here. The 
plotted raw measurements, contained in Appendix A.2, showed a large amount of noise 
however, which is attributed to vertical and tilting movements of the instrument due to 
boat movements. The additional error in WSE associated with boat movements is not 
straightforward to quantify and little guidance on this could be found in published 
literature or obtained through personal communication with Trimble’s technical team. 
Altenau et al. (2017b) estimated such an error occurring from a similar instrument setup 
by applying a Gaussian filter to the raw water surface profile and calculating the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) between the raw measurements and the Gaussian filtered 
profile. They noted that the sample window size over which to apply the filter was 
selected to eliminate noise, but preserve sub-kilometre scale features. Attempts were 
made to apply a Gaussian smoothing filter to the data presented here in a similar manner, 
these are documented in Appendix A.2, and for a window size of 75 measurements, gave 
a RMSE between the raw measurements and Gaussian filtered profile of 6 cm. When 
combined with the instrument RMSE of 10 cm, this gives a total error of 16 cm for these 
measurements. 
Bathymetry Measurements 
The bathymetry measurements comprise cross sectional measurements at each 
ADCP site, stream-wise measurements along the navigation route, and a combination 
of stream-wise and ‘zig-zag’ tracks through a series of channel threads on the high 
resolution study reach (Figure 4-8c). Bathymetry measurements were verified by 
interrogating all crossover points (where depth was measured twice within 5 m 
horizontally) along the high resolution study reach. This is documented in Appendix A.3, 
and gave a standard deviation of 0.34 m or 8%. 
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All sonar measurements of depth were converted to bed elevation values by 
subtracting them from local WSEs that were derived by linearly interpolating the GNSS 
WSE measurements. This was carried out in the QGIS open source geographic 
information system (GIS) application (QGIS Development Team, 2019), and entailed 
firstly creating a centreline of the channel by applying a Voronoi tessellation (e.g. Nyberg 
et al., 2015) to a version of the water mask created by O’Loughlin et al. (2013) without 
any islands included. Regularly spaced points were then created along this centreline, 
and these points were then assigned a pair of GNSS WSE values according to the 
nearest upstream (𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑢𝑠) and downstream (𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑑𝑠) values. Then, all points were 
assigned a chainage (𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝) using the QGIS Linear referencing plugin, and 
subsequently assigned an interpolated WSE value (𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝) by applying the following 
formula: 
 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝 =  𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑑𝑠 + {(
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝 − 𝐶𝑑𝑠
𝐶𝑢𝑠 − 𝐶𝑑𝑠
) (𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑢𝑠 −𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑑𝑠)} Eq. 4-1  
Where 𝐶𝑑𝑠  is the chainage of 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑑𝑠, and 𝐶𝑢𝑠  is the chainage of 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑢𝑠. Finally, each 
sonar measurement was assigned its nearest 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝 value using a nearest neighbour 
spatial join, and sonar bed elevation computed by subtracting sonar depth 
from 𝑊𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝. Results of the stream-wise bathymetry measurements resampled at 50 
km reach intervals are summarised in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-3. Stream-wise bathymetry measurements resampled at 50 km intervals. 
Chainage Mean bed elevation Mean depth  Max depth Std Dev of depth 
(km) (m ASL) (m) (m) (m) 
0 261.0 9.0 15.7 2.3 
50 256.9 14.8 36.3 7.5 
100 252.0 21.5 50.3 10.2 
150 253.9 20.9 45.0 7.4 
200 261.8 15.3 39.9 7.6 
250 271.1 8.4 26.7 5.4 
300 275.3 7.0 22.2 3.9 
350 278.7 7.1 19.7 3.1 
400 280.6 8.0 19.7 3.4 
450 283.5 7.6 19.2 2.9 
500 285.7 8.0 32.0 5.6 
550 287.7 7.9 32.7 5.2 
600 291.4 7.6 23.7 3.5 
650 292.9 8.5 31.8 4.5 
 
4.4.3 2019 Field Campaign Results 
The 2019 field campaign was executed on a trip between Kisangani and 
Kinshasa between 30 July and 26 August 2019. Results from this campaign used in this 
chapter include WSE information at select locations only, derived from continuous GNSS 
measurements. In 2019, continuous GNSS measurements of WSE were more 
successful than in 2017, because a more stable platform for the GNSS instrument was 
provided by a barge that was pushed by the main boat, as shown in Figure 4-9. This was 
a reliable setup, and continuous GNSS WSE measurements were made along multiple 
reaches. Only a limited amount of the data acquired is used in this chapter, for the 
purpose of verifying aspects of the 2017 data analysis. Raw data, shown in Appendix  
A.2, shows a significant reduction in noise compared to the 2017 continuous 
measurements, due to improved stability of the barge over the 2017 boat roof setup. 
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Boat movement error was estimated to be 3 cm thereby resulting in 13 cm total error, by 
using the same method as for the 2017 measurements. 
 
Figure 4-9. GNSS instrument set up on the barge being pushed by the main boat, for 
continuous WSE measurements on 2019 field campaign. 
4.4.4 Hydraulic Characterisation with In-situ Measurements 
In order to characterise the hydraulic behaviour of the reach surveyed, the static 
GNSS WSEs, ADCP discharge and velocity, and bathymetry measurements along the 
study reach are plotted longitudinally in Figure 4-10. The WSEs have been linearly 
interpolated piecewise to produce a water surface profile (WSP), shown in Figure 4-10a. 
Stream-wise bathymetry measurements depicting the river bed elevation profile have 
been plotted alongside this WSP, at two scales: 5 km, and 50 km. By averaging the  
bathymetry measurements over a 5‐ km interval (typical river width) and a 50‐ km 
interval (reach scale), localized variability is removed, which enables better interpretation 
of bed slopes and river depths at this scale. Standard deviations of the 5 ‐ km intervals 
express the variability in depth within each interval. Mean cross sectional bed elevations 
from ADCPs are also plotted. WSS are calculated for each WSE pair, and plotted in 
Figure 4-10b. Complementary hydraulic information from ADCP measurements 
including river discharge and mean channel velocity are plotted in Figure 4-10c and 
Figure 4-10d respectively. 
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Figure 4-10. Key field campaign results plotted longitudinally: (a) static GNSS water 
surface elevations (WSEs), stream-wise bathymetry measured with sonar and averaged 
over 5‐ and 50‐km intervals, and mean cross sectional bed elevations from ADCPs; (b) 
water surface slope (WSS) calculated from each WSE pair; (c) acoustic Doppler current 
profiler measured cross‐sectional average velocities; (d) acoustic Doppler current profiler 
measured discharge (including individual channel thread measurement at chainage 525 
km). STDEV denotes standard deviation. 
Along the reach between chainage 300 km and 650 km, referred to as the 
multichannel reach for the remainder of this chapter, the in situ WSE behaviour is as 
shown by the ENVISAT measurements. WSS is highly regular (5–6 cm/km), most 
notably through chainage 485–610 km where there are four WSE measurements, and 
the river includes significant morphological features including two major width 
constrictions and the Oubangui confluence. The 50 km bathymetry shows that bed slope 
is relatively constant and almost parallel to the WSP, and that depth remains constant 
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across major confluences including the Oubangui. The 5 km bathymetry shows 
significant variability, some of which appears to correlate with changes in width. 
Specifically, the bathymetry locally deepens at chainage 315, 485, and 550 km, where 
the river width is constricted. Three of the ADCPs were acquired at these constrictions, 
and their mean bed elevations verify this increase in depth at constrictions, particularly 
at chainage 485 and 550 km, where mean depth is 12 m. Moreover, the two ADCPs 
obtained at chainage 515 km and 525 km where the river channel width is more typical 
of the reach show mean channel depth (channel thread depth at chainage 525 km) to be 
5–6 m, which is relatively shallow. Measured mean cross‐ sectional velocities along the 
multichannel reach are in the range of 0.75–0.95 m/s, and do not appear to vary with 
channel depth or width. 
Marked changes in channel geometry and hydraulics is evident at approximately 
chainage 300 km, where the CMR exits the Cuvette Centrale and enters the Chenal. As 
the river planform changes to being narrow and single-thread at chainage 270 km, the 
WSS varies considerably, initially steepening to 8 cm/km as it approaches the entrance 
to the Chenal and causing especially shallow river depths here. The WSS then flattens 
after entering the Chenal and reduces to only 2 cm/km downstream of the Kasai 
confluence. The 50 km bathymetry is variable and consistently differs from the water 
surface slope. In the 50 km reach upstream of the Kasai confluence, the bed slope is 19 
cm/km, before flattening out and eventually becoming negative in the 50  km reach 
upstream of the Malebo Pool. Hydraulic mean channel depth is 13 m upstream of the 
Kasai confluence, and shows no increase immediately downstream, but does increase 
to 17 m over a distance of 50 km. Velocities are in the range of 0.94–1.2 m/s, and show 
a considerable flow acceleration occurs across the confluence with the Kasai.  
Continuous WSE Measurements 
In linearly interpolating between the WSEs piecewise, the water surface profile 
has been approximated as being planar between WSE measurements, which may 
neglect variability in WSS that manifests between measurements and result in significant 
WSE errors. To assess this planar approximation, high resolution WSPs have been 
derived from processing continuous WSE measurements. The processing involved firstly 
checking the raw data for any evidence of loss of convergence or permanent shifts in the 
instrument’s position on the boat (i.e. large vertical step changes in WSE), which would 
invalidate the measurement set. Raw measurements were then resampled to 5 km 
resolution to reduce measurement errors. The Gaussian filtered raw measurements have 
not been used for this purpose, as they still show some error in WSE (some vertical steps 
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could not be removed, irrespective of the window size used). In adopting a 5 km 
resolution, the error in WSE is estimated to reduce from 12–16 cm to 1.5–2 cm, by 
assuming the error is normally distributed and thereby assuming error reduced 
proportional to 1 √𝑛⁄ ; 𝑛 being the number of measurements, typically equalling 75 per 5 
km.  With regards to WSS, a combined WSE error of 4 cm across a 5 km reach present 
a 2 cm /km error , which is significant given WSS on the CMR is typically only 5-6cm/km. 
Thus WSS cannot be reliably obtained from the 5 km WSEs. Nevertheless, they serve 
the purpose of validating the planar approximation between static WSE measurements.  
Figure 4-11 shows continuous WSE measurements acquired in 2017 at chainage 
270–310 km, plotted on a sub-plot of Figure 4-10a.  
 
Figure 4-11. Continuous WSE measurements obtained in 2017, resampled at 5 km 
intervals, plotted on a sub-section of Figure 4-10. 5 km bathymetry omitted for clarity.  
From Figure 4-11 it can be seen that the planar approximation results in a small 
error (maximum 0.25 m) along this reach, as a result of the finer scale curvature that is 
captured at the 5 km resolution. Similar results are seen in the continuous WSE 
measurements acquired in 2019.  The high resolution WSP plotted in Figure 4-12 was 
acquired during 2019 along a 150 km reach that includes the Oubangui confluence, the 
width constriction at chainage 550 km, and the width constriction at chainage 485 km. 
The error resulting from the planar approximation is also small (again, maximum 0.25 
m). Note that a static GNSS WSE measurement at chainage 620 km was omitted from 
this analysis, as it is not considered reliable. An assessment of this measurement is 
included in Appendix A.4. 
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Figure 4-12. Continuous WSE measurements obtained in 2019, plotted on a sub-section 
of Figure 4-10. 2017 GNSS WSEs and Std-Dev. of 5 km bathymetry omitted for clarity. 
Oubangui tributary label indicates 20 km lateral inflow width, i.e. where  the left and right 
banks join the mainstem. 
A high resolution WSP was also acquired through 150 km of the Chenal, including 
its entrance, and is shown in Figure 4-13. Errors resulting from the planar approximation 
are again small (a maximum of 0.27 m). Figure 4-13 also confirms the WSS variability 
observed at the Chenal entrance in 2017. These results show that the planar 
approximation between static GNSS measurements spaced on average 50 km apart is 
an acceptable assumption for most hydrodynamic applications, including flood 
inundation and fluvial navigation. This may not be the case for measurements with a less 
dense and inconsistent spatial coverage, however. 
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Figure 4-13. Continuous WSE measurements obtained in 2019, plotted on a sub-section 
of Figure 4-10. 2017 GNSS WSEs and 5 km bathymetry omitted for clarity. 
4.5 Analysis and Discussion 
The in-situ measurements provide significant new insights into the hydraulic 
functioning of the CMR. Through the multichannel reach, the almost parallel nature of 
the bed slope and WSS indicates that flow conditions are close to being uniform 
longitudinally. Significant morphological features including channel width constrictions 
and the Oubangui confluence do not appear to cause any appreciable longitudinal non -
uniformities in WSS, known classically as gradually varied flow (GVF) profiles (e.g. 
Chow, 1959). This observed lack of WSS variability is surprising given the diverse and 
complex planform of the multichannel reach, and contradicts previous expectations, 
based on relatively sparse WSE observations and very limited knowledge of bathymetry, 
that the constrictions in channel width and Oubangui confluence cause widespread 
backwater effects (i.e. a ‘M1’ GVF curve) up to 60 km long during low flows (O’Loughlin 
et al., 2013). Of the small velocity variations that were observed through the multichannel 
reach (Figure 4-10c), velocities at two of the three width constrictions surveyed are lower 
than the wide multichannel values. Only the chainage 485‐km constriction velocity shown 
to be slightly higher than the multichannel values. This shows the width constrictions do 
not cause significant flow accelerations during low flows, that mass is conserved 
predominantly by a local increase in channel depth, and that the channel bed is 
adjustable through these constrictions. 
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Whilst greater WSS variability during higher flow conditions is not discounted, 
and may occur as a result of bank and island topographic effects that manifest during 
inundation, the observation that bathymetry does not generate WSS variability is 
applicable to all flow conditions, since water surface is most sensitive to bathymetry 
during low flow conditions (e.g. Garambois et al., 2017; Frasson et al., 2017). The 
observed absence of bathymetric controls on WSE is significant, as it implies that a 
relatively coarse and simple physical representation of bathymetry coupled with a 
spatially uniform river channel friction may suffice in hydrodynamic models for predicting 
water surface dynamics. This has been demonstrated in other large rivers such as the 
Amazon (Trigg et al., 2009), but is an important finding on a morphologically complex 
multichannel river where obtaining a full bathymetry data set is challenging. 
The significant change in hydraulics and specifically WSS at the entrance to the 
Chenal has not been noted before. The drawdown of the WSP at the Chenal entrance is 
converse to the backwater conditions that were thought to occur here (O’Loughlin et al., 
2013), and appears to be caused by a steepening of the bed slope, known otherwise as 
a negative bottom slope break (Montazem et al., 2019). Downstream of the Kasai 
confluence, the flattening of the slope indicates backwater conditions, with the Malebo 
Pool acting as a downstream hydraulic control and marking the commencement of 
supercritical flow conditions downstream. At the Kasai confluence, the flow accele ration 
and absence of any immediate increase in channel depth or cross sectional area is a 
behaviour widely observed at confluences (Robert, 2003), albeit mostly on small to mid-
size rivers. Confirmation that such a large-scale confluence conforms to classic river 
confluence behaviour is valuable, given aspects of large river confluences have been 
shown to behave differently to smaller systems; one example being the apparent 
absence of channel scale ‘secondary’ (i.e. lateral cross channel) flows in large river 
confluences (Parsons et al., 2007). 
4.5.1 Satellite Altimetry Performance 
Accurate WSE and WSS information is important for characterising the hydraulic 
behaviour of river reaches for a range of hydrodynamic purposes, including derivation of 
discharge. The 2017 GNSS WSP, and the complementary discharge and bathymetry 
information, provide an opportunity to assess the performance of satellite altimetry with 
respect to estimation of WSE, WSS, and discharge. Of particular interest is the WSS 
variability at the Chenal entrance, which is notably absent in the ENVISAT WSPs plotted 
in Figure 4-7, and in the ICESat WSS assessment of O’Loughlin et al. (2013). Because 
of its location immediately downstream of the Cuvette Centrale, the Chenal entrance is 
ideally located for providing highly valuable wetland outflow data. Moreover, the 
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physiography of the river in this location is conducive to obtaining requisite 
measurements of river width, in the sense that it is single channel, does not possess 
extensive vegetated floodplains that obscure water extents in much of the CRB, and has 
a relatively stable planform morphology (Pekel et al., 2016). To examine the performance 
of satellite altimetry, water surface profiles from three satellite altimetry datasets 
(mapped in Figure 4-14) have been plotted longitudinally in Figure 4-15, along with the 
2017 GNSS WSP. 
 
Figure 4-14. Locations of satellite altimetry measurements along the 2017 field campaign 
reach. ICESat from O’Loughlin et al. (2016a), Sentinel-3A and ENVISAT from Hydroweb 
(2019). 
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An initial comparison between the ENVISAT and 2017 GNSS data showed that 
the GNSS WSEs were consistently lower than the mean low‐ flow ENIVSAT WSEs 
plotted in Figure 4-7, which resulted in use of the minimum July–August ENVISAT WSE 
at each VS instead of the mean. The plotted minima are shown to be highly 
representative of conditions during the field campaign, consistently lying close to the 
GNSS WSP. The use of minima instead of mean had no noticeable effect on the 
regression analysis; repeating the regression analysis for the ENVISAT minima gave a 
standard deviation of 0.25 m and max residual of  0.56 m for chainage 0–1,200 km. 
Alongside ENVISAT, data from the Sentinel-3A altimetry mission is also plotted. 
As the mission has only been operating since 2016 and is currently operational, WSEs 
representative of the 2017 field campaign were obtained by temporally interpolating 
measurements made by the satellite around the field campaign period.  The plotted 
values show reasonable agreement with the GNSS WSP, with a maximum deviation of 
0.60 m, which is partially due to the use of temporal linear interpolation between data 
points that are up to 3 months apart. In addition, June ICESAT measurements for three 
separate years are plotted, temporal averaging not being possible due to ICESat not 
making repeat overpasses at the same location. The ICESat measurements show 
greater deviation from the GNSS WSP, which is explained by the river’s slightly different 
hydrodynamic conditions in June (Becker et al., 2014), and the variability of WSE over a 
monthly period. 
 
Figure 4-15. Plot of 2017 static GNSS WSEs and comparative low ‐flow altimetry WSEs 
from ENVISAT, Sentinel‐3A, and ICESAT. High‐flow (mean December and January) 
ENVISAT WSEs are also shown to convey the magnitude of flood ‐wave amplitude. 
GNSS WSEs are linearly interpolated piecewise. Sentinel-3A WSEs are linearly 
interpolated temporally to derive WSEs during 2017 field campaign. 
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Through chainage 325–650 km, the ENVISAT WSP closely matches the GNSS 
WSP, maximum deviation from the GNSS WSP being only 0.30 m at chainage 345 km. 
WSE pairs from ENVISAT and other repeat-pass profiling altimeters with a similar or 
greater density of spatial coverage (ENVISAT has a mean spacing of 70 km here) can 
therefore be spatially interpolated to derive longitudinally distributed WSE information. 
Another important implication is that estimates of WSS at a given location, based on 
WSE pairs, will be relatively independent of the particular locations of the two WSEs. 
Consequently, hydrodynamic models used to estimate discharge from WSE, WSS and 
width information should not show altimetry mission dependence: i.e. altimetry datasets 
with different overpass locations should provide consistent modelled estimates of 
discharge along a reach, without the necessity for model friction and bathymetry 
parameters to be recalibrated to a particular WSE dataset. Altimetry mission -
independence is recognised an important quality for a hydrodynamic model to have (e.g. 
Paris et al., 2016), as it precludes the need for elusive calibration data such as in-situ 
discharge to be obtained concurrent to each altimetry dataset.  
Through chainage 100–325 km, a different picture emerges. Much of this reach 
is a blind spot for ENVISAT and ICESat missions, which is a result of the orientation of 
the river being almost parallel to that of the altimetry missions and receiving no 
overpasses. Consequently, these altimeters do not detect the spatial variability in WSS. 
Due to insufficient spatial coverage, the low flow ENVISAT WSP overestimates WSE by 
2 m between chainage 200–270 km, which is equivalent to over half of the annual flood‐
wave amplitude defined by the ENVISAT low and high flow WSPs. If the closest available 
pair of ICESat measurements are linearly interpolated, the overestimate is 2.9 m for the 
June 2005 measurements. Notably, there is a Sentinel‐3A overpass at chainage 250 km, 
and measurements here identify that there is WSS variability at the Cuvette Centrale 
outlet. The overpass locations are not sufficient to fully describe the WSS, but are 
sufficient to define the WSE, and provides additional validation of the 2017 GNSS 
measurements. 
Quantifying the effects of Altimetry WSE and WSS errors 
The ENVISAT and ICESat overestimates of WSE could propagate upstream in 
hydrodynamic flood models and affect inundation predictions in the Cuvette Centrale and 
along the Kasai. Errors in either WSE or WSS that are present in all altimetry datasets 
would also affect modelled estimates of discharge through the reach.  By applying 
Manning's equation to the river reach between chainage 200–270 km, the impact of the 
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WSE and WSS errors can be quantified in discharge terms. Manning’s equation for 




𝐴𝑅2 3⁄ √𝑠 Eq. 4-2  
Where 𝑄 is discharge (m3/s), 𝐴 is cross sectional area (m2), 𝑛 is Manning’s hydraulic 
roughness coefficient (s/m1/3), 𝑅 is the hydraulic radius (m2/m), and 𝑠 is the WSS or the 
bed slope (m/m). By approximating flow conditions as being uniform and modelling the 
channel as rectangular with a bed elevation from the 50 km bathymetry plot (Figure 4-10), 
an in-channel 𝑛 value can be derived using values of 𝑄 and WSE obtained from the field 
campaign. 𝑄 values can then by re-calculated using the previously derived value of 𝑛 
and values of 𝑠 and WSE from the altimetry measurements. The calculation process is 
documented in Figure 4-16.  
 
Figure 4-16. Discharge calculations for different WSE datasets: (a) Assumed channel 
geometry at Chainage 235 km, red line indicates manning’s n value. Channel width is 
obtained from Landsat water mask (O’Loughlin et al., 2013), bed elevation is from 50km 
bathymetry data (Figure 4-10), above water bank side slopes modelled as 1 in 10 
according to SRTM data (Yamazaki et al., 2017); (b) Calculated Q–H rating relationships 
resulting from the modelled channel geometry and the WSS values for each WSE 
dataset. Q–H relationships calculated using normal depth calculator tool within the Flood 
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The initial calculation using the GNSS WSEs produced a manning’s n value of 
0.03, which is considered broadly consistent with published values for large low gradient 
rivers (e.g. Arcement and Schneider, 1984; Trigg et al., 2009). Other pertinent resulting 
parameters include a velocity of 1.0 m/s, which is close to the value of 0.95 m/s observed 
immediately upstream of the Kasai confluence, and a Froude number of 0.12, which 
illustrates the highly subcritical nature of this river. Q–H curves were then calculated for 
each altimetry WSE dataset according to their WSS estimates, and Q values 
corresponding to each altimetry WSE value were then derived. Calculations are 
summarised in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4. Results of discharge calculations for each WSE dataset. 
WSE 
dataset 
WSE at  
Chainage 235 km 




  (m aSL)   (cm/km) (m3/s) (m3/s) (% abs) 
GNSS 277.5 0.03 5.8 22,400 0  100% 
ENVISAT 279.5 0.03 5.3 30,200 7,800  135% 
ICESAT 280.4 0.03 4.6 32,800 10,100  145% 
S3A 277.5 0.03 3.6 17,800 -4,600  79% 
 
The discharge calculations reveal large discrepancies between the altimetry 
datasets from each other as well as from the field data: the Sentinel-3A discharge 
estimate is approximately half that of ENVISAT. Consequently, hydrodynamic models 
used to estimate discharge from WSE, WSS and width information will show a high level 
of altimetry mission dependence through this reach.   
The lack of hydraulic visibility through the Chenal with satellite altimetry is 
surprising given the size of the Congo River and the range of altimeters tha t have 
measured the Congo's WSE. Such undetected spatial variations in WSS are likely to 
exist on other large rivers. The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission 
will address this knowledge gap; SWOT's KaRIN interferometer will measure WSE with 
sub-kilometre spatial resolution at least once every 21 days (Biancamaria et al., 2016), 
providing more than sufficient WSE information for capturing WSS variability observed 
here. However, beyond SWOT's 3 year operational lifetime, it is likely that profiling 
altimetry instruments with limited spatial coverage densities will need to be relied on to 
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monitor WSE from space (CNES, 2019a). Furthermore, complementary river width 
information will not be available to the same extent as SWOT data. To obtain sufficient  
hydraulic visibility for measurement of variable WSS through river reaches, these 
altimetry instruments will need to provide a higher spatial coverage density than that 
currently offered by repeat pass altimetry instruments, by either reducing the distance 
between overpasses, or improving their consistency. As demonstrated by the findings 
presented here, this is true for even very large, highly subcritical river reaches whose 
water surface profiles are commonly assumed to vary linearly between sparsely spa ced 
altimetry WSE measurements (e.g. Birkett et al., 2002; O’Loughlin et al., 2013; Par is et 
al., 2016). Long or non-repeat orbit profiling altimeters can offer a denser spatial 
coverage or higher‐ accuracy WSE data than VS data, and can be useful for 
parameterizing, calibrating, and validating hydraulic models and WSS measurements, 
particularly where the spatial coverage of VSs is inadequate. For example, the CryoSat-
2 satellite altimeter provides dense spatial coverage with an inter-track distance of 7.5 
km at the equator (Schneider et al., 2018), and the recently launched ICESAT-2 altimeter 
is expected to provide higher accuracy WSE information that can validate measurements 
of WSE and WSS from other altimeters (Escobar et al., 2015). However, the lack of 
temporal resolution in long or non-repeat pass altimeters (Jiang et al., 2017 reports 369 
days for Cryosat 2) limits their use for the generation of WSPs, and the monitoring of 
changes in WSS over time that is necessary for measuring discharge from space. 
4.6 Concluding Remarks 
The first hydraulic research field campaigns in recent decades have been 
completed the middle reach of the Congo River, and have provided a rare opportunity to 
study the hydraulics of a large, complex planform river system. A large scale hydraulic 
characterisation has shown that the majority of the 650 km long summer 2017 study 
reach is characterised by only very gradual spatial changes in WSS (5–6 cm/km) and 
velocity (0.75–0.95 m/s) during low flows, neither of which are affected by changes in 
bathymetry, despite its highly diverse and multichannel nature. These result s show that 
a relatively coarse and simple physical representation of river bathymetry may be 
sufficient for use in hydraulic models used to simulate water surface dynamics here, and 
potentially along reaches of other large multichannel rivers. However, th is 
characterisation does not hold for a 150 km long reach located at the outlet of the Cuvette 
Centrale, where changes in bathymetric bed slope cause WSS to vary spatially from 2 
cm/km to 8 cm/km. Pre-existing altimetry data sets perform poorly at estimating WSE 
and WSS in this reach; an ENVISAT‐ derived WSP deviates from field measurements 
by up to 2 m due to insufficient spatial resolution, which represents approximately half 
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the annual flood wave amplitude, or a 35% difference when used to compute discharge. 
These findings are unexpected for a reach of the world's second largest river that is 
hydraulically highly subcritical, and shows SWOT's high resolution measurements will 
provide  major new insights into surface-water-topography features on even the world’s 
largest rivers. 
The data and analysis presented in this chapter are the first key steps in 
understanding this river, and enabling the development of hydraulically correct river 
models for this, and potentially other similarly large and morphologically complex 
systems. Further progress toward this may be achieved through numerical hydraulic 
modelling experiments used to identify effective representations of large multichannel 
river bathymetry in such models, and investigate water surface behaviour during differing 
flow conditions. This work also presents opportunities for testing the ability of discharge 
estimation algorithms to translate SWOT WSE measurements into discharge in large 
multichannel rivers; the in situ hydraulic data presented here may serve as a priori 
information and validation data. 
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CHAPTER 5 
High Resolution Modelling of Multi-threaded Congo River 
Channels  
High Resolution Modelling of Multi-threaded Congo River Channels 
5.1 Introduction 
Quantification of river hydrodynamic processes is a key component of many earth 
science and engineering studies. For example, quantitative information on the rate at 
which flood waves propagate along river systems, channel – floodplain fluxes, and the 
extents and duration of inundation are required for many ecological, biogeochemical, and 
flood risk studies (Junk et al., 1989; Richey et al., 2002; Bastviken et al., 2011; Raymond 
et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2014). Quantifying hydrodynamic processes is required to 
inform the planning and design of river infrastructure, and also to assess low flow 
conditions, which control the navigability of river channels as inland waterways and 
habitat suitability for aquatic species (Jowett and Duncan, 2012; Remo et al., 2013). 
Numerical hydraulic models are widely relied on in this context (Richey et al., 1989; Bates 
and De Roo, 2000; Crowder and Diplas, 2000; Schumann et al., 2013). 
There is considerable interest in modelling the hydrodynamics of the Congo 
River. Quantifying channel – floodplain interactions and the extent to which the Cuvette 
Centrale wetland inundation dynamics is controlled by river channel processes.  
Answering these important earth science research questions (Jung et al., 2010; Lee et 
al., 2011; Alsdorf et al., 2016) is necessary in order to understand the vulnerability of 
these wetlands to anticipated changes in fluvial processes. These changes in fluvial 
processes may be induced by in-channel hydraulic structures that regulate river flows 
and alter bed slopes (e.g. Grill et al., 2019), or by land cover and climatic changes that 
impact hydrological processes and hence river flows (e.g. Coe et al., 2009). Sufficient 
representation of in-channel hydrodynamic processes is of fundamental importance in 
order to accurately quantify the flow carrying capacity of channels, the onset and duration 
of inundation, and fluxes between channels and floodplains in large river systems (Trigg 
et al., 2009; Dey et al., 2019). However, such representation is challenging in the Congo, 
where satellite based observations of inundation extent and WSE that are often used to 
estimate or calibrate channel flow parameters in hydrodynamic models (Schumann et 
al., 2009) can be difficult to obtain, because the majority of the inundation in the Congo 
Basin occurs underneath dense vegetation canopies (Hughes and Hughes, 1992; Pekel 
et al., 2016). 
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Inland waterway navigation is crucial to many of the countries that make up the 
Congo Basin (CICOS, 2015), but can be dangerous where river depths are shallow and 
could benefit from dynamic water level predictions afforded by a hydrodynamic model. 
The in-situ stream-wise depth measurements reported in Chapter 4 along 350 km of the 
established mainstem navigation route provide useful information on navigation risk. As 
shown in Figure 5-1, depths of less than 2.5 m were detected frequently. A depth of 2.5 
m represents a minimum depth requirement commonly adopted on navigable waterways, 
such as on the river Rhine where restrictions are placed on all vessels when this depth 
is encountered (Hemri and Klein, 2017). Moreover, future hydrological changes due to 
variations in climatic forcing or anthropogenic activities are anticipated and the impacts 
of these changes on low and high water conditions needs to be properly assessed.  
 
Figure 5-1. Sonar depth measurements from summer 2017 field campaign along a 350 
km long multichannel reach. Depths of less than 2.5 m are frequently encountered. 
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The Congo Middle Reach (CMR), ~1,700 km between Kisangani and Kinshasa 
along with associated tributaries, is a low gradient, highly multichannel planform system 
in which numerous individual channel threads flow around large and mostly heavily 
vegetated islands. Complex river planforms of this nature are often represented using 
simplifications, due to a paucity of channel geometry information and a need for 
computationally efficient models (Neal et al., 2012; Neal et al., 2015). One such 
simplification is to represent multi-channel systems with an effective single channel, as 
was used by (O’Loughlin et al., 2020) to simulate basin scale hydrodynamics of the 
Congo at 4 km resolution. Channel geometry was approximated as rectangular using 
effective width information from a 30 m resolution water mask. Channel depth and friction 
were both treated as parameters to be estimated, and the modelled water surface was 
calibrated to observed water surface elevation (WSE) information obtained from satellite 
radar altimetry. The model simulated channel water surface elevations across the 
domain with a bias and root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.185 m and 0.842 m 
respectively, and demonstrated that interactions between channels and floodplains did 
occur along some of the channels modelled. Similarly, Garambois et al. (2017) used an 
effective single channel approach on a reach of the multichannel Xingu River, a first order 
tributary of the Amazon. They found that the use of a temporally varying effective friction 
parameter (higher friction during low flow conditions) was necessary to account for the 
flow partitioning among individual channel threads that occurred during low flows but not 
during high flows, and is not represented by the effective single channel model. This 
approach was further developed by Garambois et al. (2020) by using a stage dependent 
friction parameter in an effective single channel hydraulic model of the Xingu River. 
It has been demonstrated that hydraulic models of large multichannel rivers can 
be improved by explicitly representing individual channel threads in such models (e.g. 
Altenau et al., 2017a). Unlike effective single channel approaches, individual thread 
planform representation provides a hydraulic model with local in -channel flow path 
information and hence more accurate stream-line distance. Moreover, by representing 
individual channel threads, islands are also represented, enabling their inundation to be 
accurately simulated, thus capturing dynamic changes in flow paths and total wetted 
perimeter such as those observed by Garambois et al. (2017). Furthermore, there may 
also be a need for velocity or discharge information through an individual channel thread, 
to inform local interventions such as dredging, to maintain navigability.  
Large multi-channel river model studies that incorporate explicit representation 
of channel threads are rare due to the difficulties in obtaining the da ta required and the 
computational expense of such models. Obtaining bathymetry data is particularly 
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onerous as it cannot be reliably obtained remotely, and in -situ methods require 
navigation of each individual channel thread. Nicholas et al. (2012) modelled the 
hydrodynamics of the main channel of a 30 km reach of the Rio Paraná, Argentina. The 
reach is predominantly single channel, but some Islands along the reach create 
multichannel conditions in some places. Three hydraulic model codes, varying in 
complexity and dimensionality, were used to demonstrate the potential for reduced 
complexity hydraulic models to predict flow conditions in such a river. A separate study 
on the multichannel Tanana River by Altenau et al. (2017a) entailed a comparison 
between hydraulic models that used various levels of model resolution and 
dimensionality (i.e. both one and two dimensional model spatial structures). They 
conducted a major field campaign to obtain detailed water surface and discharge 
information, and a full bathymetric survey of all navigable channel threads that was 
converted to a 2D spatially distributed bathymetry model (Figure 2-5). They concluded 
that regional and global-scale hydraulic models can be improved by explicitly 
representing individual channel threads, rather than using a single effective channel . 
Thus, there is interest in doing so on the Congo River. 
 
Figure 5-2. Example bathymetry model (BM) of the multichannel Tanana River (first order 
tributary of the Yukon) developed by Altenau et al. (2017a).  
Pre-existing bathymetry data available for Congo River scientific research is very 
limited, and for a scientific field campaign to obtain a full bathymetric survey along a 
reach of the Congo is highly challenging, given the spatial scale of the Congo and the 
many islands that prevent the bank-to-bank movement necessary for complete cross 
sectional coverage. It is therefore feasible to survey only a small fraction of the Congo’s 
multichannel bathymetry, which can be sufficient for use in coarse 1D hydraulic models 
that use single effective channels, but not for models that explicitly represent individual 
channel threads and require complete bathymetric representation. This is problematic, 
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given there is a need to explicitly model the hydraulics of individual channel threads on 
this river. This chapter reports on the development and implementation of a hydrauli c 
model covering a 70 km multichannel reach of the CMR. The model explicitly represents 
individual channel threads, by using spatially limited bathymetry data that covers only a 
small fraction of a limited number of channel threads. The aim of the study is to 
demonstrate the ability of a hydraulic model to predict hydraulic conditions in the 
individual channel threads of a large multichannel river, when bathymetry data used in 
the hydraulic model is spatially limited to an amount that is feasible to obtain.  Doing so 
will help to answer important questions about bathymetry data requirements for studying 
the hydrodynamics of large multichannel rivers. Such a model will potentially be a useful 
tool for investigating bathymetric representations such as effective  single channel 
approximations that are needed to simulate large scale hydrodynamics in an efficient 
manner. Here, a feasible amount of bathymetry refers to what can be obtained within 
constraints relating to timescale, the limited accessibility of the Congo River, and budget.  
To achieve this, the study comprises the following key components, applied to a 
70 km long multichannel reach of the Congo mainstem that was surveyed in high 
resolution in the 2017 field campaign. First, a novel approach is implemented, which 
derives a complete bathymetry model (BM) from spatially limited in -situ depth 
measurements that cannot be directly interpolated across most of the reach because of 
their sparsity. The BM method interpolates the depth measurements where possible, and 
supplements this with estimates of bathymetry where it cannot be interpolated. Second, 
a geometric validation exercise is performed whereby sections of the BM that are 
estimated are compared with a validation dataset of in-situ depth measurements. Third, 
a hydraulic validation is carried out. This entails construction of a 2D hydraulic model 
using the BM, and a comparison of observed and modelled depth -averaged velocities. 
In addition, a second hydraulic model is constructed using a BM containing no observed 
depth measurements, in order to assess the benefit that results from the inclusion of the 
depth measurements. 
5.2 Data and Methods 
The bathymetry model (BM) is created along a 70 km long study reach on the 
Congo mainstem approximately 100 km downstream of Mbandaka, and immediately 
downstream of the Oubangui confluence, as shown in Figure 5-6. The study reach 
planform is characteristic of the entire middle reach with respect to its width and number 
of channels. It is well suited to this study because of an absence of tributaries along the 
reach enables discharge to be assumed approximately constant, and three single 
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channel sections exist on the reach, enabling cross-sectional sampling of the full river 
width at these locations without having to navigate around islands. 
It was necessary to develop a novel BM approach, as there is no apparent 
existing method that will produce a spatially distributed BM of a multichannel river from 
such sparse river depth data. A review of the literature identified the multichannel 
bathymetry interpolation method developed by Altenau et al. (2017a) to hold most 
promise, but this was deemed unsuitable for application here, on the grounds that it 
requires a spatial density of depth measurements sufficiently high such that when 
interpolated, the entire channel bathymetry can be derived. From Figure 5-6, it can be 
seen that the depth data available is not sufficient in its spatial density to produce a 
complete BM from interpolation alone. For example, many channel threads have zero 
coverage, particularly in the upstream half of the study reach. The novel BM approach 
developed here therefore employs a method of estimating depth in channel areas that 
are not in sufficient proximity to depth measurements. This estimation follows an initial 
routine interpolation of measurements in those channel areas which do lie within 
sufficient proximity to depth measurements.  
5.2.1 Review of Methods of Estimating River Channel Depth 
To estimate depths in regions with no measurement coverage, an evaluation of 
possible relationships between river planform information and river depth was initially 
carried out, which would potentially enable prediction of depth based on the remotely 
sensed planform information available. Classic multichannel river channel thread and 
bar ordering schemes such as those published by Bristow and Best (1993) or Bridge 
(1993), shown in Figure 5-3, state that multichannel rivers have a hierarchy of primary 
channel threads that are relatively deep, and relatively shallow secondary (and in some 
cases tertiary) channel threads that cut across mid channel bars or islands.  
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Figure 5-3. Channel thread and bar / island ordering scheme proposed by Bridge (1993). 
Numbers in circles refer to bars, other numbers refer to channels. Cross section (lower 
figure) is from a channel thread confluence region, where a central channel (1) is 
bounded by side bars with cross bar channels (2). Figure is from Bridge (1993). 
There is no automated means of assigning ordering to individual channel threads, 
but it is relatively simple to generate proximity to river bank information using routine GIS 
analysis. Given their mid channel locations, the shallower secondary channel threads 
are likely to be located further away from river banks than the deep primary threads. 
Evidence of this channel ordering behaviour was investigated by examining the sonar 
data in detail, and was identified in six channel thread cross sections that were clearly 
identifiable as primary and secondary channel threads. This is shown in Figure 5-4.  
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Figure 5-4. Sonar derived sections across a Primary Channel Thread (P1) and five 
Secondary Channel Threads (S1-S5). Each section is labelled with its mean depth (MD). 
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To obtain a specific relationship between distance from bank and channel depth 
that could be used to predict depth, measured depths were plotted against their distance 
from the nearest channel bank (excluding island banks), with depths averaged over 100 
m distance from bank intervals. Results, shown in Figure 5-5, show no discernible 
relationship. 
  
Figure 5-5. Mean of sonar depth measurements at distance from bank intervals of 100 
m. Error bars show standard deviation of each mean value. 
In the absence of any information on depth variability across the channel belt (i.e. 
direction perpendicular to flow), depths are estimated assuming a series of rectangular 
channel threads with constant depth across the channel belt. To estimate such a depth, 
and its longitudinal (stream-wise) variation with channel belt width (i.e. the deepening 
where the channel narrows) that was observed in Chapter 4, a uniform flow calculation 
is was used. Specifically, Manning’s equation for uniform flow was applied to calculate 
channel depth at regularly spaced longitudinal intervals, by using the channel width at 
each interval derived from a satellite-derived water mask, channel flow from in-situ 
discharge measurements (assumed constant along the study reach), and slope 
information from WSE measurements. Whilst assuming uniform flow conditions in this 
way will not produce the high frequency variations in depth observed at the 5 km scale 
in Chapter 4, flow conditions were found to be close to uniform at the large scale, with 
50 km resolution profiles of bed slope and water surface being near to parallel. The 
uniform flow depth assumption is therefore determined to be appropriate. A simpler 
approach whereby channel belt cross sectional area is assumed to remain constant and 
thus enabling depth to be directly derived from width was dismissed because the 
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Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) results presented in Chapter 4 show marked 
random variability in cross sectional area. 
5.2.2 Description of Novel Approach to Bathymetry Modelling 
The inputs into the BM comprise any direct observations of depth that are 
available, along with a water mask to define channel planform, a reach average 
discharge, and a complementary water surface profile obtained by applying a planar 
water surface approximation to WSE measurements. In this application, these inputs 
(shown in Figure 5-6) were obtained through a combination of remote sensing and in situ 
measurements. The water mask was derived from 30 m resolution Landsat data 
(O’Loughlin et al., 2013), and measurements of discharge, WSE, and depth were 
obtained in situ using an ADCP, a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
instrument, and a single beam sonar respectively. WSE was measured with a 5cm 
RMSE, and standard deviation of river depth measurements was 0.35 m at all crossover 
points where depth was measured twice. Discharge was measured with a maximum 
variability of 2% based on transect repeatability tests. The in situ measurements were 
collected during a field campaign in August 2017, further details of which are reported in 
Chapter 4. 
The BM method is implemented in a raster grid using the QGIS open source 
geographic information system (GIS) application (QGIS Development Team, 2019). The 
BM method interpolates the sonar measurements, and then combines the interpolated 
areas of channel with estimates of un-surveyed depth based on uniform flow calculations 
using the discharge, WSE, and river width information. 
 




Figure 5-6. Location Plan showing field data, including sonar data input into BM, sonar 
data used in BM geometric validation, GNSS WSE measurements, ADCP transects, and 
Landsat water mask (O’Loughlin et al., 2013). Extent of models indicates the spatial 
extent of the hydraulic models, BM spatial extent is the mainstem water mask within this 
rectangular extent. Terrain elevations shown are from the MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 
2017). 
The raw sonar data comprises georeferenced depth measurements made at 
approximately 3 m intervals. These measurements were collected from 8–11 August 
2017 using two boats, and cover a total track length of approximately 200 km. The points 
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were initially re-sampled on a 10 m raster grid. The sonar data shows dune features with 
amplitudes in of up to 5 m in the deepest areas, but such features have complex 3D 
geometries (e.g. Parsons et al., 2005) and their representation in the bathymetry model 
was viewed as unviable given the depth estimation process described below. Thus, 
Gaussian smoothing was used to remove dune scale features, as shown in Figure 5-7. 
Exclusion of dunes was determined to be appropriate because the BM is not required to 
produce accurate fine-scale 3-D distributed velocity information, and is only required to 
produce larger scale depth-averaged velocity that is controlled predominantly by large-
scale topography in large low gradient rivers, as demonstrated by Nicholas et al. (2012). 
 
Figure 5-7. 1.5 km section of in-situ sonar data before and after Gaussian smoothing 
filter applied. 
The entire bathymetry modelling process is set out in Figure 5-8. A written 
description of the process follows, which includes regular references to specific panels 
of Figure 5-8 to aid the description.  
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Figure 5-8. Bathymetry modelling process: (a) raw sonar and sonar interpolation extent; 
(b) resulting interpolated sonar; (c) estimated residual depth in each 2 km polygon prior 
to smoothing; (d) smoothed estimated residual depth grid (e) anisotropic buffer around 
interpolated sonar; (f) Merging of interpolated sonar and estimated residual depths: 
estimated residual depths from (d) are imported to areas outside of the interpolated sonar 
and anisotropic buffer area, the buffer area is then populated by using anisotropic 
interpolation (i.e. inverse distance weighting spatially constrained by the streamline 
regions); (g) Final depth grid resulting from anisotropic interpolation of interpolated sonar 
and estimated residual depths; (h) plan showing locations of panels a–g. 
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Interpolation of Sonar Data 
Prior to interpolating the raw sonar data, it was first necessary to generate an 
interpolation extent (Figure 5-8a), in order to spatially constrain the sonar interpolation 
to regions suitable for interpolation to occur, i.e. regions that fall within a predefined range 
of two sonar data points. This was created by using the System for Automated 
Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA) expand and shrink raster algorithm (Conrad et al., 2015), 
which expands a raster grid around its border by a specified number of cells (expansion 
radius), then shrinks only where edges remain present. This expand and shrink algorithm 
was applied to the raw sonar raster grid, an example showing the expansion and 
subsequent shrinkage results are included in Appendix B.1. Note that the values of the 
grid cells resulting from this SAGA algorithm were not populated using the algorithm; the 
algorithm’s use here is only to define the plan area extent within which the subsequent 
interpolation is carried out. A 250 m expansion radius (0.2 km2 area) was used in the 
implementation of the SAGA algorithm, based on an assessment of the variability shown 
by the sonar data. This assessment involved sampling the raw sonar data on a series of 
orthogonal grids of different resolutions, and showed that mean standard deviation of the 
depth measurements exceeded 1 m across a grid size greater than 450 m 
(corresponding to an area of 0.2 km2 derived from the 250 m interpolation range). A 
standard deviation error of 1 m was determined to be suitable for the interpolated sonar, 
as this is expected to be below the bed elevation error associated with the assumptions 
used in the estimated depths; namely that depth is equal to the channel normal depth 
and is constant across the entire channel belt width.  
Inverse distance weighting (IDW) was used to interpolate the raw sonar data. 
IDW is one of several commonly used methods of spatial interpolation, and is based on 
the assumption that unknown values can be approximated by a weighted average of 
observed values within a circular search radius, a higher weighting being given to points 
that are closer. Directional influences in the data, also known as anisotropy, may also be 
accounted for by adopting elliptical search areas that give higher weighting and a larger 
search radius to observations located along a prescribed direction (Tomczak, 1998). In 
more conventional bathymetry interpolation situations where the entire channel can be 
derived from point observations, it has been shown that allowing for anisotropy can 
considerably reduce interpolation errors (e.g. Merwade et al., 2006). Essentially, river 
depth varies less in the stream-wise (longitudinal) direction than in the transverse 
direction, and can therefore be predicted more accurately by prioritising the use of 
upstream and downstream measurements over transversely located measurements. 
Here, anisotropy has not been considered in the interpolation of the sonar data, given 
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the likely small size of the error compared with errors resulting from the estimated depths. 
However, anisotropy has been considered in the process of merging of interpolated 
sonar data and estimated depths, and is discussed below therein. In BM applications 
with a significantly greater coverage of sonar data, it may be necessary to consider 
anisotropy in its interpolation. 
IDW is a simple and accessible interpolation method, and was ident ified as an 
appropriate method for this particular application of the BM. Other interpolation methods 
commonly used in spatial interpolation including basis spline (B-spline) and ordinary 
kriging were considered. Spline methods interpolate a surface by generating a series of 
parametric functions to fit sparse observations, these functions being bicubic B -spline 
functions in the case of B-spline interpolation (Lee et al., 1997). Spline interpolation 
methods are known for producing smoothly varying surfaces and are therefore 
commonly used to interpolate gently varying properties, but are poorly suited to sparse 
and variable measurement coverage (Wasser and Goulden, 2017) and was therefore 
not selected here. Ordinary kriging is a geostatistical method that is similar to IDW in that 
it weights the surrounding measured values according to their proximity to derive a 
prediction for an unmeasured location. However, ordinary kriging uses a more 
sophisticated weighting for the surrounding measured values, and employs the spatial 
correlation between sampled points as well as proximity. The spatial correlation is 
determined by fitting a variogram model to the observed semi-variance between 
measurements of varying proximity (distance). Kriging can also provide estimates of the 
uncertainty surrounding each interpolated value. Whilst more sophisticated and 
potentially offering improved performance (Merwade et al., 2006), the added 
complexities of kriging introduces considerable computational burden and requires a 
greater number of user inputs. These inputs include the selection of an appropriate 
variogram model, which depends on an in-depth assessment of the raw data in order to 
characterise the spatial autocorrelation of the bathymetry. The sparsity of the raw sonar 
data here precludes such an assessment, and led to ordinary kriging being discounted 
in this application of the BM. Nevertheless, all three interpolation methods mentioned 
above were explored by applying them experimentally to a test section of sonar data. 
Results of the three methods were compared and revealed no reason to select the 
ordinary Kriging or B-spline methods over the IDW. The comparison is contained in 
Appendix B.2. 
The interpolation calculation was performed using the Geospatial Data 
Abstraction Library (GDAL) IDW algorithm (GDAL/OGR contributors, 2020), based on 
the following formula for interpolated grid values 𝑍: 
 














 Eq. 5-1  
Where 𝑍𝑖 is a known value at point 𝑖, 𝑟𝑖 is the search radius from the interpolated 
grid node to point 𝑖, 𝑛 is the number of points within the search radius, and 𝑝 is a 
weighting power. Here, the default 𝑝 value of 2 most commonly used in applying IDW 
(Merwade et al., 2006) was adopted, along with a search radius of 250 m (i.e. the same 
as the SAGA algorithm expansion radius).  
The spatial extent of the IDW interpolation was controlled by the aforementioned 
interpolation extent. Without this interpolation extent, the IDW would simply interpolate 
across all areas within the search radius, thus producing erroneous results in areas 
where there is insufficient data to interpolate (effectively extrapolating in these areas). 
Example IDW results with and without the interpolation extent are shown in  Appendix 
B.3 for information. The resulting interpolated bathymetry (Figure 5-8b) covers 4% of the 
total study reach channel plan area in this application. 
Estimation of Depth 
To estimate depth, the water mask is divided into 2 km long sub reach polygons, 
as shown in Figure 5-8c. An interval of 2 km was chosen as it is sufficiently small to 
capture local changes in river width and therefore represent commensurate changes in 
river depth that are known to occur, particularly at width constrictions. Polygons were 
created using 2 km spaced points along a channel belt centreline, this centreline was 
generated using a Voronoi tessellation procedure (e.g. Nyberg et al., 2015). The mean 
effective width of each polygon, 𝑤 is derived by dividing its plan area by its 2 km length, 
and this is then used in the uniform flow calculation. The calculation uses a re -arranged 
version of manning’s formula (Chow, 1959) and the wide channel approximation (i.e. 
hydraulic radius is equal to flow depth), yielding the following formula: 





 Eq. 5-2  
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Where 𝑑 is mean channel depth; 𝑤 is mean effective channel width; 𝑄 is the 
observed channel discharge of 21,000 m3 /s; 𝑠 is the mean observed water surface slope 
through the reach of 5 cm/km; and 𝑛 is the manning friction parameter and is assigned 
a constant value of 0.03 based on guidance in Arcement and Schneider (1984), and 
values used on other large anabranching rivers (Latrubesse, 2008). 
As the depth resulting from this calculation represents the mean depth across the 
channel belt, it is necessary to adjust this depth to a ‘residual depth’  value to allow for 
any interpolated sonar data that exists within the polygon. Simply using the mean 
channel depth, 𝑑 in the BM would give spurious results, particularly where there is a 
significant amount of sonar data but only for a part of the channel width. This is illustrated 
in Figure 5-9, which shows a hypothetical scenario where sonar observations have been 
obtained for the deep part of the channel but not the shallow part.  
 
Figure 5-9. Illustration of channel residual depth calculation within a depth estimation 
polygon, for a hypothetical case where the deep part of the channel has been surveyed 
but the shallow part has not. 
Accordingly, an estimated residual depth value is used in the estimated 
bathymetry, and is derived as follows. 
Estimated bathymetric volume, 𝑉 is calculated from the polygon length, 𝑙 (2 km here),  𝑑 
and 𝑤: 
 𝑉 = 𝑙𝑤𝑑 Eq. 5-3  
A residual bathymetric volume, 𝑉𝑅 is calculated from volume of interpolated sonar, 𝑉𝑠 
and 𝑉: 
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 𝑉𝑅 = 𝑉 − 𝑉𝑆 Eq. 5-4  
A residual channel plan area, 𝑃𝑅 is calculated from the plan area of interpolated sonar, 
𝑃𝑆 and the total channel plan area 𝑃: 
 𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃 − 𝑃𝑆 Eq. 5-5  
Residual depth, 𝑑𝑅 is calculated from, 𝑉𝑅 and 𝑃𝑅: 
 𝑑𝑅 = 𝑉𝑅 𝑃𝑅⁄  Eq. 5-6  
Further illustration of the residual depth calculation is given in Appendix B.4 by way of 
an example calculation for a hypothetical channel section. 
The resulting estimated residual depth raster grid (Figure 5-8c) is then smoothed 
using a Gaussian filter to remove physically unrealistic step changes in depth between 
each polygon, shown in (Figure 5-8d). 
Merging of Interpolated Sonar Data and Estimated Depths 
To merge the estimated depths and the interpolated sonar, we first generate a 
buffer around the latter, depicted in Figure 5-8e. The buffer is offset from the edge of the 
interpolated sonar by 1 km parallel to, and 0.2 km perpendicular to the stream-wise 
direction. These offset values maintain the interpolation extent of 0.2 km 2 introduced 
previously, and are determined using an anisotropy ratio of 0.2 that accounts for the 
greater bathymetric variability transverse to the flow direction than along the flow 
direction. The sonar data are too sparse for direct derivation of a site specific anisotropy 
ratio here, so we adopt the value of 0.2 used in a bathymetry anisotropy study by 
Merwade et al. (2006), and by Wu et al. (2019) on the lower Mississippi. 
Streamline regions generated from the channel belt centreline are used to define 
the stream-wise direction, these are shown in Figure 5-8f. The use of multichannel 
centrelines was explored and are shown in B.5, but they were found to produce 
hydraulically unrealistic flow paths for the CMR multichannel planform, notably at 
channel thread junctions where the centrelines resulting from the Voronoi tessellation 
are perpendicular to one another in some locations. When compared with a single 
channel belt centreline it is not evident that the more complex multichannel centreline 
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provides any improvement in defining stream-wise direction and may even introduce 
error. 
Grid cells located outside of the interpolated sonar and its buffer are populated 
directly with the estimated depth raster shown in Figure 5-8d. The buffer area is then 
filled using IDW computations performed within each streamline region, and the resulting 
raster grid is passed through a Gaussian filter to remove physically unrealistic step 
changes in depth between each streamline region. The final depth grid (Figure 5-8g) is 
converted into a BM by subtracting it from a WSE raster grid to yield a bed elevation grid. 
The WSE raster grid is obtained by interpolating the three GNSS WSE measurements 
and assuming a planar water surface approximation. 
5.2.3 Hydraulic Modelling 
The BM was used in a steady state hydraulic model in order to assess its 
hydraulic performance, by comparing depth averaged modelled velocities with those 
observed with an ADCP during the field campaign. A 2D hydraulic model was built and 
run using HEC-RAS (v5.0.3), developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers at the 
Hydrologic Engineering Center. The steady state flow conditions observed during the 
August 2017 field campaign were simulated, which represents seasonal low flow. The 
inflow boundary comprised a reach average discharge value obtained by taking the 
mean of three ADCP transects executed at the upstream, downstream and central parts 
of the study reach. The standard deviation of discharge across these transects was 5%, 
indicating a small spatial or temporal variation in discharge, the transects having been 
measured within a four day window. A fixed WSE was imposed as a downstream 
boundary condition, derived by spatially interpolating the GNSS WSE measurements. A 
spatially uniform value of manning’s n was used, and it was assumed that no out of bank 
flows occur by representing ground elevation outside of the water mask as infinitely high. 
This assumption is based on personal observations that were made whilst trave lling by 
boat on the river during the flow conditions simulated. Flow conditions were simulated 
using the full shallow water equations solver. A simulation time of four days was adopted, 
and initial flow depth conditions derived from a preliminary model run were used. All 
model results were extracted from the final model output, by which time model inflow and 
model outflow were equal.  
The BM was resampled to 100 m prior to being imported into HEC-RAS as a 2D 
flow area, and was subsequently meshed in HEC-RAS at the same resolution as the BM. 
The HEC-RAS 2D sub-grid capability that parameterises topography within individual 
grid cells (described in subsection 3.3.2) was not utilised because the modelling process 
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was originally developed for a different model code (LISFLOOD-FP), which does not 
have the same sub-grid capability. HEC-RAS was originally used only to verify the 
LISFLOOD-FP model results, but during this verification exercise, large discrepancies 
were found between the velocity predictions by each model. By comparing the results of 
both models to the observed velocity, it was apparent that LISFLOOD-FP was producing 
significantly different velocity results at certain locations, which led to the adoption of 
HEC-RAS. It is not known why LISFLOOD-FP velocities deviated from observations and 
HEC-RAS model results at some locations. It is possible that errors were introduced in 
the procedure used to extract and process velocity information from the LISFLOOD-FP 
results, although this could not be confirmed. An account of the superseded 
LISFFLOOD-FP modelling results is contained in Appendix B.6. The resolution of 100 m 
was adopted for the BM following experimental use of 50, 100, and 200 m resolution 
versions of the BM in the hydraulic model, which took 130, 15, and 2 minutes to run 
respectively. This showed that increasing to 200 m resolution appreciably affected WSE 
prediction (WSE results are shown in Figure 5-10): the widths of narrower channel 
threads become significantly over-represented as minimum 200 m wide, and thus over-
represent channel capacity and result in a reduction in water levels. 
 
Figure 5-10. Longitudinal plots of modelled WSE predictions for different model 
resolutions. 
To isolate the effect of the sonar data on hydraulic model performance, the base 
hydraulic model described above was revised by using a bathymetry derived solely from 
estimated depths, i.e. excluding all sonar data, and using only the uniform flow 
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calculation of mean channel depth described in Equation 5-2. Results of this estimated 
bathymetry (EB) hydraulic model were then compared with the base hydraulic model to 
assess the hydraulic effects of the sonar data. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Geometric Validation 
Geometric validation of the BM was carried out by comparing it against a separate 
validation dataset comprising five sections of sonar data that were not included in the 
BM, as shown in Figure 5-11. 
 
Figure 5-11. Bathymetry model (BM) geometric validation: (a)-(e) plots of bathymetry 
model bed elevations compared with sonar validation data, measured WSE also shown, 
X and Y axis titles apply to all axes; (f) Map showing locations of validation sections.  
From the validation process, the RMSE values are relatively high, on account of 
the considerable local variability in depth that cannot be predicted by the estimated depth 
component of the BM. However, mean absolute errors (MAE) are relatively small, 
1 
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showing that the EB provides a relatively good estimate of large-scale bathymetry.  The 
BM produces a small underestimate in average depth at all but one of  the validation 
sections, the exception being at section d (Figure 5-11d). Here, sonar data incorporated 
into the BM runs close and parallel to the section, influencing the BM and producing a 
very small mean overestimate of depth. 
5.3.2 Hydraulic Validation 
The base hydraulic model and EB hydraulic model were calibrated separately by 
incrementally varying manning’s n and selecting the value that produced the minimum 
RMSE of modelled WSE at the three observed locations shown in Figure 5-6. The 
calibrated base hydraulic model produced WSEs with a RMSE of 0.09 m at the three 
observed locations using a manning’s n value of 0.03, and the EB hydraulic model 
calibration yielded a RMSE of 0.03 m with a manning’s n value of 0.028. The small 
difference in manning’s n results from differences in the bathymetry representation. 
Nevertheless, both these n values are broadly consistent with published values for large 
low gradient rivers (e.g. Arcement and Schneider, 1984; Trigg et al., 2009), and are 
closely aligned with the value of 0.03 computed at chainage 235 km of the CMR in 
subsection 4.5.1. Figure 5-12 shows an illustration of the velocities predicted by the 
calibrated base hydraulic model, with topography also shown for context. 
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Figure 5-12. Channel velocities predicted by base hydraulic model. White lines indicate 
local direction of flow, produced by the HEC-RAS particle tracing function. Terrain 
elevation (Yamazaki et al., 2017) shown for context only, and is not represented in the 
model DEM. 
Depth averaged velocities predicted by both models are compared to observed 
values at the four ADCP transect locations, as shown in Figure 5-13 and summarised in 
Figure 5-14. 
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Figure 5-13. Modelled and observed bed elevations and velocities at ADCP transects: 
(a)-(d) velocities; (e)-(h) bed elevations. Observed bed elevations are only shown at 
locations where the cross-sectional observations are not used in the base hydraulic 
model. Transect locations are shown in Figure 5-14(c) below, and also in Figure 5-6. 
Results for both the base hydraulic model (sonar data included), and the EB hydraulic 
model (sonar data excluded) are shown. 
 
Figure 5-14. Summary of velocity prediction errors in both the base hydraulic model 
(sonar data included), and the EB hydraulic model (sonar data excluded): (a) Mean 
absolute errors (MAE); (b) Root means square errors (RMSE); (c) Transect locations.  
The base hydraulic model produces small MAEs at transects 3 and 4, and this is 
expected as the BM contains full cross sectional sonar data at these locations. The 
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RMSE is also small at transect 4, but is notably greater at transect 3 due to the complex 
flow patterns seen here, the model being unable to reproduce the high variability in the 
velocity across the section. Transects 1 and 2 also have relatively small MAEs, despite 
cross sectional sonar data being absent in the BM at these transects. The longitu dinal 
sonar track running through these transect cross sections provides useful information on 
channel geometry, particularly at transect 1 where the BM is able to obtain cross 
sectional information from the sonar track that cuts diagonally across the channel, shown 
in Figure 5-11(f). However, RMSE is very high at transect 1, partly because the 
longitudinal sonar does not fully define the channel shape, and also because of its close 
proximity to the model upstream boundary that imposes flow intensity uniformly across 
the section. The low RMSE at transect 2 is attributed to the uniformity of the observed 
velocity profile here. 
The value of the sonar data is evident both at transect 1 and 4, as the EB 
hydraulic model significantly overestimates mean channel velocity due to shallow 
bathymetry at these locations. The EB hydraulic model performance improves at transect 
2 and 3 because here the estimated depths are a much closer match to the observed 
mean channel depths. Unexpectedly the EB hydraulic model narrowly outperforms the 
base hydraulic model at transect 2 in both MAE and RMSE, on account of the estimated 
mean channel depth here closely matching the observed value. The base and EB 
hydraulic model under-predict discharge at transect 2 by 13% and 18% of the observed 
value of 9850 m3/s, respectively. EB hydraulic model RMSE is also slightly lower at 
transect 3, although visual interpretation of the velocity plots here shows the base 
hydraulic model better predicts the peaks and troughs in velocity across the right hand 
side of the section. The value of the 2D planform representation is also demonstrated by 
the cross-sectional velocity gradient produced by the EB hydraulic model at transect 4, 
despite the horizontal river bed representation across the channel. 
5.4 Discussion 
With the exception of transect 1, the base hydraulic model predicted velocity 
RMSEs are low considering the limited observed bathymetry data used in the model. 
They are not substantially greater than those seen in comparab le large river modelling 
studies that use full bathymetry datasets (e.g. Nicholas et al., 2012). Base hydraulic 
model velocities diverge from observations notably at transect 3, where flow conditions 
are more complex due to numerous shallow areas across the section. A similar increase 
in modelled velocity error is also reported by Nicholas et al. (2012) where more complex 
flow conditions exist. Increasing the spatial coverage of observed bathymetry data used, 
and the spatial resolution at which it is represented, would likely improve modelled 
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velocities to some degree, but the level of improvement would be limited by the 
assumption that the frictional coefficient is spatially uniform. Such an assumption is 
necessary, because the high resolution data needed to quantify the spatial variations in 
river bed grain size and fine-scale bed form geometry that govern hydraulic roughness 
cannot be realistically obtained. 
5.4.1 Performance of Estimated Bathymetry  
Low MAEs are observed in the velocities at transect 2, and in depths at section 
(a) and (b) of the geometric validation. These areas use limited or no sonar data and rely 
on the estimated depths, indicating that the uniform flow assumption and the friction 
coefficient used in the estimated depths characterise these locations well. The low MAEs 
in the EB hydraulic model velocities at transects 2 and 3 also demonstrate the efficacy 
of the estimated depths. Moreover, the error in discharge prediction through the transect 
2 channel thread increased only marginally for the EB hydraulic model, to 18%.  However, 
the EB hydraulic model performed poorly at transects 1 and 4, where the river channel 
is laterally constricted and the channel deepens significantly. Here, the observed mean 
depths are 3–4 m deeper than those predicted by the estimated depths, as shown in 
Figure 5-13(e) and (h). Whilst the estimated depths do predict a considerable increase 
in depth at these constrictions, the underlying uniform flow assumption does not predict 
the full extent to which the bed has locally adjusted through erosion in order to maintain 
morphodynamic equilibrium. As a result, the EB hydraulic model overestimates mean 
velocity here by over 40%. WSE predictions also appear to be affected by this under-
prediction of depth; as shown in Figure 5-15, recalibration of the EB hydraulic model 
manning’s n value was necessary to compensate for a mild backwater effect that 
amounted to a RMS difference in WSE of 0.2 m and a maximum difference of 0.4 m. 
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Figure 5-15. Longitudinal water surface profiles resulting from base hydraulic model, and 
EB hydraulic model prior to recalibration. Note, the plotted BM bed elevation profile is 
not the cross-sectional average bed elevation. 
A WSE error of 0.4 m is small relative to the Congo’s 3-4 m annual flood wave 
through this reach (Becker et al., 2014), and shows WSE to be relatively insensitive to 
bathymetric representation. In contrast, Altenau et al. (2017a) found WSE to be more 
sensitive to bathymetric representation on the multichannel Tanana River, a 0.26 m 
RMSE in distributed WSE predictions arising predominantly from relatively small errors 
(0.89 m RMSE) in bathymetric representation. Nevertheless, these findings highlight that 
major misrepresentation of cross sectional area at the constrictions arising from 
simplified representations of bathymetry, could appreciably affect WSE p redictions 
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5.4.2 Implications for representation of bathymetry in Hydraulic Models of the 
CMR 
These findings have implications for representation of bathymetry in hydraulic 
models of the CMR and other low gradient multi-thread channel systems. General flow 
conditions within the multichannel reaches can be relatively well predicted by a hydraulic 
model that uses estimated bathymetry derived from a simple uniform flow calculation. 
The use of spatially limited observed data was shown to be of limited benefit to hydraulic 
model predictions, although more observations of flow conditions through individual 
channel threads are needed to confirm this more thoroughly. In contrast, at single 
channel reaches where the channel is laterally constricted, bathymetry is more variable 
and strongly influences local flow conditions, demonstrating that observed cross 
sectional data here is of major benefit to model performance. However, observed data 
is only required locally, as evidenced by the accurate prediction of flow conditions where 
bathymetry in the upstream and downstream reaches was estimated. 
The application of the BM in a hydraulic model to simulate flow conditions through 
individual channel threads using only a small fraction of observed channel bathymetry 
will be of interest to scientists and practitioners who require local channel hydraulic 
information, but do not have the resources available to survey thousands of kilometres 
of channel bathymetry. When supplemented with a suitable land surface DEM, the BM 
may be used in a hydrodynamic model to simulate dynamic changes in flow paths and 
flow resistance as islands become inundated. Physically realistic depths in individual 
channel threads will prevent significant errors in mean channel velocities. Flow path 
lengths, dynamic changes in flow resistance, and mean channel velocity can 
substantially affect the rate at which flood waves move along a river system, so their 
representation is of relevance to modelling of large scale flood inundation dynamics and 
wider earth science questions such as the quantification of fluvial contributions to wetland 
inundation in the Cuvette Centrale (Alsdorf et al., 2016). Accurate representation of the 
cross-sectional areas of the lateral constrictions is also of importance in this context, to 
correctly simulate potential backwater conditions during high flows that could affect WSE 
and therefore the onset, duration, and extents of floodplain inundation. Such a 
hydrodynamic model may also serve as a base model for experiments of more coarse 
resolution models that employ effective single channel representations, which are 
necessary to simulate large scale hydrodynamics in a rapid manner. 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks  
A novel approach has been developed for producing a spatially distributed 2D 
bathymetry model (BM) of a multichannel river, using only spatially sparse bathymetry 
measurements combined with river width information, and measurements of WSE and 
discharge. In areas of the channels where observed bathymetry data are unavailable, 
and the position is too remote to be directly interpolated from where there are bathymetry 
observations, the method estimates the depth based on river width, discharge and water 
surface slope, by assuming uniform flow conditions. The method has been applied to a 
70 km long reach of the Congo River mainstem that was the subject of a field campaign 
in August 2017. Bathymetry observations that were collected along a 200 km long sonar 
track were used in the BM, but these amount to only 4% of the planform area of the 
reach. 
The key findings are that depths in the wide multi-thread reaches of channel are 
well approximated by the uniform flow assumption: geometric validation showed the BM 
average MAEs and RMSEs in depth across four sections in these reaches were 9% and 
36% respectively. Moreover, when a version of the BM without any observed bathymetry 
was used in a hydraulic model, MAEs and RMSEs in predicted velocity at two cross 
sections averaged 6% and 19% respectively, and discharge through an individual 
channel thread was predicted to within 18% of the observed value. However, the uniform 
flow assumption led to large errors in channel depths and local flow conditions where the 
river flows through single thread channels that are laterally constricted. At two such 
locations, average MAEs and RMSEs in modelled velocity were 46% and 49% 
respectively when observed depth data were not used. Inclusion of the observed cross-
sectional depth information improved these values to 0% and 26% respectively, 
confirming the value of observed cross sectional data local to the section combined with 
the uniform flow depth estimates in the upstream and downstream sections. 
This study has shown that there is value in explicitly modelling the hydraulics of 
individual channel threads of large multichannel rivers with very sparse bathymetric 
observations. The BM will form a key component of the next research steps into 
representing the bathymetry of the CMR in hydrodynamic models. Such research will 
entail experimentation with coarse resolution effective single channel representations 
frequently utilised in large scale hydrodynamic models, which must parameterise the 
dynamic effects of channel and island geometry on flow hydraulics. 
From a review of the literature, it is apparent that the approach used here to 
model multichannel bathymetry is novel. The specific components of the BM process 
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use established methods: interpolation of sparse sonar data using IDW is a routine 
operation in flood modelling; estimation of bathymetry by assuming uniform flow 
conditions has been adopted by other researchers (see for example the channel depth 
estimation method set out by Sampson et al. (2015) that uses Manning’s equation). 
However, the two components are seldom used in tandem. The novelty comes from the 
unique approach of combining these two distinct components, one satellite -based, the 
other based on in-situ data, in a 2D environment. This kind of complementary approach 
will be important for making satellite-based approaches more locally relevant 
(Fleischmann et al., 2019), and increasing their uptake in decision making. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Effective Single Channel Approximations in Hydrodynamic 
Models: Applicability to the Congo Middle Reach 
Effective Single Channel Approximations in Hydrodynamic Models: Applicability to the Congo Middle Reach 
6.1 Introduction 
In-channel river flow conditions strongly influence the extent of channel – 
floodplain interactions and the speed at which flood waves travel (e.g. Trigg et al., 2009; 
Paz et al., 2011; Hoch et al., 2018; Dey et al., 2019). Therefore, channel flow conditions 
along the Congo Middle Reach (CMR) are linked to the numerous physical processes 
and risks in the Congo River Basin pertaining to floods or lack thereof. The magnitude, 
frequency, and duration of floods influences ecological health, the preservation of 
sequestered carbon (particularly in peat), the outgassing of globally significant amounts 
of carbon dioxide and methane, food security, and flood risk to people (Borges et al., 
2015; Dargie et al., 2019; Laraque, 2019; Comptour et al., 2020). Channel flow 
conditions also influence fluvial navigability and sediment transport processes 
(Fernandez et al., 2010; Mushi et al., 2019). Hydrodynamic models that simulate channel 
flow conditions are an important tool in quantifying these risks and processes, and 
representation of in-channel geometry and flow conditions is crucial to these models. For 
example, modelled in channel water surface elevation and its rate of change over time 
will strongly influence the extent and duration of seasonal inundation predicted in the 
Cuvette Centrale wetlands, and therefore the amount of carbon dioxide and methane 
emission that are predicted through outgassing from inland waters. 
In developing a hydrodynamic model, a key question that arises is how to 
represent the multithread channel geometry of large rivers such as the CMR (Figure 6-1). 
This question is therefore highly pertinent to large river modelling generally: of the world’s 
ten largest rivers, nine have a channel pattern that is predominantly ‘anabranching’ 
(Latrubesse, 2008). Here, anabranching refers to a particular pattern of multichannel 
river whereby vegetated or otherwise-stable alluvial islands divide flows at discharges 
up to bank-full (Nanson, 2013).  
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Figure 6-1. The Congo River: (a) The central Congo Basin, showing the mainstem middle 
reach that flows from Kisangani to Kinshasa, major tributaries, and terrain elevations; (b) 
Satellite image showing characteristic multichannel planform that persists for almost the 
entire middle reach; (c) Location plan within the extent of the African continent, showing 
country boundaries. Rivers and lakes water mask from O’Loughlin et al. (2013), Terrain 
elevations from MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017); satellite image from Bing (© 2020 
Microsoft Corporation © 2020 DigitalGlobe © CNES (2020) Distribution Airbus DS).  
Clearly the answer will depend to some extent on the availability of data. For 
example, bathymetry data comprising a limited number of coarsely-spaced cross-
sections sampled at single thread sections will preclude the representation of cross 
sectional variability in channel bed elevation, and necessitate the use of a constant 
cross-sectional bed elevation profile. The particular requirements of the model such as 
the accuracy and spatiotemporal resolution of its outputs will also influence the approach 
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to channel representation: a model that is required to predict spatial variability in velocity 
across the channel will require cross-sectional variability in bed elevation to be 
represented. However, a question relevant to reach scale and basin scale models 
serving a variety of purposes is whether a simplified effective single channel (ESC) can 
be adopted. Such simplifications are commonly adopted in large scale hydrodynamic 
models (Neal et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 2013; Rudorff et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 
2018), and involve representation of channel geometry along a discrete reach with a 
single mean cross-sectional depth, a simple shape such as a rectangle, curved bed or 
triangle, together with a constant bed slope. ESCs enable use of 1D channel models and 
minimise the requirements for model resolution, thereby minimising the required 
resolution of input data. This results in faster models, greater potential for automation in 
model building and calibration, and therefore more opportunity for ensemble or 
optimisation approaches that allow for the sparsity of data and high levels of uncertainty 
inherent in CMR input data (Tshimanga and Hughes, 2014; O’Loughlin et al., 2020). 
Use of an ESC approximation to represent in-channel hydraulic processes has 
been shown to provide considerable improvements in hydrodynamic model performance 
over models that do not represent channels (e.g. Samuels, 1990; Bradbrook et al., 2004; 
Neal et al., 2012; Sampson et al., 2015). However, ESC approximations of large rivers 
are not well validated against more detailed hydrodynamic models that represent 
spatially distributed channel bathymetry. This is particularly true in the case of 
multichannel rivers. The specific hydraulic consequences of such a simplification are 
therefore not well understood. To some extent, this is because ESC approximations have 
mainly been used in situations where no channel hydraulic data has been available, 
preventing an assessment of the specific impacts of the approximation on hydrodynamic 
model performance. Here, the applicability of an ESC approximation to the CMR is 
evaluated.  
By adopting an ESC on the CMR, several features of the channel geometry will 
be neglected or misrepresented, which will lead to some misrepresentation of channel 
hydraulic conditions. As a result, ESCs cannot be used in situations that require 
estimation of the cross-sectional distribution of channel velocities, and their use is 
regarded as being limited to the prediction of water surface dynamics (extent and 
elevation). Accordingly, this research investigates the effects of ESC representations on 
Water Surface Elevation (WSE) and its spatial and temporal variability. The objective of 
the research is to characterise and quantify the hydraulic consequences of an ESC 
approximation, and ultimately determine its suitability for use in modelling the 
hydrodynamics of the CMR.  
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The subsequent sections of this chapter are structured as follows. Section 6.2 
begins by setting out research assumptions and identifying four key components of an 
ESC approximation to a real multichannel bathymetry. The remainder of section 6.2 
documents a preliminary investigation of the hydraulic consequences of each of these 
four components (without the use of hydraulic modelling), based on an analysis of 
available observations of the CMR and application of the Manning formula for uniform 
flow conditions. Section 6.2 concludes by identifying a series of hydraulic modelling 
experiments. The modelling experiments are designed around the validated steady state 
base hydraulic model documented in Chapter 5. Section 6.3 documents the methods 
used in these hydraulic modelling experiments, and section 6.4 reports their results. 
Discussions and conclusions follow in section 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. 
6.2 Preliminary Investigation of an Effective Single Channel 
Approximation 
6.2.1 Assumptions  
For the CMR, an effective single channel that uses a rectangular cross-section is 
a logical choice of channel shape, given the lack of channel width change over the bi -
annual flood cycle that is apparent from satellite imagery, implying steep riverbanks 
(Pekel et al., 2016). The observations of channel depth plotted against their distance 
from a bank in Figure 5-5 (Chapter 5) also support a rectangular approximation, as they 
show no pattern of increasing channel depth with the distance from nearest bank. A 
rectangular ESC is therefore assumed initially, which is described by the following three 
channel geometry parameters that are fixed over a discrete reach length: bed slope, 
width, and depth. Variations in channel shape are considered however, specifically in 
subsection 6.4.2. The length of an individual reach, akin to the spacing between 
traditional 1D river cross-sections, may be any value, and may vary for each of the three 
geometry parameters. Some accounts of reach lengths adopted in recent studies are 
given in the literature, for example, on the Niger River, Neal et al. (2012) use a ~1 km 
reach length over which channel width and depth are sampled, and sample bed slope 
across a 15 km reach length. On the upper Niger River, Fleischmann et al. (2018) use a 
fixed channel depth, width and slope across unit-catchments that are on average 150 
km2 in area, or an indicative river length of 14 km if river length is assumed to be the 
diameter of a circle with this mean catchment area. In the only known hydrodynamic 
model of the CMR, (O’Loughlin et al., 2020) report use of a constant depth between 
ENVISAT WSE observations that have an average and maximum longitudinal spacing 
of 70 km and 170 km (it is not clear what reach length was used to represent width and 
bed slope). They also derive the channel geometry of each individual reach through a 
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calibration process, whereby channel depth (or related parameters such as hydraulic 
radius) is calibrated to observations of relatively low spatial resolution. WSE observations 
from satellite altimetry are commonly used for calibration; reach-averaged discharge may 
also be used. In the CMR, ENVISAT altimetry has the greatest spatiotemporal density 
and coverage, and is therefore most likely to be used for calibrating channel geometry. 
It is therefore assumed that an ESC approximation will involve calibration of channel 
friction to observations of WSE.  
This research also assumes that the simplification of a rea l multichannel 
bathymetry into an ESC comprises the following individual components:  
1) Neglecting morphological features that manifest as localised stream-wise 
changes or irregularities in channel width, depth, or bed slope;  
2) Merging of individual channel thread that have their own sinuosity into a single 
channel, thereby neglecting the variability in sinuosity of the individual channel 
threads;  
3) Neglecting cross-sectional depth variability by adopting a constant and simple 
cross-sectional shape (constant depth for a rectangular ESC); and  
4) Neglecting seasonally inundated mid-channel islands.  
To investigate the hydraulic consequences of an ESC, this research evaluates 
each of these components individually. If they are evaluated in a combined manner, they 
may ‘counteract’ each other to some extent, and obscure certain hydraulic 
consequences. 
6.2.2 Omitting Channel-Scale Morphological Features 
The averaging of channel geometry over a discrete reach, and its derivation 
through calibration to observations of WSE spaced on average 70 km apart, will result in 
a channel geometry that omits local variations in channel-scale morphology. Therefore, 
the ESC will smooth the water surface profile (WSP) according to the observations used 
for calibration, and may omit morphological features that cause the water surface to 
deviate considerably from a smoothed WSP. For large sub-critical rivers, including 
multichannel rivers, these morphological features can be characterised as either 
constrictions, or breaks in bed slope (Frasson et al., 2017; Montazem et al., 2019). 
Tributaries can also produce variations in the WSP, in the form of backwater profiles. 
The omission of these features will neglect the WSP variations they cause, which 
manifest as backwater or drawdown gradually varied flow profiles, examples of which 
are shown in Figure 6-2.  
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Figure 6-2. Example gradually varied flow profiles resulting from morphological features 
in a large sub-critical river, with water surface shown in blue: (a) a constriction causing a 
backwater effect, (b) an increase in bed slope causing a drawdown effect. Adapted from 
Chow (1959) and Moglen (2015). 
The hydraulic characterisation documented in Chapter 4, based on observed low 
flow conditions along the CMR between Kinshasa and Mbandaka (Chainage 0–650 km) 
provides insight into the presence of WSP variations caused by morphological features. 
The entrance to the Chenal (chainage 270 km) constitutes a significant morphological 
feature, where a drawdown curve is known to occur due to a steepening of the bed slope. 
Any channel representation will need to represent this bed slope change in order to 
correctly model the WSE. This location aside, no significant WSP variations were 
identified: between chainage 270–650 km, WSE observations showed no significant 
changes in Water Surface Slope (WSS), and the error in WSE resulting from WSP 
linearization (i.e. piecewise linear interpolation between measurements on average 50 
km apart) was found to be no greater than 0.3 m. 
Water surface profile analysis between Mbandaka and Kisangani 
The reach between Mbandaka and Kisangani (chainage 650–1650 km) was not 
analysed with in-situ data in Chapter 4, coincident bathymetry data not being available 
for a full hydraulic characterisation. Looking at the terrain along this reach (Figure 6-3), 
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no significant landforms indicative of morphological changes are visible, unlike between 
Kinshasa and Mbandaka, where the river cuts through the Bateke Plateau and changes 
its planform and bed slope as a result. River widths analysed by (O’Loughlin et al., 2013) 
showed channel width variability to be small compared with the major width constrictions 
that are present between Kinshasa and Mbandaka. 
 
Figure 6-3. Terrain of the Central Congo Basin. Elevation data from MERIT DEM 
(Yamazaki et al., 2017), Water mask from Landsat data (O’Loughlin et al., 2013). 
ENVISAT WSE data analysed in Chapter 4 shows no marked WSP variations 
between Mbandaka and Kisangani. However, the relatively large spacing between 
ENVISAT observations may not resolve more localised variability in WSS. Therefore, 
GNSS observations obtained during the 2019 f ield campaign have been processed here 
to obtain a more accurate and higher resolution WSP. Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 show 
the static GNSS measurements of WSE and the resulting WSS, along with continuous 
GNSS measurements of WSE re-sampled at 5 km intervals.  
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Figure 6-4. 2019 in-situ WSEs, ch. 650–1200 km: (a) WSPs; (b) WSS from static WSE. 
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Static WSEs and their slopes are in agreement with the ENVISAT analysis: 
between chainage 600–1100 km the water surface gradually flattens in the downstream 
direction, whilst upstream of 1100 km this trend ceases, and WSS fluctuates between 7 
and 9 cm/km. There are no significant variations in the static WSP. The 5 km WSEs 
capture the finer scale variations in the WSP. Most of these variations show a deviation 
from the linearly interpolated static WSEs no greater than 0.3 m, as was found for the 
reach between Kinshasa and Mbandaka. However, at two locations, the 5 km 
measurements show the WSP to deviate from the static WSP by up to 0.5 m. One of 
these locations, chainage 725 km, is at the confluences with the Lulonga River, and is 
therefore explained by the backwater effect from these tributaries. However, there are 
no tributaries, terrain features, or planform features that explain the cause of the WSP 
variation at chainage 1225 km, which suggests it is caused by the bathymetry. No 
bathymetry data are currently available to investigate this in further detail. Additional 
WSP variations are also visible, but due to closely spaced static WSE measurements, 
they are not identified in the comparison between static and 5 km measurements. 
Therefore, to estimate the error resulting from the 5 km WSP being smoothed, the 5 km 
WSEs collected along the multichannel CMR were split into five sub-reaches on average 
220 km long. WSEs within each sub-reach were then resampled at an interval of 
approximately 70 km, and second order polynomials fitted to each set of resampled 
WSEs, in order to represent a smoothed WSP. The regression analyses showed RMSE 
across all sub-reaches to be 0.15 m, and identifies three WSP variations where the WSE 
error exceeds 0.3 m by a considerable margin. Graphical results of the regression 
analysis is located in Appendix C.1. 
Morphological features affecting WSE during high flow 
Since the analysis of in-situ observations are based on low flow conditions only, 
the analysis will not include any WSP variations that form during high flows as a result 
of bank topography. Such variations would manifest in the form of a constriction effect 
(i.e. an upstream backwater effect produced by a reduction in cross-sectional flow area 
as shown in  Figure 6-2a), caused by a topographic barrier that locally forces flood flows 
through the width of the main channel, whilst upstream and downstream flows are able 
to inundate the floodplain. Their occurrence will be determined by floodplain topography, 
which is subject to significant uncertainty based on currently available elevation datasets, 
and cannot therefore be thoroughly investigated in this study. However, high flow 
constriction effects are most likely to be present at the river width constrictions, because 
a given loss of floodplain cross-sectional flow area will be forced through a smaller cross-
sectional flow area, as illustrated in Figure 6-6.  
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Figure 6-6. Explanation of why high flow constriction effects caused by topographic 
barriers are most likely to be present at width constrictions: (a) at a width constriction, 
the cross-sectional area of floodplain flow is constricted to a smaller area (shown in red) 
due to the narrower width of the channel; (b) at a typical channel width the wider channel 
provides a much larger cross-sectional flow area (red area) for floodplain flow to occupy. 
Channel dimensions assume a 4 m high flood wave amplitude and a 2 m river bank 
height above low flows. 
Whilst the analysis presented in Chapter 4 showed the width constrictions 
produce no backwater effects during low flows, these width constrictions are known to 
be located at outcrops of high land (O’Loughlin et al., 2013), which have been identified 
as iron rich conglomerates from field observations (M. A. Trigg, personal communication, 
2020). A backwater effect may develop here during high flows when these outcrops act 
to confine the flow to within the channel. Further insight into the three width constrictions 
within the multichannel reach can be gained by examining MERIT elevation data 
(Yamazaki et al., 2017) and Landsat images during inundation, all of which are shown in 
Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7. Three main width constrictions along the multichannel CMR: (a) – (c) show 
terrain elevations at Chainage 550 km, 480 km, and 315 km, (d) – (f) show corresponding 
Landsat images during high flow season (23 November 2009). (a) and (d) indicate left 
bank inundation, (b) and (e) indicate right bank inundation, (c) and (f) indicate right bank 
inundation. Landsat images obtained from the Earth Explorer website: 
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/; water mask from O’Loughlin et al. (2013); terrain 
elevations from MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017).  
All three width constrictions appear to be flanked by high terrain only on one bank. 
In all cases, elevations on the opposite bank are consistent with upstream and 
downstream bank elevations, and Landsat images during the high flow season show 
evidence of connectivity between the channel and floodplain (assuming the flooding that 
is visible is fluvial). This indicates that no constriction effects will develop here during 
high flows. To affirm the absence of backwater effects at the width constrictions, the 
calibrated hydraulic model can be used to simulate high flow conditions through the 
width constriction at chainage 480 km. This width constriction constitutes the most 
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6.2.3 Merging Individual Channel Threads 
The conversion of several individual channel threads to a single channel will 
neglect the sinuosity of individual channel threads, and in turn neglect a component of 
the flow path lengths along which water travels. For a given hydraulic roughness 
coefficient, this reduction in flow path lengths is expected to give rise to an artificial 
increase in the channel’s hydraulic efficiency (i.e. the flow it can convey for a given water 
surface). A hydraulic modelling experiment is required to determine the magnitude of this 
increase in hydraulic efficiency. 
A single channel will also neglect the sides of the numerous individual channel 
threads and the component of the wetted perimeter they represent, but this is negligible 
given the extremely high width/depth ratios of the CMR: the ratio is over 1000 at the 
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) measurement at chainage 515 km. Assuming 
10 channel threads with a mean depth of 6 m are neglected, the omission of 20 channel 
banks amounts to 20x6 = 120 m of neglected wetted perimeter. For a typical CMR 
effective width of 5 km, this amounts to a negligible error in wetted perimeter of 
approximately 2.5%, affirming the assumption that wetted perimeter is approximately 
equal to wetted width. 
6.2.4 Omitting Cross-sectional Depth Variability 
An ESC represents the channel with a single depth, omitting the variability in the 
cross-sectional depth that occurs in natural rivers. A channel with a variable depth 
produces a greater mean channel velocity (and therefore flow) than an equivalent 
channel with a constant depth. This is due to the development of higher water velocities 
across the thalweg where the water is deepest and furthest away from the river bed that 
generates flow resistance (e.g. Douglas et al., 2001). Therefore, a channel with a 
constant cross-sectional depth can be regarded as being less hydraulically efficient than 
a channel with a variable cross-sectional depth, even if it has the same cross-sectional 
area, width, wetted perimeter, bed slope, and roughness coefficient. To investigate this 
in the context of the CMR, discharge – stage (𝑄–𝐻) relationships were computed for 
three multichannel scenarios, shown in Figure 6-8: (a) a channel with seven equally deep 
threads; (b) a channel with one moderately deeper thread; and (c) a channel width one 
very deep thread. With the exception of the distribution of depth across the channel 
threads, the adopted geometry of each channel is identical. The adopted parameter 
values are listed in Table 6-1 and are broadly representative of the CMR based on the 
in-situ observations presented in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 6-8. Q–H curves for three channel geometries that are geometrically equivalent 
aside from the distribution of depth across the channel: (a) channel with constant depth 
distribution; (b) one deep channel thread and six equally deep threads; (c) one 15 m 
depth channel thread and six equally deep threads; (d) Plot of channel elevation versus 
cross-sectional area for each geometry, demonstrating geometric equivalence; (e) 𝑄 −
𝐻 curves calculated using normal depth calculator tool within the Flood Modeller software 
package (Jacobs, 2019). Elevation is above an arbitrary datum. 
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Table 6-1. Parameters common to all three of the channels shown in Figure 6-8. Values 
are representative of the multichannel CMR. 
Value Parameter 
7 Effective channel width at or below top of bank level (km) 
1 Channel thread width (km) 
11.7 Total channel width (km) 
0.6 Ratio of effective channel width to total width 
29,750 Cross-sectional area measured below low water level (m2) 
4.25 Mean channel depth below low water level (m) 
5 Bed slope (cm/km) 
7 Number of channel threads 
0.028 Manning’s n below top of bank 
0.1 Manning’s n above top of bank 
1 in 2000 Floodplain transverse slope 
2 m Bank height above low water 
4 m Flood wave amplitude 
 
Figure 6-8 shows that the 10 m deep channel thread in section (b) produces only 
a small increase in hydraulic efficiency compared to the channel with a constant depth. 
However, when the channel thread depth is increased to 15 m as in section (c), the 
difference in stage response is significant: for a given flow, the equivalent channel 
section with a constant depth generates a much a higher WSE, particularly during low 
flow conditions. As expected, the computed mean channel velocities are greater when 
the channel geometry contains a deep thalweg. At low water, velocities are: 0.68 m/s in 
section (a); 0.76 m/s in section (b); and 0.99 m/s in section (c).  
In conclusion, if a channel possesses a thalweg of sufficient depth relative to its 
mean channel depth, the omission of the thalweg will result in an artificial increase in 
channel hydraulic efficiency, according to uniform flow formulae. To ascertain whether 
neglecting CMR channel depth variability would lead to the introduction of a significant 
reduction in hydraulic efficiency, a more detailed assessment of channel depth variability 
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in the CMR can be undertaken, and combined with a hydraulic modelling experiment 
based on the calibrated base hydraulic model. 
6.2.5 Omitting Seasonally Inundated Mid-channel Islands 
The simplest approach to representing islands would be to ignore islands 
completely and adopt a channel with a width equal to the total mean channel width. In 
this approach, a shallower effective channel depth would be needed to maintain the 
correct channel cross-sectional area, which would lead to a reduction in hydraulic 
efficiency caused by a significant over-estimation of channel wetted width (and wetted 
perimeter). Effective channel widths in the CMR are on average approximately 60% of 
total channel width, and as low as 30% of total channel width over one 100 km reach 
(O’Loughlin et al., 2013). Neglecting islands would therefore over-estimate width and 
wetted perimeter by 40% on average, and by up to 70% along one particular reach. It is 
therefore likely to be necessary to incorporate the islands into the in -channel geometry 
by using the effective channel width. This can be confirmed by quantifying the hydraulic 
effects of over-estimating channel width, through comparison of the 𝑄–𝐻 relationship of 
the channel geometry presented in Figure 6-8(a) with that of a channel with the islands 
omitted. This comparison is plotted in Figure 6-9, and shows a fundamental difference in 
the stage response of the two channels within the range of the flood wave amplitude, 
despite its cross-sectional area being the same at top of bank elevation.  
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Figure 6-9. Q–H curves for channels with islands included and omitted: (a) channel with 
islands included; (b) channel with islands omitted and channel bed elevation raised to 
maintain the same cross-sectional area; (c) Plot of channel elevation versus cross-
sectional area for each channel; (d) Q–H curves calculated using normal depth calculator 
tool within the Flood Modeller software package (Jacobs, 2019). Elevation is above an 
arbitrary datum. 
Another consideration with respect to representation of islands is how to 
represent high flow when inundation of the islands occurs. Based on personal field 
observations (e.g. fishing villages on ~2 m stilts) and the observations of others (e.g. 
Comptour et al., 2020), CMR mid-channel islands are known to seasonally inundate. 
Model codes that are usually associated with effective single channel approaches such 
as that of LISFLOOD-FP, in which channels are represented as ‘sub-grid’ features within 
a 1D channel model domain (discussed in subsection 2.4.2), are not able to represent 
islands explicitly, as the entire width of the channel must be represented within a single 
cell (i.e. a single terrain elevation value). Given the very large plan area that the islands 
occupy within the channel, they will constitute a significant component of total fluvial 
inundation along the CMR, and their inundation should therefore be modelled explicitly 
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in the same way as a conventional floodplain. Moreover, failure to represent the island 
inundation process will misrepresent several hydraulic processes. Most significantly, the 
volume of water that would otherwise inundate the islands would be erroneously 
contained within the channel, and / or routed onto the floodplain (if there is connectivity 
with the floodplain), as illustrated in Figure 6-10. Panel (a) of Figure 6-10 shows a 
simplified definition of multithread channel geometry, and the three flow components: 
channel, floodplain inundation, and island inundation. In panel (b), the channel is 
represented with a 1D ESC based on effective channel width, and the floodplain is 
represented with a 2D domain. However, the islands are not represented, and the island 
inundation volume is conveyed by the channel and floodplain, resulting in erroneous 
predictions of inundation and / or WSE. In panel (c), islands are included within the 2D 
floodplain domain, enabling inundation extent and WSE to be correctly simulated. 
 
Figure 6-10. Modelling island inundation when using a 1D ESC domain coupled to a 2D 
floodplain domain: (a) Simplified definition of channel geometry, floodplain, island, and 
channel flow components, and legend; (b) islands excluded from 2D domain, resulting in 
water being erroneously contained within the channel and  routed onto the floodplain; (c) 
Explicit representation of islands within the 2D floodplain domain. 
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Omitting island inundation would also neglect complex changes in channel 
hydraulic efficiency that occur with increasing WSE as islands inundate. Island 
inundation reduces flow path lengths as water flows begin to follow a more direct route 
(i.e. the channel threads begin to close), giving rise to some increase in hydraulic 
efficiency. However, the islands are heavily vegetated and represent a significant 
increase in hydraulic roughness, countering this increase in hydraulic efficiency. The net 
hydraulic effect of island inundation is therefore not straightforward to predict or 
parameterise and will be highly dependent on the actual elevation of the islands, which 
adds support to the argument that island inundation should be modelled explicitly. This 
would entail the incorporation of island terrain into a DEM within a 2D model domain, 
and use of a water mask to define the spatial extent of the 1D model domain that employs 
the single effective channel, as shown in Figure 6-10c. 
Hydrodynamic models developed for certain purposes such as estimating 
discharge, which do not require information on inundation, may warrant a different 
approach in which the island inundation process is lumped within an effective friction 
parameter that varies in time and space. For example, Garambois et al. (2017) 
parameterised multichannel river island and floodplain inundation along a reach of the 
Xingu River (first order tributary of the Amazon) using a stage varying friction parameter 
and a compound channel shape, and were able to do so using an unusually high spatial 
and temporal density of WSE data from ENVISAT, complemented with modelled 
discharge. The primary intention of this study is not to investigate such an approach, as 
the hydraulic observations during a range of flows that would be required to do so are 
unavailable. Therefore, no model experiment is proposed to look specifically at island 
inundation. 
6.2.6 Use of Hydraulic Roughness to Compensate for Channel Geometry Errors 
The Manning’s hydraulic roughness parameter, n is commonly treated a 
parameter to be calibrated, and as such, will compensate for omissions in channel 
geometric representation arising from an ESC, to some extent. The limitations of using 
calibration schemes that vary the hydraulic roughness parameter locally to fit WSE are 
reviewed in subsection 2.4.5, in the context of using n to compensate for errors in cross-
sectional area and depth. Here, cross-sectional area is assumed to be known, and errors 
specific to channel geometric representation are investigated. 
The effect of varying the n value of a channel on modelled flow conditions can be 
visualised by plotting a channel’s 𝑄–𝐻 curve. Essentially, changing n will change the 
slope of the curve, but does not alter the 𝐻 axis intercept of the curve, which is controlled 
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by the channel’s depth. An increase in n will steepen the curve, producing greater 𝐻 
values for a given 𝑄. Therefore, adjustment of a constant n value may not enable an ESC 
to sufficiently reproduce the stage response of the actual channel. This is illustrated in 
Figure 6-11, which plots the two 𝑄–𝐻 curves for a channel (a) including islands, and (b) 
omitting islands. These are the same two 𝑄–𝐻 curves as those plotted in Figure 6-9. A 
third curve, (c) is also shown, for the case where islands are omitted, and the n value 
has been adjusted to reproduce the top of bank WSE to that of curve (a). The adjustment 
entailed a reduction in n of 30%, from 0.028 to 0.020, and is analogous to the calibration 
of n to an observed WSE.  
 
Figure 6-11. Q–H curves illustrating the use of n to compensate for significant 
misrepresentation of channel geometry (the omission of islands in this case).  
The omission of islands has already been shown to produce a fundamental 
change in the stage response of the channel within the range of the flood wave 
amplitude, and it is not surprising that a simple reduction of a constant n value does not 
adequately correct this error. However, it does provide an effective illustration of the 
limitations of varying n locally to fit WSE: the model with islands omitted will correctly 
predict the WSE for which n has been calibrated, but will not do so across a range of 
flows. In Figure 6-11, n is calibrated to the top of bank WSE of 92 m, result ing in a large 
underestimate of WSE during high flow, and a large overestimate of WSE during low 
flow. Had n been calibrated to the high flow WSE, the low flow error would be even larger. 
Allowing n to compensate for large errors in channel geometry also has implications for 
modelled flood wave propagation; flood wave speed being a function of water velocity 
and channel depth (Chow, 1959). 
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A hydraulic roughness parameterisation that varies in time or with WSE would 
enable a more effective adjustment of a channe l’s 𝑄–𝐻 curve. For example, curve (c) in 
Figure 6-11 could be more effectively adjusted to match curve (a) by adopting a lower n 
value at low water, and a progressively higher n value as WSE increases and 
approaches high water. Garambois et al. (2017) use this approach in the ESC model 
they develop for a reach of the multichannel Xingu River. However, flow and WSE data 
of a high spatial and temporal density is required to ascertain an appropriate distribution 
of n values in time or across a WSE range. In addition, such an approach adds further 
complexity to the model calibration process. Accordingly, there is interest in retaining a 
more conventional hydraulic roughness scheme in which n varies in space, but not in 
time or with WSE. 
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6.2.7 Summary of Preliminary Investigation 
Simplification of the CMR multichannel bathymetry to an ESC has been broken 
down into four specific geometric omissions that each influence channel hydraulic 
conditions in different ways. These geometric omissions comprise: channel -scale 
morphological features, individual channel threads, variability in cross-sectional depth, 
and mid-channel islands. The hydraulic effects of these features have been notionally 
characterised, and a series of hydraulic modelling experiments has been identified in 
order to quantify and investigate these effects further. Mid-channel islands are not 
investigated with a dedicated model experiment here, as their inundation constitutes a 
significant component of inundation along the CMR, and as such they should be 
represented explicitly. Therefore, three geometric omissions due to a single channel 
representation are investigated here, and are each investigated with a modelling 
experiment: 
 Width constriction at high flow (WC): any WSP variations that develop at 
channel-scale morphological features during high flow would be most 
pronounced at the major width constrictions as backwater effects. To confirm the 
absence of constriction effects during high flows, high flow conditions are 
simulated through the most pronounced width constriction at chainage 480 km, 
using the base hydraulic model. 
 Merging Individual channel threads (MT): the erroneous increase in hydraulic 
efficiency introduced by converting individual channel threads to an ESC is 
investigated by comparing the base hydraulic model with a single thread channel 
version of the model. Creation of a single channel version of the base hydraulic 
model is possible through conversion of the bathymetry model (BM) to an ESC 
with equivalent cross-sectional area and width. 
 Cross-sectional depth variability (XSV): The BM does not fully represent 
variability in depth across the multi-thread channels, as bathymetry has largely 
been estimated based on the assumption that the entire channel cross-sectional 
width is constant. By adding synthetic thalwegs to the BM based on a 
characterisation of CMR thalweg geometry, a hydraulic model will quantify the 
potential reduction in hydraulic efficiency resulting from the omission of cross -
sectional depth variability. 
The model experiments make use of the base hydraulic model and associated DEM – 
i.e. the bathymetry model (BM), which are developed and val idated in Chapter 5. 
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6.3 Methods: Hydraulic Modelling Experiments 
The conceptual methodology used in the model experiments entails the use of 
the base hydraulic model, constructed using HEC-RAS-2D, to test the effect of the three 
aforementioned geometric omissions resulting from an ESC. Before setting up the model 
experiments, four initial model tests were first carried out, these being necessary to 
develop and test the conceptual methodology used in the model experiments. These 
initial tests are documented below.  
6.3.1 Initial Model Tests  
Test 1: Diffusive Wave Approximation 
This test was done to confirm whether the diffusive wave solver in HEC-RAS can 
be used for all model experiments. The diffusive solver is more numerically stable and 
computationally faster, and its use will therefore allow the modelling experiments to be 
completed more efficiently. HEC-RAS-2D uses the diffusive wave solver by default, but 
Brunner (2016) recommends a test model run using the full Saint Venant solver to verify 
there is no difference between the results produced by each solver. Using both  solvers 
to run the base hydraulic model shows almost zero change in modelled WSE (see Figure 
6-12), confirming the diffusive wave approximation can be used with negligible effect on 
modelled hydraulics. This not surprising; a diffusive approximation is generally 
appropriate for Froude numbers of less than 0.3 (Garambois and Monnier, 2015), and 
the Froude number computed from the velocity and hydraulic depth measured by the 
ADCP at chainage 515 km is 0.12. Thus, from hereon, all models utilise the diffusive 
wave solver in HEC-RAS-2D.  
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Figure 6-12. Modelled WSPs when shallow water equation solver and diffusive 
approximation solver used to run base hydraulic model. 
Test 2: Representation of Floodplain and Island Terrain 
The BM precludes any inundation of islands or floodplain terrain by not 
representing topographic elevations (all elevations outside of the water mask are set as 
infinitely high). However, modelling island and floodplain inundation during high flow 
conditions is necessary for certain model experiments, such as the simulation of the 
width constriction hydraulics at high flow. Accordingly, island and floodplain terrain can 
be represented in a model DEM by using elevation data from the MERIT DEM (Yamazaki 
et al., 2017). There is significant uncertainty in this elevation data, and it is therefore not 
intended to provide a prediction of inundation extent. It is only used to obtain physically 
realistic modelled in-channel hydraulic conditions during high flows. Figure 6-13 shows 
a ‘BM plus MERIT’ DEM that has been derived through the addition of MERIT elevations 
to the BM by populating all raster grid cells outside of the water mask with values from 
the MERIT raster file.  
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Figure 6-13. (a) DEM derived directly from bathymetry model (BM); (b) ‘BM plus MERIT’ 
DEM derived from BM and MERIT elevation data (Yamazaki et al., 2017). 
The BM plus MERIT DEM was used in the hydraulic model to simulate the low 
flow conditions observed during the 2017 fieldwork. All parameters are the same as 
those used in the base hydraulic model (listed in Table 6-2), except for the use of the BM 
plus MERIT DEM, and the Manning’s n values.  
Table 6-2. Base hydraulic model parameters. 
Value Parameter 
21,000 m3/s 
Steady state discharge simulated. Average of three values 
observed along the modelled reach during 2017 fieldwork.  
291.91 m aSL 
Downstream boundary condition. Fixed WSE value from 
value observed during 2017 fieldwork. 
291.91 m aSL 
WSE value used for Initial conditions within HEC-RAS-2D 
flow area (equated to downstream boundary condition). 
4 days Model simulation time 
100 m Spatial resolution (cell size) 
 
The floodplain and island terrain n value was set to 0.1 to represent a forested 
floodplain (Arcement and Schneider, 1984). The channel n value was set to 0.032, 
obtained by calibration to the observed WSE, which is 0.002 (7%) greater than the base 
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hydraulic model value, because of some inundation introduced by the inclusion of the 
floodplain and island terrain. This inundation is shown in Figure 6-14. 
 
 
Figure 6-14. Modelled water extents resulting from the base hydraulic model overlaying 
those resulting from a model using the 'BM plus MERIT’ DEM. Note that large areas of 
floodplain inundation clearly disconnected from the main channel water extent were 
manually removed from this figure, as they result from the spatially constant initial WSE 
condition applied to the 2D flow area and are not relevant to the simulated hydraulics of 
the reach. For a version of this figure without these irrelevent inundated areas of 
floodplain removed, see Appendix C.2. 
Test 3: Simplification of Channel bathymetry to a constant depth and bed slope 
In this preliminary model test, mid-channel islands and spatially distributed 
channel bed elevations in the BM are replaced with a constant channel depth and a 
uniform bed slope. Channel bed elevation is derived by subtracting a fixed depth value 
from a planar approximated water surface raster grid (itself derived from observed WSE), 
and by ensuring the overall volume in the channels is the same as the BM. Variability in 
total channel width is retained. The two DEMs are shown in Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-15. Replacement of mid-channel islands and spatially distributed channel bed 
elevations with a constant channel depth and a linear bed slope: (a) channel bathymetry 
in BM; (b) channel bathymetry simplified to a linear bed slope. Topographic elevations 
shown in both sub-plots are those obtained from MERIT DEM.  
Simplifying the bathymetry as shown in Figure 6-15 should produce a clear and 
obvious effect on modelled WSE: use of a simple linear bed slope in this way severely 
under-represents channel cross-sectional area at the width constrictions, and therefore 
produces a marked constriction effect. Topography is represented in the linear bed slope 
DEM to prevent physically unrealistic channelization of any floodplain flows resulting 
from the constriction effect. WSE and velocity results of this model test are shown in 
Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 respectively, clearly confirming a constriction effect that 
manifests a backwater curve, raising the upstream WSE by more than 1 m in the 
immediate upstream 20 km reach. These results are as expected and mainly serve to 
confirm that the model is operating as anticipated. 
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Figure 6-16. Longitudinal profile through modelled WSEs, showing the constriction effect 
generated resulting from a linear bed slope bathymetry. 
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Figure 6-17. Modelled velocities during low flow conditions, resulting from linear bed 
slope bathymetry.  
Test 4: BM Cross-sectional Depth Variability 
Bathymetric representation in the BM is mostly estimated assuming the channel 
cross-sectional depth to be constant and is therefore assumed not to include any cross-
sectional variability. However, variability is represented locally, where cross-sectional 
bathymetry has been ingested into the BM. For the BM to be considered a base model 
for an experiment where cross-sectional depth is synthetically added, the assumption 
that the BM is hydraulically analogous to a bathymetry with no such variability needs to 
be validated. This validation is also required for the single channel experiment, since the 
effect of merging channel threads should be isolated, and not combined with any cross-
sectional depth variability effects. 
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To validate the assumption of cross-sectional depth variability being absent from 
the BM, the BM was modified to remove all cross-sectional variability, using the following 
procedure. The average of the BM bed elevations within each 2 km depth estimation 
polygon (shown in subsection 5.2.2) were calculated, and bed elevations of each cell set 
according to the average value. A Gaussian filter was then used to remove physically 
unrealistic steps in the bed elevations between the depth estimation polygons, yielding 
a uniform-cross-sectional depth DEM shown in Figure 6-18. Bathymetric equivalence 
was verified by confirming the total bathymetric volume of the uniform cross-sectional 
depth DEM was equal to the BM. 
 
Figure 6-18. Removal of all cross-sectional variability in depth from the BM: (a) BM; (b) 
BM with all cross-sectional variability removed. 
Hydraulic equivalence was tested by modelling both the BM and the uniform 
cross-sectional depth DEM using the base hydraulic model. The resulting WSPs are 
shown in Figure 6-19. Whilst some small localised differences in WSE are visible 
(maximum 150 mm difference), there is no significant difference in hydraulic efficiency 
at the channel scale, which would manifest as an increasingly large WSE difference in 
the upstream direction (i.e. a change in reach-averaged WSS). The BM can therefore be 
assumed to have no cross-sectional variability for the purpose of the modelling 
experiments. 
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Figure 6-19. WSPs for BM, and DEM with all cross-sectional depth variability removed. 
6.3.2 Model Experiments Setup 
Experiments CT and XSV each comprise three variants as listed in Table 6-3, in order 
to evaluate the effect of the geometric simplifications. Control denotes the case without 
the simplification to the channel geometry; Simplified is the case with the channel 
geometry simplified; Simplified and Recalibrated is the channel simplified and the 
Manning’s roughness coefficient recalibrated to the low flow observed WSP. Experiment 
WC only requires a control variant. The two channel simplifications are represented by 
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Table 6-3. Schedule of hydraulic model experiments. Experiments are denoted as 
follows: width constriction at high flow (WC); merging of individual channel threads (MT); 
and Omitting Cross-sectional Depth Variability (XSV). 
Variant Experiment 
WC MT XSV 
Control (C) WC-C MT-C XSV-C 
Simplified (S) - MT-S XSV-S 
Simplified and Recalibrated (SR) - MT-SR XSV-SR 
 
Experiment ‘MT’: Merging of Individual Channel Threads 
This model experiment requires an equivalent single thread channel DEM, as 
shown in Figure 6-20. The parameter values used to create this single thread channel 
DEM include a constant width of 5.3 km equal to the mean effective width of the BM; and 
a constant depth of 5.6 m calculated as the BM volume divided by plan area. The 
planform alignment of the single thread channel is derived from the centreline of the BM, 
and depths were converted to bed elevations by subtracting depth from the planar 
approximated water surface raster grid. Conservation of channel volume was checked 
with a GIS-based raster volume calculation, which showed the two channel volumes to 
be within 1% of each other. 
 
Figure 6-20. (a) DEM derived directly from BM; (b) Equivalent single thread channel 
DEM. 
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Experiment ‘XSV’: Omitting Cross-sectional Depth Variability 
It has been established that if channel cross-sectional bathymetry varies 
sufficiently from the mean cross-sectional depth, the assumption of a constant mean 
cross-sectional channel depth will cause a substantial reduction in channel hydraulic 
efficiency. Some cross-sectional variability in depth is represented in the BM, i.e. where 
observed bathymetry data has been used. However, most of the bathymetry has been 
estimated assuming the channel cross-sectional depth to be constant. Therefore, to 
investigate CMR cross-sectional variability in bathymetry using a hydraulic model 
requires this variability to be added into the BM. The variability is most effectively 
represented as synthetic thalwegs: thalweg depth is known to be in excess of 15 m 
(approximately three times the mean depth) based on the observed ADCP transect at 
chainage 515 km, and will therefore represent the largest deviation in mean cross -
sectional depth. Negative depth variability (i.e. shallow bathymetry) is not considered, it 
being limited to the value of the mean depth (approximately 5 m at chainage 515 km 
ADCP). Moreover, the non-linear increase in flow velocity with depth means that positive 
depth variability has a greater effect on channel hydraulic efficiency than negative depth 
variability. 
The adopted geometry for the synthetic thalwegs is shown in Figure 6-21, and is 
based on a trapezoidal shape with a 200 m wide bottom width and 1 in 25 side slopes, 
as per the observed thalweg at chainage 515 km (highlighted in Figure 6-21a). This 
ADCP transect also shows that the CMR has multiple thalwegs that form within individual 
channel threads, hence the adoption of two thalwegs within the DEM. Thalweg planform 
alignment was manually digitised. Thalwegs are positioned centrally within channel 
threads so that they are accommodated within the width of the channel thread as much 
as possible. One thalweg follows the same channel threads as those followed by the 
navigation route during the 2017 field campaign. The second thalweg route was user 
determined, and was chosen as the route that was judged to have the most consistently 
wide bank to bank width, thus minimising local reduction in thalweg cross-sectional area 
where the channel thread width is narrower than the thalweg top width. At the width 
constrictions, both thalwegs align with the observed thalweg represented in the BM.  
The thalwegs were generated with a series of 100 m spaced thalweg depth points 
shown in Figure 6-21c. These points were then converted to bed elevations within a 
raster grid, which were subsequently burned into the BM. Thalweg elevations were only 
burned into the BM when the thalweg bed elevation is less than the BM elevation. 
Elevations within the resultant DEM were then raised by a derived value of 1.3 m (as can 
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be seen in Figure 6-21f), in order to maintain the same bathymetric volume and mean 
cross-sectional depth as the BM. 
 
Figure 6-21. Development of a synthetic thalweg DEM: (a) ADCP transect at chainage 
515 km, with adopted thalweg geometry highlighted; (b) location of modelled thalweg; 
(c) creation of thalweg geometry with 100 m spaced points, prior to conversion of depths 
to bed elevations; (d) BM; (e) thalweg DEM; (f) DEM cross-section showing BM and 
synthetic thalweg DEM. 
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The thalweg depth of 17 m is based on an assessment of maximum occurring 
depth along available sonar transects that traverse across the entire multithread channel 
belt, which were obtained in the 2017 field campaign. These are shown in Figure 6-22. 
Deeper thalwegs observed at other cross-sectional ADCP transects are not used in this 
assessment, as they are all located at width constrictions where the channel is more 
incised and is therefore uncharacteristically deep relative to the majority of the 
multichannel CMR bathymetry.  
 
Figure 6-22. Assessment of maximum multichannel thalweg depth, based on acquired 
sonar depth observations that traverse across the entire multithread channel belt: (a) 
Location plan; (b) multichannel transect 1 (includes two tracks – one going upstream, 
one going downstream); (c) multichannel transect 2. Plotted depths shown are 
resampled at 100 m resolution and show the maximum depth to be 17 m. Maximum 
depth of the raw sonar measurements is 19 m. Note: depth values are plotted such that 
larger values overlay smaller values, to highlight maximum depths. 
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With the thalwegs included, the combined area of the cross-section below the 
mean depth equates to 36% of the total cross-sectional area at chainage 515 km. For 
the ADCP transect at this location, the cross-sectional area below the mean depth is 
26% of total cross-sectional area. Therefore, based on the observed depth data, the 
thalweg DEM is representative of an estimated upper limit of positive depth variability in 
the CMR, in terms of both maximum channel depth and the combined area of the positive 
depth variability. For this reason, increasing the number of thalwegs beyond two is not 
considered. 
6.3.3 Model Run Parameters 
Model run parameters for each experiment are detailed in Table 6-4 below, 
including boundary conditions, initial conditions, floodplain representation, resolution, 
and run time. Steady state model runs were completed first, and were followed by 
unsteady model runs. For experiments MT and XSV, all steady state run parameters are 
the same as those used in the calibrated base hydraulic model derived in Chapter 5 (also 
listed in Table 6-2). Experiment WC simulates both low flow and high flow conditions in 
steady state, so that any constriction effect particular to the high flow conditions can be 
observed. Different model parameters are therefore required. 
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Table 6-4. Model run parameters for each experiment 
Parameter Experiment 
 WC MT XSV 
Floodplain and island 
representation 
MERIT DEM, 
Manning’s n = 0.1 
Not represented Not represented 
Initial conditions (fixed 
WSE) 
291.91 (low flow)  
295.30 (high flow) 
291.91 m 291.91 m 
Spatial resolution (cell 
size) 
100 m 100 m 100 m 
Steady state inflow 
boundary 
21,000 m3/s (low flow) 
50,000 m3/s (high flow)  
21,000 m3/s 21,000 m3/s 
Steady state 
downstream boundary 
Normal depth slope = 
3.7 cm/km 
Fixed WSE            
= 291.91 m 
Fixed WSE         
= 291.91 m 
Steady state simulation 
time 









- Q-H boundary1 Q-H boundary1 
Unsteady simulation 
time 
- 210 days1 210 days1 
1. Derived below and plotted in Figure 6-25 below 
 
Derivation of the parameters for the steady state high flow model run and 
unsteady flow model runs are described below.  
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Derivation of Steady State Model Run Parameters for Experiment WC 
This experiment involves simulating steady state high flow conditions with the 
base hydraulic model. No in-situ observations of high flow conditions have been 
obtained, so such conditions have been derived as follows. Seven years of WSE time 
series data from an ENVISAT overpass located at chainage 480 km (shown in Figure 
6-23) show that peak WSE that has occurred here is 296.6 m aSL (to the EGM 96 geoid), 
on 26 December 2002. The peak WSE value is approximately 4 m above the in -situ 
observed WSE during low flow conditions and is not significantly greater than the annual 
maxima observed in other years.  
 
Figure 6-23. ENVISAT WSEs at Chainage 480 km. WSEs shown are referenced to the 
EGM 2008 geoid. Plot obtained directly from the Hydroweb database (Santos da Silva 
et al., 2010): http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr/. Note the in-situ observed WSE value during 
low flow conditions is 292.42 m aSL. 
This WSE was then converted to a river discharge of 50,000 m3/s. This discharge 
was obtained by running a hydraulic model simulation with a gradually increasing 
discharge, the BM plus MERIT DEM (Figure 6-13b), and a normal depth boundary 
condition to cater for the unsteady flow conditions. A normal depth slope value of 3.7 
cm/km was used, which was determined by calibrating the slope value to match modelled 
WSEs with observed WSEs for the steady state 2017 fieldwork conditions simulation. 
Initially, the WSS value of 5 cm/km observed during the 2017 fieldwork was used, but 
this resulted in significantly lower modelled WSEs in the vicinity of the boundary 
condition, as shown in Figure 6-24. This lowering of the WSE is attributed to the 6.4 km 
cross-sectional width at the boundary condition, which is considerably wider than the 
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mean. For a given discharge and slope, a larger channel width will result in an 
underestimate of WSE based on a normal depth calculation. 
 
Figure 6-24. Modelled WSPs for a fixed WSE downstream (d/s) boundary, and a 
normal depth slope boundary: (a) normal depth slope set to observed WSS of 5cm/km; 
(b) normal depth slope of 3.7 cm/km, calibrated to observed WSE at boundary condition 
location. 
Unsteady Model Run Parameters 
To investigate the hydrodynamic behaviour of the channel simplifications 
associated with experiments MT and XSV, unsteady model runs simulating the seasonal 
flood wave are necessary. As observed times series discharge data are not available at 
the study reach, an inflow boundary in the form of a synthetic flood wave hydrograph has 
been derived, along with a suitable Q–H downstream boundary condition. This is shown 
in Figure 6-25.  
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Figure 6-25. Unsteady model boundaries used in hydrodynamic simulations: (a) Inflow 
hydrograph representing annual flood wave; (b) Q–H relationship used for downstream 
boundary. 
The inflow has been modelled with a 50,000 m3/s peak, equal to the established 
steady state peak flow. The hydrograph has been modelled as a triangular in shape with 
an equal rising and falling limb duration of 90 days, based on water level time -series in 
the central Congo River derived by Becker et al. (2014) using ENVISAT altimetry. The 
hydrograph is designed to be representative of  a typical annually occurring flood wave 
in the CMR in terms of the flow amplitude and rate of rise and fall, but is not intended to 
represent a real flood wave. The Q–H relationship was derived by first simulating the 
inflow hydrograph using the same model parameters as those used for experiment WC 
steady state high flow model run (see Table 6-4), from which Q–H time series information 
at the downstream end of the model was extracted. 
6.3.4 Refinement of Model Calibration Approach 
In the hydraulic modelling experiments, recalibration of Manning’s n to 
compensate for the channel geometric simplifications is carried out based on low flow 
WSE observations only. This may not represent the calibration approach commonly 
adopted for ESC models, in which n is calibrated to minimise RMSE according to WSE 
observations across a range of flows. Moreover, calibration approaches that allow 
channel shape to be calibrated as well as n are increasingly being used. This is explored 
in section 6.4.2, mainly by testing different channel shapes using Manning’s equation.  
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6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Modelled WSEs 
Results comprise modelled WSEs for each of the model runs listed in Table 6-5. 
Steady state results are shown as longitudinal profiles in Figure 6-26. Unsteady results 
are shown with Q–H curves extracted from the upstream end of the model, plotted in 
Figure 6-27. 
Table 6-5. Model runs for each experiment. Each run comprises a steady and unsteady 
model, unless noted otherwise. 
Experiment Experiment Description DEM 
Channel 
n value 
WC-C1 Width constriction at high flow BM plus 
MERIT DEM 
0.032 
MT-C Merging of individual channel threads: 
Control 
BM 0.030 





MT-SR Merging of individual channel threads: 









XSV-S Omitting cross-section depth variability: 
Simplified 
BM 0.038 
XSV-SR Omitting cross-section depth variability: 
Simplified and n recalibrated 
BM 0.030 
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Figure 6-26. Steady state modelled WSPs, low flow conditions unless stated otherwise: 
(a) Experiment WC, low flow and high flow model runs, bed elevations also shown to 
indicate width constriction location; (b) Experiment MT model run; (c) Experiment XSV 
model runs. Manning’s n values of all model runs are listed in Table 6-5. 
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The steady state high flow WSP (Figure 6-26a) shows there to be no constriction 
effect present through the width constriction at chainage 480 km, confirming the findings 
of the review in subsection 6.2.2. Results of the two channel geometry simplifications are 
also as expected. Merging of the channel threads increases the channel hydraulic 
efficiency, resulting in a 15% reduction of the reach averaged WSS, and requires a 
recalibration of the model amounting to an n value offset of +0.006. Removal of the cross-
sectional depth variability has the opposite effect, but of a similar magnitude (22% 
increase in WSS), requiring a model recalibration amounting to an n offset of -0.008. 
The modelled response of WSE to a range of flows resulting from unsteady 
simulations based on the synthetic CMR flood wave event are shown in Figure 6-27, in 
the form of Q–H curves extracted at the upstream end of the model. These Q–H curves 
show how the recalibrated models perform across the full range of CMR flows. All curves 
plotted consist of a rising and falling limb, and show a small amount of hysteresis 
behaviour, this being indicated by the looped profile of the curves. 
 
Figure 6-27. Modelled Q–H plots from unsteady model runs, extracted from upstream 
end of model: (a) Merging of individual channel threads; (b) Omitting cross-sectional 
depth variability. 
The Q–H curves in Figure 6-27a show that when recalibrated to the low flow 
WSP, the model with channel threads merged produces a modelled WSE response 
almost identical to that resulting from the model with channel threads represented. In 
contrast, Figure 6-27b shows that the model with the cross-sectional depth variability 
removed produces a different WSE response to the model with the depth variability 
included. This difference in WSE response amounts to a maximum magnitude of 0.63 m 
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at high flow. The resulting magnitude of WSE difference is not significantly affected by 
the assumption that no floodplain or island inundation occurs: this was checked by 
repeating experiment XSV unsteady model runs with MERIT floodplain and island 
elevations added to the DEMs. Results are plotted in Figure 6-28, and show that inclusion 
of the floodplain and island terrain reduces the magnitude of WSE difference by only 
~0.1 m. Inundation depths and extents during peak flow conditions resulting from the 
inclusion of the floodplain are shown in Appendix C.3.  
The effect of the downstream boundary condition on the magnitude of WSE 
difference was also checked, by changing the boundary condition from a Q–H to a normal 
depth boundary. Details of this check are contained in Appendix C.4, the results showed 
a small increase of 0.1 m in the magnitude when a normal depth boundary was used. 
Allowing for both boundary condition and floodplain effects (which counter each other), 
the original 0.63 m maximum magnitude of WSE difference is maintained. 
 
Figure 6-28. Modelled Q–H plots from unsteady model runs, extracted from upstream 
end of model: (a) All unsteady model runs for XSV experiment, with floodplain and island 
terrain represented with MERIT elevations; (b) The specific effect of adding floodplain 
and island terrain. 
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6.4.2 Refinement of Calibration Approach: Experiment XSV 
Recalibration of Manning’s n to Low and High Flow WSE 
In the preceding analysis, recalibration of Manning’s n to compensate for the 
channel geometric simplifications is carried out based on low flow WSE observations 
only. This may not represent the calibration approach commonly adopted for ESC 
models, in which n is calibrated to minimise RMSE according to WSE observations 
across a range of flows. When an allowance is made for this for experiment XSV, error 
in WSE is effectively apportioned equally across the low and high flow WSEs, as shown 
in Figure 6-29.  
 
Figure 6-29. Q–H curve resulting from calibration of Manning’s n to minimise RMSE to 
both high flow and low flow observations of WSE (denoted XSV-SR*). 
Equally apportioning the WSE error across low and high flows results in a 
reduction in error from 0.63 m at high flow to a RMSE of 0.26 m across the flow range. 
Calibration of Channel Shape  
Solutions to further reduce the error arising from neglecting cross-sectional depth 
variability (experiment XSV) include the adoption of a compound channel sha pe 
comprising a thalweg. Another option is an in-channel Manning’s n value that varies 
spatially: either vertically (with channel depth), or horizontally (with transverse location 
across the cross-section). However, these solutions are not compatible with the 
capabilities of model codes typically used to implement an ESC (Yamazaki et al., 2011; 
Neal et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 2013; Fleischmann et al., 2018; Bernhofen et al., 
2018). A simpler and more widely applicable way of accurately reproducing the channel’s 
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stage response would be to increase channel hydraulic efficiency at low stage, by 
changing the channel shape. A channel shape treatment of appropriate simplicity is 
presented in Neal et al. (2015), in which channel shape is defined by a the following 
power function: 





 Eq. 6-1  
The function relates flow width 𝑊𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 for a given depth of flow ℎ𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 to the bank-
full width 𝑊𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 and bank full depth of the channel ℎ𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 using a shape parameter 𝑠, which 
can be treated as a calibration parameter alongside Manning’s n. Any non-zero value of 
𝑠 will produce a unique shape; values below one will produce convex shaped banks, a 
value of one will produce a triangular channel, and values above one will produce 
concave channels that become more rectangular with increasing 𝑠 values.  
To establish whether the CMR’s stage response can be better approximated by 
some simple variant of a rectangular channel shape, shape variations were explored 
using normal depth calculations that can be rapidly repeated to test a wide range of 
channel shape / Manning’s n combinations. Channel shapes were tested on two cross-
sections: one being a typical cross-section through the thalweg DEM; the other being the 
CMR cross-section observed at chainage 515 km. Figure 6-30 shows the derived 
channel shapes used for each cross-section. All simplified shapes maintain the same top 
width and cross-sectional area as the cross-section being approximated. 
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Figure 6-30. Different channel shapes used to approximate CMR bathymetry: (a) Cross-
section through Thalweg DEM (section location indicated in Figure 6-21e); (b) different 
channel shapes used to approximate Thalweg DEM cross-section; (c) Observed cross-
section from ADCP transect at chainage 515 km (section geometry is estimated above 
observed WSE of 294.28 m); (d) different channel shapes used to approximate ADCP. 
Shapes derived using power function presented in Neal et al. (2015). Top width and 
cross-sectional area are equal across all shapes, and are equal to the values of the cross 
section being approximated. 
The performance of the simplified channel shapes was evaluated by comparing 
their resulting Q–H curves to those of the cross-section being approximated (plotted in 
Figure 6-31). These Q–H curves show that the channel shape derived from assigning a 
value of 2.5 to 𝑠 (a parabolic shape) provides the best approximation to both cross-
sections, and produces a particularly close approximation of the ADCP Q–H curve. The 
thalweg DEM is not approximated as precisely as the ADCP is, and the results indicate 
that a range of 𝑠 values between 1 and 2.5 provide the same level of improvement over 
a rectangular shape. Nevertheless, the results show that the error associated with 
omitting CMR cross-sectional depth variability is halved if a parabolic channel shape (𝑠 
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= 2.5) is used instead of a rectangle. In numerical terms, the RMSE of 0.26 m derived 
from Figure 6-29 reduces to 0.13 m. 
 
Figure 6-31. Q–H curves calculated for four channel shapes, using normal depth 
computations in Flood Modeller Pro (Jacobs, 2019): (a)–(d) approximations of ADCP 
transect at chainage 515 km; (e)–(h) approximations of thalweg DEM cross-section.  
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6.4.3 Modelled Flood Wave Propagation 
In addition to directly affecting predictions of WSE, changes in channel hydraulic 
efficiency affect flood wave propagation, the timing of flood peak arrivals, and therefore 
the magnitude of discharge and WSE at a particular time. To quantify the effect of the 
channel geometry simplifications on flood wave propagation, the time taken for the flood 
wave peak to pass 70 km through the modelled reach was ext racted from each model 
run (reported in Table 6-6). Travel times were converted to flood wave speeds by dividing 
the time by the 70 km reach length. Flood wave speeds were subsequently converted to 
travel times of the modelled peak through the entire 1300 km multichannel CMR, 
assuming the sinuosity of the 70 km study reach is representative of the multichannel 
CMR.  
Table 6-6. Modelled flood wave peak travel times and speeds through 70 km long study 
reach, and corresponding travel time calculated for 1300 km long multichannel CMR. 













MT-C BM 0.030 8.5 2.29 6.6 
MT-SR Single thread channel DEM 0.036 7 2.78 5.4 
XSV-C Thalweg DEM 0.038 9 2.16 7.0 
XSV-SR BM 0.030 8.5 2.29 6.6 
XSV-C Thalweg DEM + MERIT 0.04 15 1.3 11.6 
XSV-SR BM + MERIT 0.032 14 1.39 10.8 
 
Of the channel geometric simplifications, merging of channel threads has the 
largest effect on modelled flood wave propagation, reducing full multichannel CMR travel 
time by 1.2 days. This is a result of the reduction in channel flow path length, which 
conveys the flood wave in a shorter period of time despite the increased Manning’s n. 
From comparing XSV model runs with and without the MERIT floodplain and island 
terrain included, it is also clear that the inclusion of the islands and floodplain increases 
the flood wave travel time significantly, and this therefore needs to be allowed for when  
quantifying differences in flood wave travel time. Whilst the islands and floodplain could 
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not be included in the single thread channel model, XSV results show the inclusion of 
the floodplain and islands to increase flood wave time difference by a factor of 2 (i.e. 
from a 0.4 day difference without MERIT; to a 0.8 day difference with MERIT). Scaling 
up the 1.2 day time difference by 2 gives an indicative time difference of 2.4 days for the 
merging of channel threads when island and floodplain inundation is  included.  
To determine whether a 2.4 day error in flood wave travel time is significant, it 
can be converted to an equivalent discharge error. Available hydrograph data at 
Kinshasa from the SO-HYBAM website (Institut de recherche pour le développement, 
2019) comprises daily time series discharge data from 1990–2018, measured using the 
rating curve method. Figure 6-32 shows frequency plots of recorded daily changes in 
discharge (Q). Daily changes of greater than 1000 m3/s occurred only four times in the 
time series, and were all during the high flow season when discharge exceeded 60,000 
m3/s 
 
Figure 6-32. Frequency plots for daily changes in discharge (Q, m3/s) measured at 
Kinshasa, derived from SO-HYBAM website: https://hybam.obs-mip.fr/data/.  
The time series data shows that for more than 95% of the time, daily change in 
discharge does not exceed 600 m3/s. Assuming daily change in discharge to be 600 
m3/s, a travel time error of 2.4 days corresponds to a discharge error of ~1,500 m 3/s, or 
3.5% of the mean discharge at Kinshasa. Given the uncertainty in any observed 
discharge arising from the rating curve method is estimated to be approximately 5% (Di 
Baldassarre and Montanari, 2009), a travel time error of 2.4 days would not contribute 
significantly to discharge errors in hydrodynamic models. 
In terms of WSE error, the SO-HYBAM Kinshasa Q–H relationship shows that a 
1,500 m3/s flow corresponds to a maximum WSE error of 0.25 m (based on the Q–H 
relationship at low flow when the curve is steepest as shown in Figure 6-33). Repeating 
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this analysis using the mean daily change in discharge of 210 m3/s, the corresponding 
WSE error over 2.4 days is only 0.1 m. The Q–H relationship used as a downstream 
boundary condition in the hydrodynamic model runs (shown in Figure 6-25) also shows 
a 1,500 m3/s error to correspond to a WSE error of 0.25 m. Both Q–H relationships are 
shown in Figure 6-33. 
 
Figure 6-33. Q–H relationships at low flows: (a) SO-HYBAM gauge at Kinshasa; (b) 
Modelled Q–H relationship at downstream end of hydraulic model, derivation of which is 
described in subsection 6.3.3. 
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6.5 Discussion 
The steady state model results show that during high flow conditions, no 
constriction effect emerges at the width constriction at chainage 480 km. This finding, 
combined with the general assessment of channel scale morphological features in 
subsection 6.2.2, shows that the consequences of neglecting localised longitudinal 
variance in multichannel CMR channel geometry are relatively small in terms of error in 
modelled WSE. Specifically, analysis of 5 km spaced WSE observations along the CMR 
show this error amounts to a RMSE of 0.15 m. Moreover, the inclusion of high resolution 
variability in channel width may even introduce error if it is not paired with accurate depth 
data of a similar spatial resolution. This is demonstrated in preliminary model test 2 in 
which an erroneous constriction effect results from the pairing of high resolution width 
information with depth data derived from a mean bed slope.  
The independent effects of merging channel threads and omitting cross-sectional 
depth variability are both as anticipated and significant in magnitude, as shown in Figure 
6-26. In terms of modelled reach average WSS, merging channel threads reduces the 
WSS by 15%, whilst neglecting cross-sectional variability increases the WSS by 22%. 
However, it is reasonable to assume that models employing an ESC will involve 
calibration of Manning’s n to observed water surface information, and results of the 
recalibrated steady model runs plotted in Figure 6-26 show that the water surface is well 
approximated by doing so. The results of the unsteady model runs give insight into the 
more pertinent question of whether the recalibrated n values enable the simplified 
bathymetries to accurately model WSE dynamically. In the case of the single thread 
channel bathymetry (Figure 6-27a), the water surface through the study reach is 
accurately reproduced across the entire flow range. Merging of the channel threads does 
cause a considerable acceleration of in flood wave propagation (increase in flood wave 
speed of 20%). However, because the CMR flow conditions vary in time at a very slow 
rate (210 m3/s per day at Kinshasa on average), this modelled flood wave propagation 
speed error has limited consequences for modelled WSE error: 0.1 m based on the mean 
daily change in discharge.  
With the cross-sectional depth variability removed, the model is not able to 
accurately reproduce WSE across the flow range, despite the n value having been 
recalibrated. The error is 0.63 m at high flow, as a result of the model’s stage response 
being dampened. However, when the model is calibrated to minimise the RMSE to WSEs 
observed during low and high flow, a better approximation results. As shown in Figure 
6-29 (curve XSV-SR*), error is equally apportioned to the low and high flow WSE 
predictions, and translates to a RMSE of 0.26 m across the flow range. Furthermore, if 
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channel shape is allowed to vary by using a power function, supplementary normal depth 
calculations show that the RMSE of 0.26 m can be reduced again by half, i.e. to 0.13 m, 
when a parabolic shape is adopted. The results indicate that a parabolic shape will 
generally produce a better approximation of CMR bathymetry than a rectangle. 
When the combined RMSE resulting from neglecting morphological features 
(0.15 m), channel thread sinuosity (0.1 m), and cross-sectional depth variability (0.13 m) 
is computed (from the square root of the sum of the squares), an overall RMSE estimate 
of 0.22 m is obtained. This is marginally lower than the observational errors associated 
with satellite altimetry: Frappart et al. (2006) estimates ENVISAT RMSE for large rivers 
as 0.28 m. Uncertainties in channel cross-sectional area, terrain elevation and hydrology 
are likely to introduce considerably larger errors in modelled WSE produced by a 
hydrodynamic model. Published average RMSEs between modelled and observed WSE 
for the validation of large river models attest to this: average RMSEs of 0.84 m, 0.95 m, 
and 1.21 m are reported for models of the middle Congo, Upper Niger River, and Niger 
River Inland Delta respectively (Neal et al., 2012; Fleischmann et al., 2018; O’Loughlin 
et al., 2020). 
It is important to recognise here that the RMSE values estimated in this study are 
averages along the entire multichannel CMR. The error will vary spatially, especially at 
the observed WSP variations. Here, peak WSE errors are 0.3–0.6 m in magnitude and 
constitute appreciable components of the flood wave amplitude (3–4 m) and navigable 
depth thresholds (1.5–2 m). A reach-scale model situated at a WSP variation can 
therefore expect a significantly larger RMSE in modelled WSE. WSP variations above 
the smoothed WSP are particularly important for inundation modelling: they represent 
local WSE maxima with the highest potential for channel – floodplain connectivity and 
will therefore exert a significant control on inundation dynamics, assuming bank 
elevations do not locally rise here. The largest WSP variations are located at 
confluences, and their magnitude here may well exceed that observed during seasonal 
low flow conditions. Moreover, WSP variations at tributaries not observed during low flow 
conditions may emerge during higher flow conditions. Errors in modelled WSE 
introduced by an ESC are therefore likely to be most significant at confluences. 
Based on the author’s current knowledge of published literature, this is the first 
study to evaluate the consequences of simplifying large multi-thread channel systems to 
an ESC. Altenau et al. (2017a) did so to some extent for an 80 km long reach of the 
Tanana (a mid-size river; first order tributary of the Yukon), by simplifying a full 2D 
representation of individual channel threads to a 1D ESC with a uniform bed slope. The 
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simplification also incorporated a change from a 10 m resolution 2D model to a 500 m 
resolution 1D model, so the effects of the ESC are not isolated in the same way that they 
are in this study of the CMR. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the Tanana 2D 
model and simplified 1D ESC model produced RMSEs in main channel WSE of 0.19 m 
and 0.35 m respectively, implying that the simplification introduces a RMSE of 0.16 m. 
Whilst differences in methods preclude a direct comparison to the 0.22 m RMSE 
estimated in this study, the Tanana study does support the finding that simplification of 
multithread channels to an ESC introduces errors that are of limited consequence for 
hydrodynamic models used to simulate large river WSE dynamics. 
6.5.1 Explicit Representation of Islands 
As discussed in subsection 6.2.5, a key assumption of these findings is that 
representation of mid-channel island inundation can be simulated within the 2D 
floodplain domain of a model. Arguably, this should be true of any model that is required 
to simulate inundation, since island inundation constitutes a significant component of 
CMR fluvial inundation. To represent large numbers of mid-channel islands explicitly 
whilst simultaneously representing the channel in 1D would likely require development 
of a new method of efficiently linking 1D and 2D model domains. Currently, this is not 
realistically possible: models designed to model large natural river systems such as 
LISFLOOD-FP can only represent 1D channels as sub-grid features within a floodplain 
cell. Whilst some commercial models such as TUFLOW are potentially capable of 
representing islands within a 2D domain and channels as 1D (BMT WBM, 2016), this 
would involve highly time-consuming manual work such as linking the banks of each 
individual 2D island to multiple 1D nodes, which is not realistic for large river modelling 
(over hundreds or thousands of kilometres). Besides, the full Saint Venant numerical 
formulations used by such commercial codes are not well suited to large river modelling. 
There may be circumstances where a model is not required to explicitly represent 
island inundation, and it is desirable to lump the islands into the channel model. Whilst 
the hydraulic consequences of representing mid-channel islands within an ESC have not 
been comprehensively assessed here, simple uniform flow calculations (documented in 
Figure 6-9) show that the stage response of an ESC without islands is fundamentally 
different to that of a channel with islands included. Therefore, it is anticipated that 
calibrating an ESC’s friction and shape coefficient (in the manner shown in Figure 6-31) 
to compensate for the omission of islands would result in a poor representation of  the 
real channel’s stage response. 
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To investigate the incorporation of island morphology into a simple 1D channel 
model based on a simple channel shape more thoroughly, future research might entail a 
further modelling experiment, similar to the experiments documented in this research. 
Such an experiment would be based around a control model in which the islands are 
represented explicitly with MERIT elevations, and a simplified model in which the islands 
are removed and incorporated into an ESC with a Mann ing’s n and channel shape that 
can be calibrated. Two complications arise here: one being due to the simplified model 
also removing channel thread sinuosity, thus preventing the specific effect of neglecting 
islands from being characterised. A second complication is the need to represent 
identical floodplains in each model, in order to properly assess the speed of flood wave 
travel (as shown in Table 6-6), which would require the simplified model’s ESC to be 
represented within a separate 1D model domain to the 2D floodplain model. Using 
different model solvers for the control and simplification models would introduce an 
additional variable, preventing a fair comparison between models. These complications 
are avoidable if the aforementioned new method of efficiently linking 1D and 2D domains 
is developed: its use here would enable use of a 1D channel domain linked to a 2D 
floodplain domain for both models. In such a setup, the control model represents the 
islands within the 2D domain, whilst the simplified version does not. Both models would 
exclude channel thread sinuosity by treating the channel as a 1D ESC.  
6.5.2 Potential Broader Applicability of Findings 
It is hypothesised that aspects of these findings will apply to multichannel reaches 
of other large rivers, based on some notable assumptions. Whilst these assumptions 
require further investigation, their potential validity is explored below. 
One assumption is that the CMR channel thread sinuosity is representative of 
other large multichannel rivers. Errors introduced by an ESC will increase with channel 
thread sinuosity, due to larger overestimation of flood wave speed. The channel threads 
of the world’s largest anabranching rivers do not appear to show significantly greater 
sinuosity than the CMR, based on the appearance of anabranching channel patterns 
identified by other researchers (Latrubesse, 2008; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012; Nicholas 
et al., 2013). However, quantification of channel thread sinuosity in a range of large 
multichannel rivers is needed to assess this assumption fully.  
Another assumption is that the characteristic rate of change in WSE with respect 
to time on the CMR also represents other large rivers. As this increases, the influence of 
flood wave speed error on modelled WSE increases. On the CMR, WSE changes at a 
daily rate of less than 0.1 m on average, reducing the importance of modelled flood wave 
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speed on WSE predictions. Other large rivers, particularly those within the ‘mega river’ 
category (mean annual discharge greater than 17,000m3/s) proposed by Latrubesse, 
(2008) will show a similar rate of change in WSE, given their inherently stable seasonal 
flood regimes. However, the assumption is unlikely to be applicable to flashy rivers with 
high peak events, and for rivers below a certain size range. Further work is needed to 
evaluate the temporal variability in WSE for a range of rivers  
A third assumption is that the upper limit of cross-sectional depth variability 
assessed here (shown in Figure 6-21) encompasses a range of large multichannel rivers. 
Whilst the availability of large multichannel river bathymetry data is limited globally, data 
published for reaches of the Bangladeshi Jamuna (Best and Ashworth, 1997) 
Argentinean Parana (Nicholas et al., 2012), and Tanana (Altenau et al., 2017a) appear 
to support this assumption. 
Finally, it is assumed that channel scale morphological features that cause a 
river’s WSP to deviate significantly from a smoothed profile (discussed in subsection 
6.2.2) are largely absent, as is the case in the CMR. Essentially, this limits the 
applicability of these findings to reaches with self -adjusting alluvial channels that 
maintain a consistent WSP, and excludes fundamental transitions in planform such as 
the Chenal entrance (discussed in subsection 6.2.2). As the majority of large 
multichannel river reaches appear to be predominantly composed of adjustable channels 
(Latrubesse, 2008; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012), this limitation should not be particularly 
restrictive. Currently, identifying where this limitation applies is challenging: this study 
has relied on high resolution in-situ WSE measurements to confirm the absence of 
significant WSS variability. However, when data becomes available from the upcoming 
Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite mission (discussed in 
subsection 2.3.6), assessment of large river WSS variability will be possible globally. 
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6.6 Concluding Remarks 
With careful derivation, the multichannel Congo Middle Reach (CMR) can be 
simplified to an effective single channel (ESC) with a simple shape without introducing 
significant error in modelled water surface elevation (WSE). Assuming hydraulic 
roughness and parabolic channel shape are calibrated across the entire flow range, this 
study has shown the root mean square error (RMSE) in modelled WSE introduced by 
such a simplification can be limited to 0.22 m. This RMSE estimate has been derived by 
combining individual estimates of the RMSE associated with: neglect ing channel scale 
morphological features (0.15 m); neglecting channel thread sinuosity (0.1 m); and 
neglecting cross-sectional variability in depth (0.13 m).  
Aside from the need to accurately represent mean cross-sectional area and 
effective channel width, calibration of hydraulic roughness to observations of WSE 
across a range of flows is clearly an important part of an ESC modelling approach. Doing 
so will enable the hydraulic effects of the individual channel thread thalwegs and 
sinuosity to be effectively compensated for. Channel shape is also of importance, with a 
parabolic shape (shape parameter, 𝑠 = 2.5) providing the best approximation of CMR 
bathymetry. Whilst the optimum value of 𝑠 may vary between discrete reaches according 
to the real bathymetry, and will also be unique to a particular hydrodynamic model build, 
the value of 2.5 shows clear improvement over a rectangle and provides an informed 
first estimate that should be subject to further calibration. The spatial resolution at which 
channel geometry is represented is not a key consideration; there is no need to represent 
local variability in channel width, and even the most extreme constrictions in river width 
can be neglected. 
An important assumption made in this evaluation of ESC applicabili ty, is that mid-
channel islands are represented within the 2D floodplain domain of a hydrodynamic 
model. This is largely based on the observation that seasonally inundated mid -channel 
islands in the CMR will constitute a significant component of fluvial inundation along this 
river (Comptour et al. 2020; personal observations), and this should therefore be 
represented explicitly. Moreover, uniform flow calculations indicate that incorporating 
islands into an ESC will result in poor representation of a channel’s real stage response 
across a range of flows, even if Manning's n and channel shape parameters are 
optimised through calibration to WSEs across a range of flows. Currently available model 
codes do not appear capable of linking a 1D ESC solver to a 2D floodplain solver that 
includes mid-channel islands. Therefore, a new method of efficiently linking 1D and 2D 
model domains designed for modelling large rivers is needed. 
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It is speculated that these findings will hold for other large multichannel river 
reaches, although more work is needed to investigate this further. In particular, 
information on channel thread sinuosity, cross-sectional depth variability, and the 
characteristic rate of change in channel WSE with respect to time is needed for a range 
of large multichannel rivers. Moreover, the high resolution (sub-kilometre) water surface 
profiles (WSPs) soon to be observed globally by the SWOT satellite are needed to 
confirm the absence of water surface slope variability along large multichannel river 
reaches. 
Model errors resulting from wider uncertainties in observations of WSE, mean 
channel cross-sectional area and width, and discharge were not evaluated in this 
research. Typically, these observational uncertainties will result in substantial errors 
themselves that when combined may be significantly greater than the 0.22 m RMSE 
estimated here. Therefore, it is worth noting that practical implementations of ESCs on 
large rivers can expect much larger errors in model predictions, as a result of 
observational uncertainties. Nevertheless, it is highly valuable for modellers to know that 
the specific errors incurred by introducing geometric simplifications to channel geometry 
can be minimised to the degree shown here. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Synthesis and Conclusions 
Synthesis and Conclusions 
7.1 Summary 
The aims of the research presented in this thesis were twofold: 
1. To assess the water surface and in-channel hydraulic conditions along the 
middle reach of the Congo River, and the capacity of satellite-based 
observations to determine these conditions. 
2. To evaluate methods of channel geometric representation in hydrodynamic 
models of the Congo’s multichannel middle reach. 
The successful completion of two major field campaigns has been of paramount 
importance to achieving these aims. The field data have been used throughout the 
research: in analysing the hydraulics of the Congo Middle Reach (CMR), modelling the 
bathymetry of the CMR, and modelling fluvial hydraulics and hydrodynamics. Satellite 
observations and derived datasets have also been used throughout the research, the 
work and accompanying datasets of O’Loughlin et al. (2013), Yamazaki et al. (2017), 
and the Hydroweb online resource (Santos da Silva et al., 2010) being key sources of 
data and information. 
The research undertaken is documented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 4 
sought to achieve the first aim of this thesis. The methods, results, and analysis of two 
field campaigns along the CMR were presented, and WSE measurements from three 
satellite altimeters were also analysed. The analyses provided a detailed hydraulic  
characterisation of the CMR, and an assessment of the spatial adequacy of satellite 
altimetry for capturing the water surface profile (WSP). Chapter 5 reported on the 
construction and validation of a multichannel bathymetry model using a novel approach 
that involved the estimation of bathymetry. This work was crucial for achieving the 
second aim of this thesis, in conjunction with Chapter 6. Chapter 6 investigated the 
applicability of an effective single channel approximation to the CMR, and involved a 
series of hydraulic modelling experiments that utilised the bathymetry model developed 
in Chapter 5.  
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7.2 Conclusions 
7.2.1 Field-based Hydraulic Characterisation 
The first hydraulic research field campaigns in recent decades were completed 
on the CMR, enabling a hydraulic characterisation of this river reach based on field data. 
The hydraulic characterisation predominantly covered the reach between Kinshasa and 
Mbandaka, as reported in Chapter 4, and was supplemented with additional analysis of 
the observed longitudinal water surface profile (WSP) between Mbandaka and Kisangani 
(subsection 6.2.2). 
A key finding of the characterisation is a complete absence of any river flow 
constrictions, i.e. reductions in cross-sectional area that cause upstream backwater 
effects. Whilst planform constrictions are present along the CMR at four locations where 
the river width is severely constricted by erosion resistant banks, river depth is not 
constricted, and increases significantly at these locations in order to satisfy 
morphodynamic equilibrium. This is mainly evidenced by the observed absence of any 
substantial increase in channel velocity and water surface slope variability across these 
width constrictions during low flow conditions. Hydraulic modelling of flow conditions 
through a high resolution study reach (which includes the most extreme width 
constriction for the entire mainstem) confirmed the absence of any backwater effects 
during high flows. Backwater effects from channel constrictions have been observed 
along reaches of other large rivers such as the Mekong and Orinoco, and are generally 
formed by the localised presence of erosion resistant bedrock (Latrubesse et al., 2005). 
The constrictions along those rivers are a leading cause of their fluvial inundation, and 
strongly control regional hydrodynamics (Warne et al., 2002). Their absence along the 
CMR is therefore an important finding, and provides some explanation for the relatively 
subtle nature of fluvial inundation noted in Chapter 3. This finding also provides further 
support to the hypothesis that the Cuvette Centrale wetlands are mostly supplied by 
rainfall, rather than fluvial inundation (Alsdorf et al., 2016). The more complex question 
of the fluvial controls on wetland inundation dynamics remains to be addressed however.  
The transition from multichannel to single channel planform at the Chenal 
entrance, located 270 km upstream of Kinshasa, is the site of major spatial variability in 
water surface slope (WSS). This feature comprises a sharp increase in downstream bed 
slope from 5 to 20 cm/km, which causes a drawdown effect (i.e. an increase in upstream 
WSS from 2 to 8 cm/km) during low flow conditions that propagates approximately 70 
km upstream. Aside from this location, spatial variability in WSS is minimal along the 
CMR: a simple second order polynomial regression line fitted to 5 km resolution water 
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surface elevation (WSE) observations is generally able to describe those observations 
to within 0.3 m. Notable exceptions exist, where the observed water surface shows 
apparent backwater or drawdown effects to be present for 10-20 km, and a deviation 
above the regression line of up to 0.57 m occurs. However, these exceptions occupy 
less than 5% percent of the 1,300 km long multichannel CMR. 
7.2.2 Implications for the Use of Satellite Altimetry 
Conventional repeat orbit, 1D profiling satellite altimeters such as ENVISAT and 
Sentinel-3A (herein referred to as profiling altimeters) measure WSE along the CMR with 
a limited spatial interval, and as a result are unable to properly capture WSS variability 
such as that observed at the Chenal entrance. Pre-existing profiling altimeter data sets 
were found to perform poorly at estimating WSE and WSS here; an ENVISAT derived 
WSP deviates from field measurements by up to 2 m, which represents approximately 
half the annual flood wave amplitude. Moreover, when used to compute discharge, 
ENVISAT and Sentinel-3A produce very different discharge estimates of 30,200 m3/s 
and 17,800 m3/s respectively, as a result of large differences in WSE and WSS values 
produced by their different measurement locations. These findings highlight the 
inadequate measurement coverage of existing profiling altimeters even on highly 
subcritical reaches of the world’s largest rivers, and the need for higher resolution WSE 
measurements to adequately capture WSS variability. The Surface Water and Ocean 
Topography (SWOT) mission, due to launch in 2022, will provide such measurements, 
at sub-kilometre resolution, by virtue of an interferometric SAR instrument. 
Despite being unable to fully capture WSS variability along the CMR, profiling 
altimeters have a significant role to play in future hydrodynamic research here. This 
research has shown that during low flow conditions, neglecting local variations in WSS 
along the multichannel CMR (i.e. excluding the Chenal) amounts to a WSE error of no 
more than 0.3 m along 95% of the reach. Neglecting this WSS variability is unlikely to 
translate to significant or widespread errors in large scale hydrodynamic models, which 
typically predict WSE with a root mean square error (RMSE) in excess of 0.6 m even 
when observed bathymetry and flow data are used (e.g. Trigg et al., 2009; Bonnema et 
al., 2016). 
7.2.3 Modelling multichannel hydraulics with spatially limited bathymetry 
observations 
This research evaluated an approach to explicitly representing CMR multithread 
channel bathymetry in a hydraulic model. Specifically, a novel approach to constructing 
a spatially distributed 2D bathymetry model (BM) has been developed and applied to a 
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70 km long multichannel reach of the CMR. The approach requires little or no observed 
bathymetry data, and is distinct from conventional BM preparation whereby bathymetry 
observations are spatially interpolated. To determine bathymetry in channel areas that 
are outside of the spatial envelope of interpolated observations (96% of channel plan 
area in this case), the approach estimates the bathymetry by using Manning’s equation 
to compute depth from values of river width, WSS, discharge, and a hydraulic roughness 
coefficient. 
Manning’s equation is used to estimate depth at regular 2 km sub -reaches along 
the stream-wise direction, by using the effective width of the channel belt at each sub -
reach. Constant WSS, discharge, and hydraulic roughness values of 5 cm/km, 21,000 
m3/s, and 0.03 respectively, are used across all sub-reaches. Width is obtained from 
satellite imagery, WSS and discharge are from field observations, and hydraulic 
roughness is obtained from published values for large anabranching rivers. In applying 
Manning’s equation in this manner, channel threads are assumed to have a rectangular 
cross-sectional shape, and to have a constant depth across the channel belt (transverse 
to the channel mean flow direction). A second assumption is that channel depth varies 
in the stream-wise direction as a function of effective channel width. This is imposed by 
using the effective channel belt width of each sub-reach, which results in sub-reaches 
with smaller effective channel widths having larger estimates of depth, and vice versa.  
The BM was validated geometrically using in-situ depth observations, and 
hydraulically through 2D hydraulic modelling. Hydraulic validation entailed using the BM 
in a hydraulic model to simulate observed flow conditions, and comparing resulting in -
channel velocity predictions with observed velocities. To fully evaluate the estimated 
bathymetry, a version of the BM with no observed data included (i.e. using estimated 
bathymetry only) was also hydraulically validated. 
A key finding of this research is that mean channel depths and depth averaged 
velocities are well approximated by the estimated bathymetry where the channel is wide 
and multi-threaded. When bathymetry observations were removed completely from the 
BM, errors in velocity predictions showed negligible increase here, suggesting that the 
inclusion of observed bathymetry data here is of no significant benefit. Mean absolute 
errors (MAE) and RMSE in velocity remained less than 10% and 25% respectively. This 
finding implies that in the wide multi-thread reaches that characterise most of the Congo 
Middle Reach planform, mean channel depths and thereby general flow conditions  are 
well approximated by the bathymetry estimation approach. Thus, the assumptions 
imposed by Manning’s equation, and the pre-selected Manning’s n value of 0.03, which 
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both underpin the bathymetry estimation approach, are valid here. The validity of these 
assumptions is largely attributed to the relative uniformity of flow conditions observed in 
the multithread channels. 
In contrast, the estimated bathymetry produced large errors in channel depths 
and velocities where the river flows through single thread channels that are laterally 
constricted. At two such locations, average MAEs and RMSEs in modelled velocity were 
46% and 49% respectively, on account of the estimated bathymetry being unable to 
predict the full extent to which the bed has been able to locally adjust through erosion in 
order to maintain morphodynamic equilibrium here. Interestingly, these large 
underestimates in depth led to an average increase in WSE through the reach of only 
0.2 m, showing WSE to be relatively insensitive to bathymetry. This finding reflects the 
highly sub-critical nature of the flow conditions here, WSE being controlled predominantly 
by downstream conditions rather than local bathymetry. Inclusion of the observed 
bathymetry at the width constrictions reduced average MAEs and RMSEs in modelled 
velocity to 0% and 26% respectively here, confirming the poor performance of the 
estimated bathymetry, and the value of observed bathymetry data here. 
The findings show that the novel approach of supplementing spatially limited 
bathymetry data with estimated bathymetry is appropriate for modelling multi-thread 
channel hydraulics in the CMR, provided that cross-sectional observations at geometric 
irregularities in the channel (width constrictions in this case) are included.  
7.2.4 Large Scale Hydrodynamic Modelling: Applicability of Effective Single 
Channels 
Here, the applicability of an effective single channel (ESC) approximation to the 
multichannel CMR was investigated, this approximation being a key component of 
current large river hydrodynamic modelling approaches. The work drew on research 
findings of previous chapters, by assuming channel parameters can be calibrated to 
WSE from profiling altimeters, and using the validated bathymetry model from Chapter 
5. A preliminary investigation used observations of the CMR and uniform flow 
calculations to determine the hydraulic consequences of simplifying real multichannel 
bathymetry to an ESC. This was then followed by a series of hydraulic modelling 
experiments set up to evaluate the ESC simplification in detail.  
These investigations showed that it is possible to simplify the multichannel CMR 
channel geometry to an ESC with a simple shape, without introducing significant error in 
modelled WSE. Specifically, the RMSE in modelled WSE introduced by such a 
simplification can be limited to ~0.22 m. This RMSE estimate was derived by combining 
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individual estimates of the RMSE associated with three key geometric omissions 
imposed by an ESC approximation, namely: neglecting channel scale morphological 
features (0.15 m); neglecting the sinuosity of individual channel threads (0.1 m); and 
neglecting cross-sectional variability in depth (0.13 m).  
Aside from the need to accurately represent mean cross-sectional area and 
effective channel width, it is important for any model using an ESC approximation to be 
calibrated to observations of WSE across a range of flows. Doing so will enable the 
hydraulic effects of individual channel thread thalwegs and sinuosity, which are 
neglected in an ESC, to be effectively compensated for. Channel cross-sectional shape 
is also of importance, with a parabolic shape providing the best approximation of CMR 
bathymetry. Whilst the optimum shape may vary between discrete reaches according to 
the real bathymetry, and will also be unique to a particular hydrodynamic model build, a 
parabolic shape showed clear improvement over a rectangle and provides an informed 
first estimate that should be subject to further calibration. Conversely, representation of 
channel width variability was found to be unimportant: even the most extreme 
constrictions in river width can be neglected. Attempting to represent local width 
variability may even introduce error if it is not paired with accurate depth data of a similar 
spatial resolution. 
It is speculated that these findings will hold for other large multichannel river 
reaches, although more work is needed to investigate this further. In particular, 
information on channel thread sinuosity, cross-sectional depth variability, and the 
characteristic rate of change in channel WSE with respect to time is needed for a range 
of large multichannel rivers. Moreover, the high resolution (sub-kilometre) WSPs soon to 
be acquired globally by the SWOT satellite are needed to confirm the absence of 
significant WSS variability along large multichannel river reaches. 
An important assumption made throughout these investigations into an ESC was 
that mid-channel island terrain, and thereby its inundation, is represented within the 2D 
floodplain domain of a hydrodynamic model. This assumption was largely based on the 
fact that seasonally inundated mid-channel islands in the CMR will constitute a significant 
component of fluvial inundation along this river (Comptour et al. 2020; personal 
observations), and this should therefore be represented explicitly. Currently available 
model codes do not appear capable of linking a 1D ESC solver to a 2D floodplain solver 
that includes mid-channel islands. Therefore, a new method of efficiently linking 1D and 
2D model domains designed for modelling large rivers is needed, to enhance the 
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applicability of an ESC to hydrodynamic modelling of the CMR and other multichannel 
river reaches.  
7.3 Limitations of Research 
7.3.1 Temporal Variability in Water Surface Slope 
A notable limitation of this research is that temporal variability in WSS was not 
evaluated in detail. This was due to the lack of temporal coverage in the observed data 
that was obtained, which restricted the in-situ hydraulic characterisation to seasonal low 
flow conditions only. ENVISAT altimetry observations were analysed during seasonal 
low and high flow conditions, and showed no significant WSS variability. However, as 
has been shown in this research, ENVISAT is not capable of fully resolving WSS spatial 
variability. Thus, it is possible that outside of the low flow conditions observed, further 
spatial variability in WSS may exist, particularly at major confluences that can cause 
backwater effects to develop. 
7.3.2 Representation of Island Morphology in Hydrodynamic Models 
In researching the applicability of an ESC to the CMR, it was assumed that mid -
channel island terrain, and thereby its inundation, is represented within the 2D floodplain 
domain of a hydrodynamic model. This assumption was largely based on the fact that 
seasonally inundated mid-channel islands in the CMR will constitute a significant 
component of fluvial inundation along this river (Comptour et al. 2020; personal 
observations), and this should therefore be represented explicitly. However, there may 
be circumstances where a model is not required to explicitly represent island inundation, 
and it is desirable to lump the islands into the channel model. It was not possible to 
thoroughly investigate such an approach in this research, and therefore no specific 
conclusions have been made about its applicability. Preliminary uniform flow calculations 
did however indicate that lumping island morphology into an ESC will result in a poor 
representation of a channel’s real stage response across a range of flows, as hydraulic 
roughness was unable to effectively compensate for the omission of islands. The 
aforementioned new method of efficiently linking 1D and 2D model domains would 
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7.4 Discussion on Future Research Directions  
Some potential directions for future research have emerged from the findings 
presented in this thesis, and are discussed below. 
7.4.1 Water surface and Inundation Dynamics 
In the coming years, there will be an unprecedented global increase in the 
resolution and coverage of open water observations of WSE and extent, largely from the 
SWOT mission. Aside from SWOT’s high profile aim of monitoring discharge from space 
(which is discussed in the next section), major advances in understanding the dynamics 
of CMR fluvial inundation are likely to emerge from these observations. This will in turn 
facilitate much needed improvements in estimates of greenhouse gas emissions from 
open water in the Congo Basin, and a better understanding of the fragility of globally 
important wetland ecosystems and peatlands here. Observations from SWOT will also 
facilitate assessments of river related risks pertaining to flood hazard exposure, food 
security, and fluvial navigation in shallow river channels. However, SWOT observations 
are limited by the instrument’s three year operational lifespan, and significant uncertainty 
over its performance when emergent vegetation obscures visibility of the water surface 
(Biancamaria et al., 2016). These limitations are important in the CMR, given the 
prevalence of inundated vegetation here, the need to analyse observations over 
timescales in excess of three years, and the need to understand hydrodynamic response 
to projected environmental changes in the Congo Basin (namely climate change, 
deforestation, agriculture, urbanisation, and hydraulic infrastructure). Hydrodynamic 
models will therefore play a key role in leveraging SWOT data for analysing 
hydrodynamic and related processes over long timescales, predicting inundation in 
wetlands where it cannot be reliably observed, and simulating hydrodynamic response 
to changing river flow regimes. 
This research has established that a new method of efficiently linking a 1D and 
2D model solvers would be of significant benefit to hydrodynamic modelling efforts on 
large multichannel rivers, and this should therefore be investigated. Efficient 1D-2D 
linking will enable the terrain of large numbers of mid-channel islands to be efficiently 
incorporated into a 2D model domain, and therefore eliminate significant errors that will 
arise from lumping island morphology into a simple channel geometry with a uniform 
shape and hydraulic roughness. The data and analysis presented in this thesis would 
enable the CMR to be used as a test bed for the development of a new method.  
In lieu of an efficient 1D-2D linking method, where possible a purely 2D approach 
should be adopted for modelling the hydrodynamics of the CMR and other multi -thread 
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channel systems containing archipelagos of seasonally inundated islands. 
Computational resource constraints could be managed by using local inertial or diffusive 
wave approximations, and by using 2D sub-grid approaches (Yu and Lane, 2006b; 
Brunner, 2016). Whilst requisite input bathymetry data is likely to remain unavailable in 
many multichannel river reaches, this research has demonstrated the potential for multi -
thread channel bathymetry to be estimated, which gives significant potential for future 
2D multichannel hydrodynamic modelling. 
Estimating Multichannel CMR bathymetry 
To estimate the bathymetry along the entire multichannel CMR, the approach 
presented in Chapter 5 could be augmented, to make better use of observed channel 
cross-sections that have been obtained at over 10 locations by the CRuHM project 
(Tshimanga et al., 2020), and to improve bathymetry predictions at width constrictions. 
This research established that hydraulically significant morphological features such as 
bedrock control points are absent along the multichannel CMR, and showed that the 
CMR channel system to be highly adjustable. One implication of these findings is that 
hydraulic geometry theory is likely to be highly applicable (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; 
Dury, 2020), and could be used to efficiently estimate bathymetry from observable width. 
Hydraulic geometry theory states that for adjustable river channels, power law 
relationships exist between channel characteristics including width 𝑤, depth 𝑑, and 
velocity 𝑣. These relationships are usually expressed as a function of discharge, as 
follows: 
 𝑤 = 𝑎𝑄𝑏  Eq. 7-1  
 𝑑 = 𝑐𝑄𝑓  Eq. 7-2  
 𝑣 = 𝑘𝑄𝑚 Eq. 7-3  
Where 𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 1 and 𝑏 + 𝑓 + 𝑚 = 1. Equations 7-1 and 7-2 can be combined and 
re-arranged (see Equations 7-4 and 7-5 respectively) to demonstrate that a power law 
relationship exists between depth and width for a given discharge (Neal et al., 2012): 










 Eq. 7-4  
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 𝑑 = (
𝑐
𝑎𝑓 𝑏⁄
)𝑤𝑓 𝑏⁄  Eq. 7-5  
The terms within brackets constitute the coefficient of the relationship, and the 
exponent of the relationship is a fractional term. Observations can be used to determine 
the coefficient and exponent of this relationship for a particular river reach. To provoke 
future research in this area, observed channel width and depth at 10 locations along the 
CMR are plotted, and power law relationships derived, as shown in Figure 7-1.  
 
Figure 7-1. Observations of cross-sectional channel width and depth at 10 locations 
along the CMR, with two power law relationships fitted. Each observation is labelled with 
its distance from Kinshasa in kilometres, and each relationship is labelled with its 
equation and coefficient of determination (R2). 
Two relationships are visible in the data and are plotted as curves. The two curves 
cover the upper and lower halves of the CMR, from Kisangani to Mbankdaka, and 
Mbandaka to the Chenal entrance, and appear to fit the observations well.  The apparent 
change in relationship near Mbandaka may reflect the large increase in discharge in this 
area, as the Lulonga, Ruki, and Oubangui Rivers all join the mainstem here. Clearly, 
more research is needed to investigate such relationships, and this should be done as 
part of future studies into the large scale hydrodynamics and geomorphology of the CMR.  
7.4.2 Methods of Monitoring Discharge from Space 
Discharge estimation from satellite remote sensing of river hydraulic variables 
has been widely explored in recent decades (Smith et al., 1996; Bjerklie et al., 2003; 
Birkinshaw et al., 2010; Durand et al., 2016). It is generally regarded as a key component 
of a long term sustainable solution to flow gauging on large rivers, particularly in remote 
regions (Calmant et al., 2009). The SWOT mission aims to make widespread satellite 
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gauging a reality, by estimating discharge along all river reaches more than 100 m wide. 
SWOT’s three year operational life is only a short term solution, however. In the longer 
term, it is likely that discharge estimation from satellite will need to rely on less expensive 
conventional profiling altimeters, possibly in constellation (see CNES, 2020 for example). 
Due to the strong focus of the research community on developing SWOT discharge 
estimation algorithms, the future use of profiling altimeters for satellite gauging has 
received relatively little attention in recent years. Methods of gauging large rivers from 
profiling altimeters therefore need to be further explored, and the research presented in 
this thesis can serve as a platform to do so.  
One possible method that could be developed and tested in the near future would 
entail the development of reach-scale hydraulic models that predict discharge directly 
from input observations of WSE from profiling altimeters. This method is analogous to a 
traditional rating relationship, but is capable of using WSE measurements retrieved from 
any location along the designated reach, rather than measurements made in a single 
defined spatial location. Rating curves have been used to retrieve discharge from 
satellite profiling altimetry before (see the efforts of  Paris et al., 2016 in the Amazon 
Basin), but their approach relied on somewhat uncertain modelled estimates of discharge 
to construct rating relationships, rather the complementary use of field data and satellite 
data proposed here.  
The designated reaches would need to be mass conserved, and show minimal 
variability in WSS in space and time, such that it can be assumed constant. Based on 
the findings of this research, the assumption of WSS invariance is likely to be largely 
valid on many sub-reaches of the CMR, particularly away from major confluences and 
the Chenal entrance. Requisite model bathymetry can be derived using the method 
developed in Chapter 5, and supplemented with terrain data from MERIT. The model 
could be calibrated using observed pairs of WSE and discharge (Q–H pairs) observed 
during low flow (already obtained in this research) and high flow, and validated with 
additional Q–H pairs. The reach would ideally need to contain a single thread channel 
section to allow discharge to be efficiently observed using an ADCP. Using such a model, 
discharge could be retrieved from a WSE measurement obtained from any profiling 
altimeter that passes over the reach. As an example, if the model developed in Chapter 
5 was extended downstream by 80 km, and calibrated to an additional pair of WSE and 
discharge observations, discharge could be derived from the currently operational 
Sentinel-3A profiling altimeter at seven day intervals. Moreover, the hydraulic modelling 
experiments in Chapter 6 showed that the vast majority of CMR flows are conveyed in-
channel (over 90% during seasonal high flow according to the model shown in Appendix 
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C3), suggesting uncertainty in discharge predictions associated with inaccurate model 
inundation predictions would be small.  
7.4.3 Spatially Distributed In-Channel Flow Conditions 
Quantification of in-channel flow conditions is necessary to study the transport of 
sediment and pollutants through river channels, and therefore long -term fluvial 
navigability and water quality. A large and growing population in the Congo Basin rely 
heavily on the CMR and its tributaries for transportation and potable water resources 
(Foster and Benitez, 2010; Partow, 2011; Dargie et al., 2019). Specifically, over 30 
million people are estimated to live within 50 km of a navigable river in the Congo Basin, 
a region where the population growth rate is 3.2% (Schiavina et al., 2019; Trigg et al., 
2020). In this context, hydrodynamic and morphodynamic modelling are key tools for 
assessing long term navigability and water quality, which are anticipated to be adversely 
affected by anthropogenic impacts (Laraque et al., 2013). Hydrodynamic and 
morphodynamic models are also needed to answer unresolved questions concerning the 
geomorphic functioning and evolution of large anabranching rivers (e.g. Nicholas, 2013). 
For instance, the factors that promote mid-channel island formation and stability remain 
unclear: discharge variability has been shown to both promote and supress multithread 
channels, as has the presence of vegetation (Nanson and Knighton, 1996; Eaton et al., 
2010; Tal and Paola, 2010). The uniquely elongated shape of CMR mid-channel islands 
also remains unexplained (Ashworth and Lewin, 2012). 
Accurately modelling in-channel flow conditions of large anabranching rivers is 
rarely done due to a paucity of data, bathymetry data in particular, to the extent that 
synthetic river channels are being used in such modelling in lieu of observed bathymetry 
data (e.g. Nicholas et al., 2013). The potential future availability of a full bathymetry 
dataset for the CMR would therefore present major research opportunities, and given 
there are indications that such data may become partially available to the scientific 
community (Oudart et al., 2019; R. M. Tshimanga, personal communcation, 2020), this 
warrants some brief discussion. The data has been obtained as part of the Projet d'Appui 
à la Navigabilité des voies Fluviales et Lacustres (PANAV), a 60 million euro project to 
improve navigation facilities in DR Congo (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit, 2019), and is believed to comprise cross-sectional observations at ~1 
km intervals.  
Before utilising such data in hydrodynamic and morphodynamic models, a first 
research step might be to evaluate and automate methods of interpolation in large 
multichannel rivers, which remain underdeveloped (Hilton et al., 2019). With regards to 
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enforcing a directional component to interpolation, which is necessary to account for both 
anisotropic river bathymetry and island morphology, Chapter 5 found that generation of 
centrelines that reflect flow direction is not possible using a conventional Voronoi 
tessellation method (Nyberg et al., 2015). Therefore, alternative methods of determining 
flow direction for interpolating multichannel river bathymetry should be investigated. One 
possible approach might be to adopt a method currently being developed to apply SWOT 
discharge estimation algorithms to multichannel rivers, which evaluates channel thread 
sinuosity in an automated manner (Rodriguez and Frasson, 2019). The method involves 
use of a network analysis to identify contiguous channels that minimise sinuosity when 
connected, and may provide an effective indicator of flow direction for efficiently 
interpolating multichannel bathymetry. 
Potential over-reliance on the PANAV bathymetry data is a key concern for future 
management of navigation risk. Whilst river planform is somewhat stable relative to  other 
large anabranching rivers such as the Brahmaputra (Best and Ashworth, 1997; Ashworth 
and Lewin, 2012), bathymetric change has long been regarded as a key challenge to 
navigating the CMR (e.g. Wood et al., 1986). First-hand experience of multiple 
unintentional vessel groundings onto shallow sand beds during the field campaigns, 
despite the experience possessed by the boat crew, certainly corroborates this. 
Predicting morphological change using a morphodynamic model is unlikely to be a 
realistic solution in the near future, this being a challenge even in data-rich situations 
such as on the Rhine River (Yossef, 2016), not least because of the difficulties in 
obtaining information on sediment fluxes that is necessary for quantitatively predicting 
morphological change (Bridge, 1993). This points to the need to periodically monitor 
shallow bathymetry along the navigation route, particularly at ‘hotspots’ where deposition 
is likely to be occurring. The question then is how to identify the locations of these 
hotspots in order to allocate a finite resource. Hydrodynamic modelling may be of use 
here, by identifying hotspots based on predictions of spatially distributed flow conditions 
(i.e. unit discharge) as an indicator of deposition (e.g. Nicholas et al., 2012). The research 
focus here would be on linking relatively simple hydrodynamic model predictions of in -
channel flow conditions to occurrences of deposition on the CMR, which if demonstrated 
would have broader implications beyond the Congo and the specific issue of navigation 
risk. For example, the model may also be able to indicate erosion hotspots, notably on 
mid-channel islands that are used extensively for agriculture, due to their fertile soil and 
dependable seasonal inundation (Comptour et al., 2020). 
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7.5 Research Contribution to the Scientific Community 
The research presented in this thesis constitutes a substantial advancement in 
the knowledge and understanding of the channel hydraulics of the Congo River. The 
research involved the acquisition and analysis of field data, complemented with satellite 
datasets, and extensive modelling of channel geometry, hydraulics, and hydrodynamics. 
The research findings have significant implications for future hydrodynamic research on 
the Congo River and other large rivers, and are stated below. 
Congo Middle Reach hydraulic characterisation 
River flow constrictions that cause backwater effects have been shown to be 
completely absent from the Congo Middle Reach, despite the channel width being 
severely constricted at four locations. Backwater effects from channel constrictions are 
commonly observed along continental scale rivers and where present are a leading 
cause of their fluvial inundation, strongly controlling regional hydrodynamics. Their 
absence on the Congo Middle Reach provides some explanation for the relatively subtle 
nature of fluvial inundation here, and provides support to the hypothesis that the Cuvette 
Centrale wetlands are mostly supplied by rainfall, rather than fluvial inundation.  
The transition from multichannel to single channel planform at the Chenal 
entrance is a hydraulically significant morphological feature, exhibit ing a sharp increase 
in downstream bed slope. This morphological feature has been shown to cause a 
drawdown effect during low flow conditions whereby the longitudinal water surface profile 
steepens significantly. Aside from this location, spatial variabili ty in water surface slope 
is minimal along the Congo Middle Reach, most notably across major confluences 
including the Oubangui. 
Spatial adequacy of current satellite altimetry datasets 
Currently available satellite altimetry datasets have an insufficient density of 
spatial coverage to fully capture the water surface slope variability that was observed 
along the Congo Middle Reach at the Chenal entrance. An ENVISAT derived water 
surface profile deviates from field measurements by approximately half the annual flood 
wave amplitude here, and when used to compute discharge, ENVISAT and Sentinel-3A 
altimetry datasets produce very different discharge estimates. This finding  highlights the 
inadequate measurement coverage of existing profiling altimeters even on highly 
subcritical reaches of the world’s largest rivers, and the need for higher resolution 
measurements of water surface elevation, set to be provided by the SWOT mission. 
Despite this finding, profiling altimeters have a significant role to play in future  
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hydrodynamic research, ENVISAT having been shown to possess adequate spatial 
coverage for capturing the water surface profile along more than 1200 km of the Congo 
Middle Reach. 
Using observed and estimated bathymetry to model multichannel hydraulics 
A novel approach of supplementing spatially limited bathymetry data with 
estimated bathymetry was found to be a useful approach to modelling multi -thread 
channel hydraulics, provided that cross-sectional observations at major geometric 
irregularities in the channel (width constrictions in this case) are included. Specifically, 
mean flow depths and velocities in the wide, multithread channels were found to be well 
approximated. Estimation of bathymetry involved the use of Manning’s equation to 
compute the depth of multi-threaded channels from values of river width, water surface 
slope, discharge, and a pre-selected hydraulic roughness coefficient.  
Applicability of an effective single channel to multithread channels 
It has been shown that the multi-threaded channel geometry of the Congo Middle 
Reach can be simplified to an effective single channel in a hydrodynamic model, without 
introducing significant error in modelled water surface elevation. Such a model must be 
calibrated to observations of water surface elevation across a range of flows, and 
calibration should involve optimisation of both hydraulic roughness and channel shape 
parameters. Doing so enables the omission of hydraulically significant channel thread 
morphology to be effectively compensated for. In this research, a parabolic channel was 
shown to be the optimum shape. Representation of channel width variability was found 
to be unimportant: even the most extreme constrictions in river width are negligible. 
Moreover, attempting to represent local width variability may actually introduce error if it 
is not paired with accurate depth data of a similar spatial resolution. These findings may 
well apply to other river reaches with anabranching channel patterns, which are 
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Appendix A.Chapter 4 Appendices 
A.1 Fieldwork Challenges and Achievements 
The fieldwork expeditions carried out in 2017 and 2019 were hugely complex and 
challenging undertakings; largely due to the remoteness of the region, its climate, and 
the lack of economic and social development in the region. It required the procurement 
of significant volumes of equipment and resources, and numerous people to be in right 
place at the right time, with all necessary permissions in place and health and safety 
considerations fulfilled. The status of the river as an international border added further 
complexity, and necessitated extensive liaison with many different Congolese 
authorities. Despite this complexity, the fieldwork expeditions were extremely successful 
and large volumes of significant data were collected with no serious injuries or economic 
losses incurred. These data represent measurements that are new to science, and is a 
profound achievement for this research project. The success of the fieldwork was the 
result of a huge team effort involving myself and my academic supervisor, Mark Trigg; 
Raphael Tshimanga and his team at the Congo River Water Resources Reseach Center 
(CRREBaC); members of the Congo River users Hydraulics and Morphology (CRuHM) 
research consortium from the Universities of Bristol (UK), Rhodes (South Africa), and 
Dar Es Salaam (Tanzania); and staff at the DR Congo navigation authority Régie des 
Voies Fluviales (RVF). A brief personal experience of the fieldwork is documented below, 
along with Figures A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4; to give an insight into the fieldwork and some 
of the challenges. A more detailed account of the fieldwork can be obtained by reading 
the risk assessments, fieldwork plans, and post-fieldwork reports that were prepared 
annually. 
Each year, my pre-departure preparations involved working for two to three 
months on mapping and scheduling a programme of fieldwork measurements, and 
developing an extensive risk assessment. I also established equipment requirements 
and helped procure this equipment, which ranged from survey instruments and marine 
safety kit, to basic camping equipment that is unavailable in DR Congo. To avoid complex 
and inconsistent rules applied to shipped goods, myself and Mark Trigg had to transport 
almost all this equipment as flight luggage. On arrival in DR Congo, I spent 1 – 2 weeks 
in meetings with numerous authorities (in-person was mandatory), waiting for resultant 
permissions to be granted, testing equipment, and training CRREBaC research 
associates in the use of the equipment. Poor internet access and grossly inadequate 
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transport infrastructure (especially in Kinshasa) make logistics particularly difficult. 
Occasional public disturbances also hindered these preparations, in one instance I was 
evacuated from the University of Kinshasa because student protests turned violent. 
Importantly, my colleagues at CRREBaC handled these logistical challenges admirably, 
and always had measures in place to deal with any safety or security issues.  
 
Fig. A-1. Some fieldwork preparations: (a) preparing some of the flight luggage; (b) 
conducting equipment testing and training at CRREBaC in Kinshasa; (c) A brass band 
plays to pass time in a typical Kinshasa traffic jam. 
Typically, life on the river for me entailed a 5 am start to obtain a GNSS 
measurement before the boat set off at sunrise. The boat would travel for 12 -18 hours a 
day, unless it was necessary to stop to take measurements or procure supplies. 
Obtaining a cross-sectional transect took 2 – 3 hours because of the huge width of the 
river. One multichannel transect I conducted took a whole day, as it comprised separate 
transects across three channel threads. Delays to fieldwork resulted from numerous set-
backs. For instance, one of the two main boat engines failed on several occasions, which 
significantly reduced the speed of the boat. It was also necessary to repair damage to 
the fiberglass boat caused by a severe thunderstorm. The team all ate and slept on the 
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and I also brought a personal supply of fresh coffee, whisky, and some tinned food from 
the UK. Ablution facilities comprised two shared pit latrines and buckets of river water 
laced with disinfectant. Experiencing some sickness was almost inevitable for both local 
and foreign participants. Knowledge sharing was an invaluable part of the fieldwork: I 
provided on-the-job training to Congolese members of the fieldwork team, and also 
received training. It was also common practice for team members to give presentations 
in the evenings. 
 
Fig. A-2. Fieldwork measurements: (a) early morning setup of GNSS; (b) Conducting an 
ADCP transect. 
During my time spent travelling thousands of kilometres along the river, my 
interactions with many friendly and curious river-dwelling communities was an 
enlightening experience. The importance of the river to these communities was plain to 
see: it provides food, water, and a mode of transport for millions, and is a focal point of 
travel and trade. Despite its location in one the world’s largest remaining wildernesses, 
the river itself was busy and hectic at times, particularly around ports at established 
population centres, with pirogues, boats and barges of all shapes, sizes and loads going 
about their business. Monstrous trains of barges laden with timber, charcoal and people 
were a sight to behold, resembling mini floating towns. Vessels comprising little more 
than an outboard motor and a raft of tied logs were also not an uncommon sight. Swarms 
of pirogues would attempt to hitch a lift upriver on our boat on a daily basis, to sell us 
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Fig. A-3. Communities on the river: (a) a train of barges; (b) a raft of logs; (c) pirogues 
hitched onto the fieldwork boat to offer fresh produce; (d) the busy port of Kwamouth. 
Although the fieldwork was very arduous at times, it was also immensely 
rewarding and enjoyable, and I will always cherish the experiences I had. This was in no 
small part down to the camaraderie shared between the entire fieldwork team, including 
the scientific research team, the logistical team, and the boat crew. We all worked as a 
team towards a common goal, shared the same ups and downs, and looked after one 
another. In the future, it’s my hope to build on these experiences and relationships, and 
continue these collaborative research efforts in some form. 
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A.2 Continuous Water Surface Elevation Measurements 
 
Fig. A-5. Longitudinal Plot showing 2017 continuous water surface elevation 
measurements. Raw data shown in grey, red shows a Gaussian filter with a window size 
of 75 applied to determine error due to boat movement. RMSD between measurements 
and the Gaussian filtered points is 6 cm. 10 km end sections upstream and downstream 
not included in RMSD calculation. 
 
Fig. A-6. Longitudinal Plot showing 2019 continuous water surface elevation 
measurements between Chainage 440–550 km. Raw data shown in grey, red shows a 
Gaussian filter with a window size of 75 applied to determine error due to boat movement. 
RMSD between measurements and the Gaussian filtered points is 3 cm.  10 km end 
sections upstream and downstream not included in RMSD calculation. 
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A.3 Bathymetry Measurement Error Assessment 
 
Fig. A-7. Verification of sonar data through comparison of crossing points obtained on 
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A.4 WSE Measurement Omitted from 2019 WSE Results 
The static GNSS WSE measurement at chainage 620 km, shown in Fig. A-8, was 
identified as erroneous for reasons described below. 
 
Fig. A-8. Longitudinal plot showing the static GNSS WSE measurement identified as 
erroneous 
The raw measurements are shown in TabIe A-1. No outliers are apparent, the 
four measurements give highly consistent values.  
TabIe A-1. Raw GNSS measurements taken at chainage 620 km 
ID X Y WSE 
cp_1109 166771.784 -22728.592 300.711 
cp_1110 166772.825 -22728.845 300.667 
cp_1111 166772.909 -22728.85 300.7 
cp_1112 166772.68 -22728.754 300.714 
Average  300.698 
Std Dev 0.019 
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The measurement shows a marked break in water surface slope: at 620–660 km, 
WSS is 4.5 cm/km, then, between 590 and 620 km, the WSS steepens to 7.7 cm/km. 
There are no obvious morphological features that might explain the slope break, such as 
width constrictions, confluences, or changes in bed slope. Since the slope variability is 
the result of measurements at one spatial location only (chainage 620 km), all other 
available WSE measurements were reviewed to obtain verification of the slope 
variability. These are shown in Fig. A-9, and consist of 2017 in-situ GNSS measurements 
and ENVISAT satellite altimetry from two closely spaced virtual stations (VS).  
 
Fig. A-9. Comparison of 2019 in-situ WSEs with 2017 in-situ WSEs and ENVISAT 
altimetry 
The WSS of 4.5 cm/km has been checked against other slope estimates along 
this reach (between 620 and 660 km) during low water conditions as follows: 
 The mean and minimum values for low water season (July and August ) of two 
ENVISAT virtual gauging stations, when paired to calculate WSS give: 5.9 cm/km 
for the mean values, and 6.2 cm/km for the minimum values. 
 The 2017 static GNSS WSP gives a slope value along this reach of 5.4 cm/km. 
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From this review, neither the altimetry nor the 2017 in-situ GNSS WSE 
measurements provide any evidence of slope variability. The measurement is therefore 
deemed to be erroneous. 
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Appendix B.Chapter 5 Appendices 
B.1 Example of SAGA Raster Expand and Shrink Spatial Calculation 
 
Fig. B-1: SAGA expand and shrink algorithm applied to a section of the raw sonar data: 
(a) Extent of raster after expansion only; (b) extent of raster grid after subsequent 
shrinking, holes and corners remain filled but linear edges are shrunk back to their 
original, providing a suitable interpolation extent. 
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B.2 Experimental Application of Different Interpolation Methods 
 
Fig. B-2: Comparison of Interpolation methods applied to a test section of sonar data: (a) 
plotted results of ordinary kriging, B-Spline, and inverse distance weighting (IDW), along 
with raw sonar data; (b) map of sonar data test section showing location of elevation cut 
line used to extract values plotted in (a). Black triangles mark the same location on the 
plot and the map. 
Each method was found to produce similar results with one exception: the 
ordinary kriging method diverged considerably where the interpolated grid cells are 
furthest from the sonar, showing a large vertical drop and notable noise. Interrogation of 
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the raw bathymetry showed there to be no physical reason for the prediction of the 
vertical drop, and it may be a result of the input parameters and variogram model 
selected, which were set to the default values. 
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B.3 Example Interpolation Results of Sonar Data with and without an 
Interpolation Extent 
 
Fig. B-3: Illustration of IDW algorithm applied to a section of the raw sonar data: (a) 
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B.4 Example estimated residual depth calculation procedure 
Consider a depth estimation polygon that contains a hypothetical 1000 m wide 
channel with a mean channel depth of 7 m. The channel is 16 m deep across 250 m of 
the channel width, and is 4 m deep across the remaining 750 m of channel. Sonar data 
is available for the 16 m deep section, leaving the 4 m deep section to be estimated. The 
mean channel depth, 𝑑 is calculated correctly as 7 m.  
 
Fig. B-4: Hypothetical Channel cross section within a depth estimation polygon 
If the mean depth, 𝑑 is adopted directly to estimate the un-surveyed portion of 
bathymetry, it will give a spurious result, and in this case result in an overestimation of 
depth (i.e. 7 m instead of 4 m). Instead, the estimated bathymetric volume, 𝑉 resulting 
from the calculated mean depth is conserved, and a residual volume, 𝑉𝑅 is calculated by 
subtracting the sonar volume, 𝑉𝑆 from 𝑉. An estimated residual depth, 𝑑𝑅 can then be 
calculated by dividing  𝑉𝑅 by the residual plan area, 𝑃𝑅. The calculation steps are 
presented below. 
1. Mean channel depth, 𝑑 is estimated using the re-arranged version of manning’s 
formula (Chow, 1959) and the wide channel approximation (i.e. hydraulic radius 
is equal to flow depth): 





 Eq. 5-2  
2. Estimated bathymetric volume, 𝑉 is calculated from the polygon length, 𝑙 (2 km 
here),  𝑑 and 𝑤: 
 𝑉 = 𝑙𝑤𝑑 = 2000 × 1000 × 7 = 14 × 106 𝑚3 Eq. 5-3 
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3. A residual bathymetric volume, 𝑉𝑅 is calculated from volume of interpolated 
sonar, 𝑉𝑠 and 𝑉: 
 𝑉𝑅 = 𝑉 − 𝑉𝑆   =  14 − 8 =  6 × 10
6 𝑚3  Eq. 5-4 
(In this example  𝑉𝑠 is equal to 2000 × 250 × 16 = 8 × 10
6 𝑚3, but is normally obtained 
from the interpolated sonar raster data using GIS).  
4. A corresponding residual channel plan area, 𝑃𝑅 is calculated from the plan area 
of interpolated sonar, 𝑃𝑆 and the total channel plan area 𝑃:  
 𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃 − 𝑃𝑆 =  2 × 10
6 −  5 × 105 = 1.5 × 106 Eq. 5-5 
(In this example, 𝑃 = 2000 × 1000 = 2 × 106 𝑚2; and 𝑃𝑠 = 2000 × 250 = 5 × 10
5 𝑚2, but 
are normally obtained from the interpolated sonar raster data and the water mask using 
GIS). 
5. Residual depth, 𝑑𝑅 is calculated from, 𝑉𝑅 and 𝑃𝑅: 
 𝑑𝑅 = 𝑉𝑅 𝑃𝑅⁄ = 6 × 10
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B.5 Channel thread centrelines 
 
Fig. B-5: Channel thread centrelines generated from Voronoi tessellations. Many of these 
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B.6 Hydraulic Model velocity predictions with LISFLOOD-FP 
Both models are expected to produce approximately the same velocity, as they 
have been set up with the same parameters: DEM, discharge, boundary conditions, are 
all the same. Both models were calibrated separately by adjusting the roughness 
parameter (manning’s n) to match the modelled water surface elevation (WSE) to 
observed values. Water surface profiles for both calibrated models are plotted in Fig. 
B-6, showing a max local variation in WSE of 0.25 m. As LISFLOOD uses the local 
inertial approximation, HEC-RAS models were run using both the full SWE formulation, 
and a diffusive wave formulation, which verified that the use of an approximation to the 
SWE has negligible impact on model results (this is expected given the flow conditions; 
a Froude number of 0.12 was computed for the mainstem middle reach in Chapter 4). 
 
Fig. B-6: Water surface profiles of LISFLOOD-FP and HEC-RAS models 
Modelled depth averaged velocities were obtained from HEC-RAS routinely using 
the RAS mapper utility. LISFLOOD-FP depth averaged velocities were extracted by 
computing the velocity magnitude from the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
x and y velocity components (Vx and Vy) that LISFLOOD-FP outputs in raster format. Vx 
and Vy values were extracted along the line of the ADCP transect by using a polygon 
which was sufficiently wide to sample one row of grid cells across the channel only, an 
example is shown in Fig. B-7. 
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Fig. B-7: Polygon used to extract zonal statistics from velocity grid files at Transect 2 
The observed and modelled depth averaged velocities across the channel at 
each of the four ADCP transects are plotted in Fig. B-8, and mean channel velocities are 
summarised in TabIe B-1.  
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Fig. B-8: Initial LISFLOOD-FP model verification at each ADCP transect. Modelled cross 
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TabIe B-1. Summary of ADCP and modelled mean channel velocities at each transect 
Transect 
number 
Mean channel velocity (m/s) 
ADCP HEC-RAS LISFLOOD 
1 0.77 0.74 0.96 
2 0.87 0.99 0.86 
3 0.82 0.83 0.75 
4 0.96 0.99 1.36 
From these results, the following observations are made:  
 A small difference such as that observed at Transect 3 is potential ly explained by 
differences in the model structures or numerical schemes, but the large 
differences at transects 1 and 4 are not.  
 The close match between the ADCP and HEC-RAS depth averaged velocities at 
transect 4 in particular suggests that the velocities derived from the LISFLOOD-
FP model are erroneous here, and may also be erroneous elsewhere, although 
it is less clear at other transects. In addition, the observed discharge (Q) and 
cross sectional area of flow (A) are known to be correctly represented here in 
both models. Given that mean channel velocity, V =Q/A, if Q is correct and A is 
correct, it is unclear how there can be a large error in V.  
 Differences in WSE are at their maximum 0.25 m, which is less than 5% of a 6 m 
typical depth of flow. Therefore large velocity differences do not result from 
differences in WSE. 
 For clarification, note that differences between the ADCP and model velocities 
are expected at transect 1 and 2, as the model bathymetry is different to the 
observed at these sections. 
Based on these observations, it was decided to proceed with using HEC-RAS-
2D for the BM hydraulic validation, given the reliance on depth averaged velocity 
predictions for assessing the performance of the BM. The explanation for the errors in 
the velocities derived from the LISFLOOD-FP model remain unknown. It is important to 
note that there are no commensurate errors in modelled WSE, which suggest that the 
error is specific to the velocity output grids or their subsequent post-processing to derive 
velocity magnitude
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Appendix C.Chapter 6 Appendices 
C.1 Estimate of error arising from neglecting WSP variations 
 
Fig. C-1. 5km resolution observed WSPs along the multichannel CMR, each ~200 km 
sub-reach has been resampled at ~70 km intervals and a second order polynomial 
regression applied to the resulting 70 km resolution points. WSP variations that deviate 
by ≥0.3 m from the regression are labelled with their maximum deviation.  
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C.2 Flood extents resulting from BM plus MERIT hydraulic model, prior to 
removal of irrelevant inundated areas of floodplain. 
Fig. C-2 shows the modelled water extent during low flow conditions prior to 
removal of irrelevant inundated areas of floodplain. The DEM elevations of these 
inundated areas disconnected from the mainstem are below the modelled downstream 
fixed WSE boundary condition value that was observed and occupy the Sangha river 
channel and an area of its floodplain. 
 
Fig. C-2. Water extents resulting from BM plus MERIT hydraulic model, prior to removal 
of irrelevant inundated areas of floodplain. Steady state simulation of observed low flow 
conditions during 2017 fieldwork. 
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C.3 Modelled water depths mapped for model XSV-SR  
 
Fig. C-3. Maximum modelled water depths resulting from unsteady simulations when 
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C.4 Downstream boundary sensitivity check 
Experiment XSV unsteady model runs were all carried out using the same 
downstream boundary condition: a Q–H boundary condition. Given the high level of 
downstream control (i.e. highly subcritical flow) exhibited by the CMR, such a boundary 
condition may act to constrain modelled WSEs to an extent that would not be seen in 
larger scale hydrodynamic models of the CMR. The downstream boundary is likely to be 
at Kinshasa; the only location at which detailed information relating discharge to WSE is 
available. Therefore, a more likely scenario within the multichannel CMR, and more 
generally for large river systems, is for modelled river reaches to be several hundred 
kilometres away from detailed Q–H information. Nearby information used to constrain / 
calibrate the model is likely to comprise monthly time series WSE measurements from 
satellite altimetry such as ENVISAT, spaced at 70 intervals along the river on average.  
To confirm that a Q–H boundary in relatively close proximity to modelled WSEs 
is not effectively dampening the effects of bathymetric misrepresentation (specifically the 
removal of cross-sectional depth variability), additional model runs for experiment XSV 
were executed, with a normal depth boundary condition used. The normal depth slope 
of 3.7 cm/km was used for both models, the derivation of this slope value is described in 
subsection 6.3.3. Results are shown in Fig. C-4. 
 
Fig. C-4: Effect of downstream boundary condition on magnitude of WSE difference 
between Q–H curves: (a) Q–H boundary condition used; (b) normal depth boundary 
condition used. MERIT DEM used to represent floodplain and island elevations in all 
model runs. 
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The results show that use of normal depth instead of a Q–H boundary increases 
the peak magnitude of the WSE difference by only ~0.1 m. 
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